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[EDITORIAL]
SKELETON AT THE FEAST
L°gislature is running the gamut of schemes to raise
new revenue, all the way from sales tax to taxing wages, and
seems to be getting nowhere fast. Time for adjournment is
rapidly nearing and the solons may have to settle the plaguey
question! fn thq'mock session which is the climax of legisla
ture The Iewiston Journal says:
Tlie whole question comes back, over and over again, to
the issue: Does the State need more money badly enough
to warrant form of taxation? If the need is there and if the
State cannot or will not curtail its activities then a general sales
tax would seem as good, or better, than any other tax.
A general sales tax. with a few exemptions and a low rate,
would provide money, lots of it, surely and quickly. The tax.
if it is Imposed must be passed on to the consumer. The
retailer certainly cannot absorb it. The cards should be put
right on tlie table. There is no point in trying to conceal the
impost.
Whatever the merits of the case there is a practical
question involved. Will tlie people submit to added taxation,
in this or any other form?
There seems no good reason to believe that a referendum
tin year would be any different in its outcome than that of
1337 The sales tax proposed then was “dressed up” as
attractively as possible. Old age assistance and “educational
equalization” wwe tied up with the tax. The vote showed
beyond a shadow of doubt that the people didn't want more
taxes. • V
Probably no tax would be voted on favorably in a refer
endum. Under existing law the only way to avoid a referen
dum on a new tax measure would be to make it an “emerg
ency" requiring a two-thirds vote of both Houses of the Legis
lature. Such a two-thirds vote is equally improbable.
It may be argued that tax measures should not be subject
to referenda. But they are; any change would be a difficult,
lengthy process. On the other hand this veto power by the
people may be the only way to keep State government from
expanding indefinitely. There are lots of services the State
might give that in themselves might be meritorious—but there
is a very definite limit to what the people can, or will, pay
in taxes.
A THOMASTON STATESMAN

The excellent impression created by the Thomaston young
man Albert B. Elliot when he presided over the State Senate
one day this week will go a long w'ay -xiward advancing his
course should he conclude to be a candidate for the presi
dency in 1943. Such a contingency presupposes, of course,
that Senator Elliot would seek a third term as Senator from
Knox County, and be nominated and elected. He stands
highly with the electorate and has always received a very
large vote,. Should he become president of the Senate it is
said that he would be th£ youngest man ever to hold that
oflice.
LIPSTICKS IN PERIL

The horrors of war may be brought home to women in
more acute form if it is true that this country depends upon
European chemicals for the modern embellishment of lips, hair
and finger nails. Reddened lips were coubtless means as an
appeal to masculinity, but the men who express themselves
on the subject somehow fail to wax enthusiastic on the matter.
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
000H

ROOM

The British Army of the Nile is retreating to a position
where it will be able to fight on superior terms.
Lou Nova won a technical knockout over Max Baer in the
eighth round at New York last night.
Dr. Merrill E. Joss of Richmond, Me., was yesterday held
without bail for the June term of Sagadahoc Superior Court,
charged with murdering his wife.
The zero hour is thought to have arrived in the crisis
between Germany and Yugoslavia.
President Roosevelt has assigned another billion of the
Lend-Lease appropriation, half for 212 new merchant ships
and half for helping Britain and her allies with war supplies.
Yugoslavia has mobilized its full man power and closed
its frontiers.
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A Widened Pleasant Street Corner One
Result—A Barber Moves
One of the oldest buildings on
Main street will have disappeared
from tlie Southend skyline when
workmen complete the demolition
of the John Robinson block at the
corner of Main and Pleasant streets.
This structure, last occupied as a
tenement by Mr. Robinson’s son,
the late Harry Robinson; and on
the ground floor by H. B Barter's
store and John W. Watts’ barber
shop, was owned by the city.
It is being dismantled by N.Y.A.
boys under the direction of the
city carpenter, Clarence G. Wyilie.
A portion of the lot will be used in
the widening of the Pleasant street
corner, long a hazardous locality

for traffic . Tlie southern end will
be added to the property of Miss
Maude M. Staples, proprietor of
Crockett’s Baby Shop, and will be
used in beautifying the premises.
Mr. Watts was not long in find
ing a comfortable home, and mov
ing was not a difficult task, as he
merely went across the way and
leased the rear apartment of the
Dr. E. W. Gould block, with en
trance on Pleasant street. The
versatile tonsorialist is happy in his
new home which will have a brand
new outfit just as soon as the
freight can land it here from
Chicago.
So here’s a deal whereby it seems
that everybody ts being benefited.

AT THE STATE CAPITOL
A bill providing a financial re standard policies with such form as
sponsibility law as it applies to tlie commission may describe.
• • • •
owners and operators of automobiles
was reported favorably in a new
After brief debate the Senate de
draft Thursday by the Legislative feated 22 to 8. a bill providing for
Judiciary Committee. In the new run-off primary elections. The un
draft persons responsible for acci successful sponsor, Senator Hil
dents, with certain exemptions, dreth of Falmouth, argued that
would in the future be required to 1 under existing methods there was
show proof of financial responsi no guarantee that the will of the
bility before being allowed to again majority of the voters would pre
operate an automobile on the high vail.
Senator Chamberlain of
ways of Maine.
Brewer countered with the conten
An operator involved in a fatal tion that the second primary elec
accident would be required to sur tion would be an "unwarranted ex
render his driver’s license to the pense.”
• • • •
Secretary of State pendifig adjust
ment.
Rep. Lloyd F Crockett of North
Other provisions in the bill would Haven fought a losing battle in the
exempt vehicles owned by the State House for his bill to reorganize the
or political subdivisions and require Maine Development Commission.
a person involved in an accident to After Representative Hanold and
others had commended the present
do one of three things—
Obtain a release of damages from commission’s work, the House, on a
legal representatives of the second voice vote accepted an unfavorable
committee report on the bill.
party;
• • • •
If already insured, satisfy the Sec
retary of State that there is suf
Discussion of a bill to increase
ficient security to satisfy judgment from two to four years the terms
which might result and maintain of Maine governors was deferred
proof of financial responsibility in when Senator Farris of Augusta
the future with insurance or a bond; tabled divided committee reports
or
on it. Eight of the ten judiciary
In the case of physical injury or committee members favored it.
property damage of $50 or more,
both parties involved or the party
not at fault, must within ten days
after an accident show the Secretary
of State a release authenticated by
But Salvage Blankets
the other party showing satisfaction
Save Greater Loss At
or must present security in payment
of any damages that might be
Mary Winslow’s Fire
brought and in addition furnish
A perfect example of the skill of
proof of future financial responsi
the Rockland Fire Department in
bility.
If a person has no license to sus the use of salvage blankets and of
pend the Secretary of State would the financial savings effected by
issue an order prohibiting issuance their use was seen in yesterday
of a license until the person in afternoon's lusty fire in the Chest
volved in an accident can satisfy nut street home of Mrs. Mary Wins
any damages and present proof of low.
When the department answered
future financial responsibility
the
diaphone call from Box 48 they
Under the new draft the follow
found
the roof of the ell of the
ing exemptions to the above pro
eight room house a mass of flames.
visions would prevail:
Any owner of a car operated by Two hose lines were run and used,
some other person who obtained the salvage crew in the meantime
having covered the rooms in the af
possession without his consent.
If the owner or operator can show fected ell. The rooms of the main
house were then covered, as the
the Secretary of State he did not open attic ran the whole length of
contribute to the cause of the crash. the building.
Less than five
An operator who can show that minutes was consumed in protecting
the accident was caused by the crim the whole eight rooms.
inal act of a third party over which
The blaze was confined to the
he had no control.
attic "of the ell and the water con
An operator involved in an accir ducted outside by means of chutes.
dent in which no property other Damage to the furniture and fur
than his own is damaged, the ex nishings was held to an absolute
emption providing that at the time minimum where without the salvage
he was not a violator of the motor equipment the loss resulting from
vehicle laws.
the necessary use of two heavy
Minimum insurance or bond in streams must have been very great.
the case of death of more than one Mrs. Winslow’s loss on the house
person would be $10,000; minimum is estimated at $500. Much of the
after one person killed. $5000; and a newly acquired home had been re
minimum of $1000 after damage to cently renovated and re-decorated.
the property of another.
No person could be relieved of re
The Rockland & Rockport Lime
sponsibility by going into bank Corp, is making ready to operate
the Sleeper Field quarry at the
ruptcy.
Policies or bonds would be under head of Rankin street. More kilns
supervision of the State Insurance will be set afire as soon as the
Department and would have to be rock is obtainable.

Roof Burned Off
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The Black Cat

Elliot of Thomaston Presides Over Senate
and Is Mentioned For Presidency
Regarded by many legislators as
an outstanding candidate for the
presidency of the State Senate in
1943, Knox County’s able young rep
resentative to that body. Senator
Albert Elliot of Thomast-on got a
surprise “work-out,” this week
Shortly after the Senate had con
vened for its morning session Presi
dent Thompkins invited Elliot to
preside. After swapping places with
the man who is next to the Gover
nor in influence and high position
Senator Elliot manned the gavel
for nearly two hours and a lot of
important business was carried on
smoothly and effectively.
For a long time it has been the
policy of the Senate to accord this
honor to those who are considered
presidential possibilities. It may
be significant that Elliot and Fran
cis Friend of Skowhegan who was a
candidate for the job at the pres
ent term are the only ones who
have been invited to preside to date.
It has been very obvious tliat El
liot would have a lot of supporters
if he did choose to run and should
be elected he would be the young
est man ever to hold the job.
Questioned about his aspirations,
Elliot said that naturally he would
be honored to have the job but had
not given it too much thought. He
said that there were too many pres

ent pressing problems to think of
the future, just now.
However he has had the “big in-

(By The Roving Reporter)

Anybody ever see nowadays tlio.se
castiron beetles between whose an
tennae you used to set one heel,
placing the other foot on the betle’s
back and giving a heave to get
your boots off?—Boston Globe.
The Black Cat located lots of
Senator Albert B. Elliot of Thom
aston. who is mentioned for presi them last year, but we didn't call
them “cast iron beetles;” they were
dency of that body.
just plain "bootjacks.”
vitation” and there is something in
the air. It is a matter of record
James F. McIntosh hands Tlie
that many of Maine’s Senate presi Black Cat a companion to the bus
dents have gone up to become drivers change problem recently
governor.
published. A man had $1.15 in lus
pocket, yet he couldn’t change a
half dollar. What did he have?

THE ROCKLAND AIRPORT LOTS

A woman who lives- not far from
from the Post Office had a graphic
reminder the other day that there
is such an institution. She an
swered the doorbell and the parcel
post man delivered a package to
her. Meantime there was a rap
on the side door and it was a letter
carrier. She had barely closed the
door when the phone rang, and she
found herself talking with a postoffice clerk.

Condemnation proceedings, under
eminent domain authority, and the
first to be begun under the new
amendment, signed today by Gov.
Sewall, will bring into the city’s
fold several lots necessary for the
construction of the Rockland Mu
nicipal Airpart on the Ash Pont
road.
Lots already bought for this pur
pose were owned by the Whalen

heirs, Meriani Sellers, Albert Sleep
er, Grace and Blanche Witham.
Courtney Foster, Marion Lindsey,
Ella Watts and Charles Curtis.
Those which will be taken over
by condemnation proceedings in
stituted by City Solicitor Stuart C.
Burgess have as owners Julia Smitn
heirs, Gosta Meklin.: James Williams,
Theresa Hanlon, Ethan Rowell,
Eirva Willis.

Junior Orators

I wonder how many tried the ex
periment of seeing how many
nickels laid on each other flatwise
ii Maine Colleges Night”
equalled the height of a dime. Mrs.
At the High School Seeks Maynard McFarland of New Harbor
did, and found that it required just
Large Public Attendance 10 of the 5-cent pieces. I venture
Graduates and former students of to say that this Lincoln County
Correspondent was surprised. Ev
the four Maine colleges and the erybody who tries it is.
public as well are showing marked
interest and enthusiasm in the gen
Mrs. Fred Anderson, our Georges
eral jollification and get-together River Road correspondent writes:
to be held next Tuesday night at
“Even the cows rebelled at last
the High School auditorium, open month’s cold weather.
Perhaps
ing at 8 o'clock.
they despaired of ever seeing green
Representatives of faculty and pastures. Be as it may, one of
coaching staffs of all the colleges ours tried to bite off a hunk of my
will be present and speak briefly on top knot on one of those extra
their W’ork and institutions with special cold days. I may be green
motion pictures in each instance. but I certainly don’t have straw col
Tlie High School Orchestra will ored hair. Neither are our cows
provide music and there will be fed on straw but are sleek and fat
group and community singing of on balanced rations. That weather
college songs and old favorites.
just simply unbalanced everybody.
Aside from the social and educa- Friend husband certainly thought
tionol value of this union meeting I was crazy when I let out a
of representatives and friends of screech loud enough to be heard
the Maine colleges there is a prac across the Georges River as bossy
tical angle as well. A small charge clamped her big teeth on the end
wil be made, and this money will be of my last Summer’s permanent
the nucleus of a Rockland High which was getting too long and
School scholarship fund designed scraggly. anyway, and which is now
to aid deserving students in the minus a number of curls. So now I
quest of higher education.
have a good reason for getting my
Among the speakers will be Lynn hair 'all fixed up for Easter. So
Wqlls, Bowdoin’s baseball coach, you see, life has its compensations
Bates’ w’ell known Mansfield, Ted and Ls never dull on a farm. And,
Curtis, of U. of M. with the new my goodness, here it Ls milking time
football coach if possible and again.”
Colby’s Loeb6.

Contest Winners Are An
nounced At Stonington
High School
After a week’s vacation Ston
ington High School has opened for
the last term of the year. Junior
orotorical winners are: First for
boys, William Gray; first for girls,
Carolyn Billings; honorable men
tion, Kenneth. Jones. All partici
pants received medals, pendants to
the girls and pins to the boys.
The Senior class day parts were
elected by the class as follows:
Prophecy, Frances Bye and James
Gray; history, Shirley MacDonald;
will. Etiina Conley; g:fts, Mabel
Haskell and Basil Greenlaw; presi
dent's address, Da-irt oturdee; class
ode, Grate Pifieid.
The Junior play books have ar
rived and the following juniors are
members of the cast: Kenneth
Jones, Caroline Turner, Carolyn
Billings, Patricia Vangeli, Billy
Gray, Marie Buckminster, Fulton
Gross, Winfield Billings, John
Young and Natalie Eaton. The
play. “Sailor, Take Care," is a
comedy.

District Meeting
Odd Fellows Will Have
Session With Camden
Lodge Next Tuesday
William M. Smith of Camden,
district deputy grand master, has
announced April 8 as the date of
District No. 16 meeting to be held
at Mt. Battle Lodge in Camden
The lodge will be opened by Mt.
Battie, and following the intro
duction of grand officers, J. Her
bert Gould will give the address of
welcome. Noble grands of the dis
trict will give a report on the work
accomplished in lodges during the
present year.
A memorial sendee will be con
ducted by Knox Lodge, with Past
Grand Oliver B. Lovejoy in charge,
and a school of instruction, with
all members taking part, will be
held.
Supper will be served by Maiden
Cluff Rebekah Lodge in the Me
gunticook Grange hall at 6 30. The
supper committee includes Mrs.
Laura Fuller, Mrs. Nema Smith,
Miss Bessie Bowers, Miss Lillian
Grey, Miss Evelyn Stinson, Mrs
Jennie Beverage.

All Hands Invited

Illegal Operation
Alleged In Case of
Thomaston Woman—
Portland Doctor Arrested

Cruelty was certainly not intend
ed. “W. R." of North Waldoboro
writes:
“Don’t you think that your coin
problem rather cruel to one who
loves to try to ’dig' them out, when
he hasn’t the ‘chink’ to operate
with?”

Carl E. Ahlquist, Portland naturo
path, was arrested in his office at
10 Congress Square Thursday on a
warrant charging that he per
formed an illegal operation on a
young Thomaston matron here
March 21.
Taken into custody by Deputy
Sheriffs Maurice H. Davidson and
George R. Bryant, Ahlquist was re
leased when he provided $2500 bail
for his appearance in Municipal
Court.
The arrest, deputies said, result
ed from an investigation begun a
week ago when Stuart C. Burgess,
Knox County Attorney informed
Richard S. Chapman, assistant
Cumberland County, Attorney, that
the woman, mother of two children,
was seriously ill in a Rockland hos
pital
from the effects of an illegal
A cellulose-newsprint plant will
operation
performed in Portland.
be established in Brazil.
Deputies said Thursday that the
woman was now out of danger and
expected to be able to leave the
hospital in a few days.
Ahlquist, who has practiced here
since 1935, has been arrested twice
The proceeds from next Mon before on the same charge, once in
day night's weekly Beano, spon 1931 and1 again In 1936. Both cases
were placed on file in Superior
sored by Williams-Brazier Post, Court
—Press Herald.

Imported Lobsters
Rep. Oliver Has Bill In
Congress To Fix the
Minimum Length
Representative Oliver introduced
in the House a bill to fix the mini
mum size of lobsters which may be
imported into this country or be
tween States. The bill has the ap
proval of Maine’s Sea and Shore
Fisheries Commissione- Greenleaf,
who hopes that an agreement can
be reached with Canadian and
State conservation agencies which
will ease passage of the bill.
The Oliver bill makes it unlawful
knowingly to transport or receive
for transportation any lobster less
than 3 1-16 inches in length mea
sure from the rear of the eye-socket
along a line parallel to the center
of the body shell to the rear end of
the body shell, or any part of such
lobster. This minimum shall pre
vail for the first year after the leg
islation is enacted. Each year
thereafter this minimum shall be
increased one-sixteenth of an inen.
until the length of 3'I inches shall
have been reached, which will be
the final legal minimum.
The bill also provides that any
container ol lobsters or parts of

NOTICE!

Thomaston, will be donated to
Battery F for recreation room

equipment.

Two cents a game

as usuaL Refreshments.

The cheering news comes froth
the St. George granite region that
the companies will begin operation
the moment the b.U of prices is
signed.

♦

That well known and well loved
Thomaston educator “Styvle,” of
fers the following algebraic solu
tion of Mrs Waltz's problem:
If 1-3 of 6 equals 3. then 6 equabi
9; therefore 6:9::20:x; 6x equals
180; x equaLs 30; *4 of 30 equals 7*4
or by arithmetic—if 1-3 of 6 equals
3. 4-12 of 6 equals 3, 1-12 of 6 equals
3-4, 3-12 of 6 equals 9-4; 20-6 x 9-4
equals 15-2 or 7*4.
Tlie Courier-Gazette’s veteran
bookkeeper Oliver F. Hills figures it
thus:
If 1-3 of 6 equals 3, which is 1-3
I of 6 equals 2 + 50% or 3; 1-4 of 20
equals 5 + 50% or 7‘+.
A splinter from a German bomb
fell on tiie Roving Reporter’s desk
[this morning—-not a hostile act,
however. The “splinter” is about
two inches square and weighs 6%
ounces. It was sent from across the
water by George Wood of Dalbeat
tie, Scotland, the recipient being
Mrs. Emma Nelson of St. George.
Would have spelled death to some
person had it landed on his bean.

A correspondent writes:
Several weeks ago I wrote an item
for Tlie Black Cat column about
the different kinds of birds feed
ing in the bush at the front of our
house. Yesterday’s newcomer to be
seen was a medium sized rat feed
ing in tlie peanut butter dish. After
eating for a while he took a gen
erous mouthful
and
leisurely
climbed down the bush and disap
peared into the hedge.
Tlie Lewiston Journal State Chat
editor tells of a Madison man who
held a 29-liand—one of the once
in a million kind. The writer never
held one, but he has been up
against one held by a Knox County
official who eats up "average coun
try players” like big fish eat little
fish.

Two Southend women motored
to Boston recently taking along a
bag of tempting food and a bag of
garbage which they intended to
throw away when the right oppor
tunity offered. Probably you have
already guessed the sequel. When
it came lunch-time they opened a
bag with keen anticipation, only to
find that it contained the garbage
instead of the lunch.
The boys have been getting in
some preliminary baseball practice
at Schofield-White Park. But that’s
nothing; last night two young girls
were at play there barefooted.

One year ago: The Calderwood
place in North Warren, owned by
Charles Kigel, was destroyed by
fire.—The new sardine boat Ed
ward M. was launched at South
Warren—Twins were born to Mr.
and Mi’s. Inocencio Martino, said to
be the fourth set of Fiilpino twins
born in this country—A mile long
cable weighing 30 tons, was laid
between Deer Lsle and Sedgwick
by the Sophia and Hugh.

lobster imported into the United
States or transported in interstate
commerce must be plainly marked
with the name "lobster” or “lobster
meat," with an accurate statement
of the amount contained and the
name of shipper and consignee.
This does not apply to live lobsters
or eggs for breeding.
The lobster trade is made subject
to the laws of the State entered
and the bill carries detailed regula
tions for the administration and
enforcement of the law.
The regular meeting of the Knox
County Camera Club will be held
Tuesday night at its’ club room
on Broadway. Program for the
evening will be a full length movie
sponsored by the General Electric
Company, entitled “Characteristics
of G-E Photoflash Lamps”.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I

would have made a rule to read soma
poetry and listen to some mualc at
least once a week The lose oi these
: tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

DIOGENES
A hut. and a tree.
And a hill for me.
And a piece of a weedy meadow.
I'll ask no thing.
Of Ood or King.
But to clear away his shadow.
—Max Eastmaa
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And the ransomed of the Lord
jftiall return, and come to Zion
with rongs and everlasting joy up
on their heads: they shall obtain
Joy and gladness, and sorrow and
sighing shall flee away.—Isa 35: 10.

Every-Other-Day
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HIGH SCHOOL DIEWS
Bv the Pupils

The Memory Man
Recalls Some of the Store
keepers Around “The
Brook”—More
Anecdotes
(by Iree Member)
When I start one of these mem
*4
ory sketches I hardly know how to
begin.
Like the man who ate three meals
at once. He was hired to work on
a farm which was owned by a farm
er who had the reputation ot being
a hard task master. He hired the
new farm hand at night and told
him to get out of bed at 3 o’clock
the next morning. He did so. Dorothy Peterson, Alternate Winner
Cleaning out the barn, feeding the
The preliminary competition of
stock and milking fifteen cows was the Lydia O. (Hamlin) Spear State
finished in two hours of smart work Prize Speaking Contest was held
and they pulled chairs up to the yesterday afternoon in the audi
breakfast table at about 5 a. m.
torium with Ailston E. Smith pre
During the meal the farmer said: siding. Dorothy Peterson, Junior,
“Eat heartily, young man. We work represented this school. Tlie pro
long hours and don’t loaf or lunch gram
any on this farm. After breakfast “The Last Day of School,"
Frances Fossett
we'll hitch up the horses and start
Bristol High School
ploughing in tlie seven-acre field. "The Crimson
Shroud,"
Natalie Harding
We stay right on the job ’til Jane
Belfast
School
toots the dinner horn and we must "That We Might High
Be Saved."
Barbara Plclnlch
eat enough to last us. After din
Waldoboro High School
ner we go back on the job and "Spreading
The News," Winona Clark
work ’til dark, then we come in and
Appleton High School
(Not
Informed yet)
do the chores. You won’t get in
Liberty High School
bed before 10 tonight.’’
"After The Air Raid."
Dorothy Peterson
“How far Ls it to the seven-acre
Rockland High School
field?’’ asked the new man. ‘“Bout "Camille,”
Audrey Coombs
Vinalhaven High School
two mile" said his boss, “It’s way "The Soul
of the American Soldier.”
over tn the back lot.”
Madeline Haskell
Warren High School
“Well,” said the new man, “why "Open Wider.
Please,” Payson Oeorge
don't we save time by eating our
Thomaston High School
dinner now? It will save a two-mile
The winner of the contest Payson
trip over and the same coming back Oeorge of Thomaston will compete
—four miles in all and give us extra In the finals held in Augusta at the
time to work." The farmer thought Conference of Secondary Schools’
a moment. The idea pleased him Principals, next month. The alter
and they proceeded to stuff more nate is Dorothy Peterson.
• • • «
food away.
The farmer then pushed his chair
Graduates of this school in the
back and started to leave the table. past five years, who have joined
“Hold on a minute," said the new Uncle Sam's units of defense, in
hand, "I have another idea. Why clude Earle Coombs, Samuel Glover,
can’t we eat our supper too, while Francis Havener, and Horace Vinal
we are at it? We can then work from '36; John Blethen, Roger
until dark and come in and do the Bronkie, Tom Pietroski, and Rus
chores by lantern light. In that sell Hickman, '37; Paul Barton, Fred
way we can put in a full day and Blackman, William Daniello, Rich
not have to take any time out." ard Havener, Russell Hewett, Milton
After some thought and head Lawry, Warren Ulmer, Stuart Macscratching this idea, also, pleased, Alman, Roy Joyce, and Lawrence
the farmer and they proceeded to Candage, '38; Robert Call, Ellis
eat some more.
Hastings, George Huntley, Roger
They finally arose and the farmer Perry, Paul Pietroski, Harry Smith,
waddled groggily to the door. “Come
Paul York, and Cadet Joseph Don
on," he grunted, “Now let’s get at dis, '39; Harry Graves, Paul Rack
the work."
liffe. Fred Small, and Franklin
“Sorry,’ said the new hand, as he
Spinney,
’40 —Lucille Stanley.
lolled lazily in his chair, “I never
• • * •
work after supper!’
The
8-4
English
group, taught by
Well, as I can't write all my mem
Mrs.
Hall,
this
week completed
ories in one sketch I will have to
booklets
on
“
The
work
I Should Like
do them one at a time.
To
Do.
”
Each
pupil
chose
his own
One of the first stores I ever en
type
of
work,
then
found
and
ar
tered was the H. H Crie hardware
ranged
informative
material
which
store. Ouess I was about four years
old. Went in with my Dad. He would add to his knowledge of the
bought a gimlet. May have bought selected occupation. Especially good
other items but the gimlet is all booklets were made by Marilyn
I remember. Why? Well, I used Robishaw, Roberta Walsh, and Eve
that gimlet some time later to bore lyn Alley, all of whom chose the
a hole In the window ledge and got profession of “Nursing,” and by Pris
my pants dusted for doing it. H. H. cilla Patterson and Josphy Lom
Crie, Anson Crie, Kelly Crie, Ed. bardo, who chose “Art." Other vo
Crie—I came to know them all. Will cations studied were Beauty Culture,
Lufkin was bookkeeper and Cliff Stenography and Aeronautics.
• • • •
Lufkin also worked in the store for
Rehearsals
are
underway for the
years.
Minstrel
Show,
directed
by Mr. Ed
Ike Fields was proprietor of the
Central House when I was a youth. wards, to be given April 18. The
Used to eat my dinner there some ends will be George Ellis, Douglas
times.
Smail, Elmer Havener. Harrison
Remember “Penny” Hemingway’s Dow, Mary Wotton, and Evelyn
candy store? His son, Willie? The Gray.
store was very popular with young
The boys’ chorus will consist of
America. Boy, what a stock of O Palmer. B Sylvester. C. Seaman.
• “penny'' candy to choose from. Tib R. Stevens. J Munsey. T. Perry, D.
betts meat market? Henry and his Fogg, H. Edwards, C. Huntley. R.
hrother ran the market. Think Will Calder. M. Wooster, R. Chisholm,
French succeeded them in the M. Greene, J. Storer. D. Bicknell.
business. Used to buy nice soup K. Mignault, H. Rollins and J.
bones there. W. A. McLain shoe Thurston.
store? His son, Will ran the store
The girls’ chorus; L. Thompson,
later. Young Will was a nice S. Firth. B. Robinson. E. Willis, M.
dancer.
Snow, M. Anastasia. E. Porter, D.
Roy Chase, Maine Music Com Gatti, P. Brazier, M. Seavey, M
pany? I ran across him about a Mahoney. S. McKinney. D Peterson,
year ago when I was in Rockland. V. Murphy. B. Munro, J. Thompson.
Looked just as he did 30 years ago. A. Bohn. J. Calderwood, E. Beach,
Could he sell pianos? He could. J Buckminster. K. Weed. D. Good
Also, he could spoil the sale of one now. R. Spear. R. Wotton. B. Woods,
by his competitors by that very ex
L. Sweeney, D. Tibbetts.
pressive lift of an eyebrow. An af
The proceeds will be added to the
fable gentleman. Roy Chase. John
|
fund
now beng accumulated by the
Leach, partner in the business, was
i
Band
Mothers for new uniforms
a close second to Roy. A. C. Moore,
for
band
members.
who sold and tuned pianos for them
• * * ♦
was well known, too. Also. John
Donald
Russell
of Lynnfield Cen
nie Robinson, seller and tuner.
ter,
Mass.,
and
Orrin
Snow of North
These four and Mrs. Chase (sister
Branford,
Conn.,
seniors
at Bates
of the late “Sannle" Hatch) made
a quintet hard to equal in the music College, while in the city, are liv
ing at the home of Mrs. A. S. Far
store business.
Nelse Ulmer's stable? Think Billy rington, Camden street.—Bertha
Orbeton succeeded Nelse and, later, Coombs.
• • • •
Charlie Robbins ran the business
Have
you
visited
the attractive
Here s a little yarn that may
and interesting exhibit of oral Eng
amuse.
Ned Atkins hailed Iree one day lish project booklets in Mr. Smith's
and said he had two girls lined up room? Both covers and contents
to go on a ride but had no coin to i please the eye with gay color ef
lay down for a team, “if you fects. showing much originality, and
can furnish the team I’ll furnish neat, orderly arrangement of the
material. These booklets serve as a
the girls" he said.
record
of individual accomplishment
I dug up $2.00 and hired the
in
the
past
27 weeks of the course—
team from Nelse Ulmer. It was
quite a fancy outfit—dark cream readings learned and recited before
colored surry with long lacy stuff the class, the prize-speaking selec
as trimming for the top and a tions, record of program contribu
horse which matched (in color) the tions. scripts of plays participated
vehicle. I drove proudly to the in, notes on fundamentals, reflecM. E. Church on Union street where
we were to meet. It was getting a when 15 years cld and when I re
bit dark and after the introduction covered my hair was quite white).
one of the girls called Ned aside
I was only twenty and it made
and talked for some time. Ned me sore to be called an old white
finally came and told me the girl headed man. I bade the party good
refused to go to ride with a white night nnd went and got me another
haired old man. (I had a fever girl,

tions on the year's outstanding per
formances on stage and screen—
most of these being quite generously
Illustrated by picture cut-outs or
original sketches.
• • * •
Students of this school are antici
pating All Maine Colleges Night, to
be held here Tuesday night, with
music, singing, football movies from
all four Maine colleges, and short,
snappy talks by the coaches. A re
duced rate for students will make it
possible for many to be present to
?njoy this get-together.—Ruth Sea
bury.
• • • •
Two new films on “Social Security"
xnd one entitled "The Typing Battle
of the Century” were shown to the
commercial classes this week. "Pa
rade of Champions” was also shown
to several classes.
• • • •
Quarterly exams have been given
this week, and report cards and the
honor roll are eagerly awaited next
week. Juniors and seniors who have
had an average of B rank were
exempt from examinations this
quarter.
• • • •
Fannie Copeland of the senior
shorthand class, and Marion Harl rington of the office practice team
assisted Principal Blaisdell in the
office this week. Office boys were
Albert Smith. Gordon Wotton, Lee
Wotton, James Duffy, Reginald
Withington, Benjamin Shapiro, and
Irving Small.
• • • •
Edward Storer, 41 South Main
street, recent graduate of this school,
is making a name for himself in
undergraduate activities on the Uni
versity of Chicago Quadrangles dur
ing the University's Fiftieth Anniversity year. Storer, a sophomore
has won his varsity numerals in
wrestling and has participated in
the hockey games. He has been ac
live on the Social Orientation Com
mittee and has worked on a com
mittee to develop Faculty-Student
Discussion. Storer’s field of special
ization at the University of Chicago
is Bio-Chemistry.
• • * •
Rockland High is one of nine
high schools, all winners of pre
liminary and semi-final competitions
in their respective districts through
out the State, which will participate
in the finals of the 10th annual
Maine one-act play contest at Bow
doin College April 12. Fifty-two
schools entered the competition this
year.
Two of the judges will be Miss
Lavinia Schaeffer, director of dra
matics at Bates College, and Prof.
Herschel Bricker, director of dra
matics at the University of Maine.
The college will entertain all of the
casts, their faculty advisors and pro
duction managers with a dinner at
the Moulton Union. Five of the
plays will be presented in the after
noon and four in the evening. The
winning school will qualify for the
New England contest which this
year is to be held at South Port
land on April 26. Rockland will pre
sent “The High Heart” coached by
Ailston E Smith.
* • • •
Vocations Day will be observed
May 15 at this school, with Dana W.
Cotton, director of Vocational Guid
ance, State Department of Educa
tion, in charge of the career-shap
ing program. Juniors and seniors
of neighboring high schools will be
invited to attend, and hear repre
sentatives of 40 vocations speak, and
conduct open forums. A career con
ference of this nature was held at
Morse High School last month, at
which 600 students from Sagadahoc
and Lincoln Counties were present.
—Ruth Seabury.
• • • •
At the Tuesday morning assembly
courses of study and elective blanks
were given out to freshmen, sopho
mores and juniors for the ensuing
year.
• • * •
The band. 30 strong, practices
marching one night a week, outside
the school building, ln preparation
for the Maine Music Festival, held
in Augusta next month. Veronia
Murphy is drum major.
• • • •
Rockland High, for the first time
in five years, won over Lincoln
Academy of Damariscotta Tuesday
afternoon, in a preliminary round
of the Bates Debating League. The
decision of the judges was unani
mous. The Rockland team, argu
ing the affirmative of the question,
“Resolved, That the power of the
federal government should be in
creased,” was June Chatto and Dor
othy Peterson. Cleveland Page and
Gloria Weld argued negatively for
Lincoln. Miss Peterson and Page
tied for best speaker of the day.
Judging were Supt. Frank Rowe of
Warren. Milford Payson of Camden
High and Rev. C. Vaughn Overman
of Rockport.
William Whiting,
mathematics instructor, was chair
man. The debating teams have
been coached this year by Mr. Bow
den. whom the members enthusi
astically describe as a "wonderful"
coach.
• • • •
Frank A. Winslow, who began his
newspaper career at Rockland High
when he was editor of the school
paper, "Tau Delta Kappa," in 1890.
was speaker at the weekly meeting
of the Press Club, whose organ is the
"Highlite.”
The first part of Mr. Winslow’s
talk was confined to the newspaper
field, in which he has been so suc
cessfully engaged for nearly 50
years. In this connection, he gave

GRANGE CORNER

THE ONLY WOMAN EMPLOYE

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.
Knox Pomona will meet Saturday
with Weymouth Grange of Thcm
aston, this program to be presented:
Music, Thomaston High School Or
chestra; welcome, Earle Maxey,
host master; response. Bernys
Jameson, Waldoboro; address, E.
Carroll Bean of Kenduskeag. over
seer State Grange; piano solo.
Betty Fales of Thomaston; "Migra
tory Birds," Chester Butler of
Union; poem, Fred Fernald of
Thomaston; accordion solo, James
Dana of Thomaston; question,
"Agricultural opportunities which
might increase the farmer's in
come,” Fred Fernald, Fied Ludwig,
Austin Kalloch; recitation, Dora
Copeland, Thomaston.
• • • •
South Montville Grange will serve
a supper Friday followed by a so
cial, the proceeds for the benefit of
Robert Bowley, who was injured by
an automobile in Orono .
• • • •
Tuesday's meeting will be a gala
event at Pleasant Valley Grange
hall. At 6 o’clock there will be a
ten-cent benefit supper for all
Grange members. Part of the pro
ceeds will go to the cancer control
fund. All members are requested to
support this supper. Those not so
licited please take sweets During
the lecturer's hour there will be a
battle of music by Wessaweskeag
Grange.
The participants have
been selected and are raring to go.
• • • •
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
will meet Saturday afternoon. The
lecturer will have an interesting
program. Any Granger may become
an honorary member of the Juve
nile by paying the 25 cents fee.
• • • •
Mrs. Nellie Beverage and Mrs.
Louise Staples of North Haven en
tertained 14 women at the Grange
Sewing Circle Thursday after
noon. Many articles have been
made for the fair next Fall. The
circle will' meet again next Thurs
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Susie Wooster to continue v-’ork.
The Grange is sponsoring a
shower and reception to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Haskell at the hall Fri
day night. These young persons
are loyal members and Grangers
will appreciate this opportunity
to wish them a happy married
life. Everyone is welcome.
Rev. H. I. Holt will be the guest
speaker at the Grange next Sat
urday. There will also be special
music.
Sunday night 45
Grangers
marched into church to hear a ser
mon preached especially for them
by 'Rev. H. I. Holt entitled “Faith,
Hope and Charity in the Garden.’
Selections from the North Haven
Band and Church Choir were also
greatly appreciated.
• • • •
Members of Weymouth Grange
of Thomaston have been invited
to supply the program Monday
night at the meeting of Meenahga
Grange in Waldoboro.
• * • ♦
The welfare committee of White
Oak Grange of North Warren held
a masquerade social Tuesday
which was a success financially and
socially, there being nearly 100 in
attendance from Union, South
Warren, Thomaston, and Waldo
boro. Half that number were in
costume. The grand march was
led by the King and) Queen of
Hearts, after which they unmasked.
The prize, a box of candy, for the
best couple was awarded Miss
Ethola Stimpson. and Mrs. Freda
Stimpson, as George and Martha
Washington; Virginia Moody won
the prize an address book, dressed
as the funniest man; Mrs. Ruth
Wiley, as the funniest lady re
ceived a vial of perfumery as prize.
Richard) Miller as the best lady, a
box of face powder, and Willis
Moody as King of Hearts, a basket
of candy. As April 1 was the
birthday anniversary of Willis
Moody, Sr.. Mrs. Alford Wiley in
behalf of his family to him a fog
the club members many helpful
suggestions in carrying on their
school paper, under the guidance of
Mrs Ludwick. The remaining time
was spent in an interesting account
of his trips through Quebec, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Montreal,
Callandar, Ontario, and the Mohawk
Trail. Although Mr. Winslow has
spoken many times at the school
assemblies, where he is always en
joyed, this was only the second
time that he has visited the Press
Club.
The members have now expressed
a wish that he make this visit a
yearly event.—-Virginia Bowley.
• e e e
The weekly meeting of the Dra
matic dub of Junior High was
held Friday morning in Miss
Nichols' room, with a program ar
ranged by Vina Delmonico and
Charles Philbrook, in the form of
a radio broadcast. The broadcast
consisted cf a play, “A Bearing On
the Beacon," with Dale Lindsey,
Charles Philbrook, Vina Delmonico,
George Berliawsky. Ernest Munro,
and Samuel Smith in the cast. The
program committee for next meet
ing will be Faith Long, Sylvia
Adams, and Oliver Williamson.—
Betty O’Brien, club secretary.
• • • •
The meeting of the Entre Nous
Club was held in Mrs. Matheson's
room Friday morning, at which time
a quiz program concerning French
people and customs was enjoyed.
Priscilla Brazier was the winner
with U'x points—Mary Lamb,

YEAR WITHOUT A SUMMER
Just Read What Happened In This
Country, Way Back In 1816
(From The Courier-Gazette of March 28, 1916)
It has been a hard old Winter. crally to worrying and the same
Nobody will deny that. But it is correspondent wrote:
also the centennial of the worst
•What is to become of tliis
jyear on record-"the year without „Quntry lt
impossible to divine
Mainland the rest of New Eng- ' -distressing beyond description-

land had all kinds of hard luck in (and farms that usually cut 30 to 40
weather conditions 1C9 years ago.! tons Of hay will, by present apMarch being cold, Apr 1 milder. May 1 pearances not cut five, and this
cool and June witnessing snow falls
is
guf_
and fleets, July being cool and p
u v
*
dry, August changing fitfully from 1 fer for bread and everything else
warm to cold and September pro- I People naturally turned their
viding the climax of heavy frosts I thoughts toward a discussion of the
wlrch killed the corn crop. The cause of the blighting cold. The
hay crop was l'ght and there wasn't observer at Williams College, havmuch of a Summer, anyway.
1 ing found many spots on the sun,
—Photo by Cullen.
The facts of 1816 are presented sometimes 50 or 60, started a dlsMrs. Leona Reed of Thomaston shortly after to stay down through as contained in Leonard Hill’s "Me- ’ cussion as to whether these had
teorological Register" and in the not cut off some of the sun's rays
ls the'only woman employe of the the years and raise and educate newspapers of the day.
| and thus made the earth colder.
three children, all of whom are new
Lawrence Portland Cement Com through school, two of them, daugh
Just ICO years ago last Sunday But. by his own admission, cbpany either here cr at their plants ters who are married and have New England had a heavy north- J servation had established that the
in Pennsylvania. She has been with their own homes. A son has just east snow storm with eight inches warmest and most fruitful seasons
the company for 11 years and >s completed training in a welding of sncw. That is a fair sample of had come during periods when solar
employed in the repairing of ce school and has employment prom the weather tliat prevailed almost . spots were numerous..
ment bags and the making of dust ised him. She put one daugh’er 1 throughout the month of March i July was a dry month with cool
collectors, making and repair **of through Art School in Springfield that year. March 9 it was 1 above nights, but a few hot days in the
fabric belts, filter bags, etc. She and another trained for a nurse at zero; on the 12th three or four second week sent rye, wheat and
inches of snow fell; on the 16th it oat crops leaping into the air. In
even mends fellow employes’ over Bellevue Hospital in New York.
Despite the long days work every was warm; on the 19th it snowed, spite of alternate periods of cold
alls on occasion.
day,
and the care of her children and by the 29th frogs were peeping and warmth in August and frosts
Her domain is on the third floor
cn the 22d and 23d, vegetables and
marsh and stream.
of the pack house and is stacked she has found time to keep her in After
a
few
days
of
warm
weather
crops
did fairly well for the season.
high with thousands of cement home in repair and take an active
during
which
New
England
wel

The
corn
crop, however, or such of
sacks which have been returned part in several clubs, some of which
comed
Spring,
along
came
another
it
as
remained
on Sept. 28, was
from contractors and need repairs are the Beta Alpha Society and snowstorm—four inches this t'me; ; killed during the "coldest weather
before being returned to use. A the Weymouth Grange. She is a cn the 18th more snow; cn the 20th J ever known ln September."
small room, off in one corner, is her member of the Thomaston Baptist a little more snow; a week of I Incidentally, December of the
work shop and contains power sew Church.
cold; then suddenly, on the (same year was a freak month Days
When asked why she did not re Marchy
ing machines especially made for
last day of the month, a hot day of intense cold were followed' by a
this heavy duty work. When in tire and live with her children, she with 80-degree temperature and a period of het weather, with many
terviewed, she was busy making a replied that she liked the work at burning red sun.
days when the temperature was
heavy dust collector for use in the the plant and that everyone there
May, but for frosts on the 9th and from 60 to 78. Within a week there
was fine to her and she wants to 15th and an inch of snow on tlie was a d'fference of 67 degrees in
plant.
Mrs. Reed was widowed 11 years live in Thomaston where her friends 10th, furnished tome reasonbl temperature.
ago and went to work at the plant all are.
warm weather, with apple trees
The cold season extended through
blossoming late in the month But the east and south, causing some
song,
"Bud
and on the whole it was “cool and damage to the corn and tobacco
light for hLs car, a three-tier Wentworth;
crops in those sections. Summer
birthday cake, decorated with yel Bloom”; stunt under the direction backward.’’
low. white and pink, and 60 of Lois Daucette; helpful planting June, 1816, proved to be a rarer never had a chance that year.
candles, the work of Mis. Wiley. suggestions by Harold Robinson and menth than the late J. Russell
Others present gave him a post Harold Nash; song, "My FaPh Lowell had memory of. Then the REMEMBERS NORTHENDERS
farmers’ troubles began and all Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
card shower. Pop corn, cake, sand Looks Up To Me".
kinds
of weather were served up.
Iree Member was right. It was
wiches and root beer were on sale.
When
it
tained
it
was
very
cold,
re

Charles
U. Keene who had the
Games and dancing were enjoyed
tarding
the
crops;
when
it
was
dry
livery
stable
at the corner of James
the music furnished by Raymond
it
was
very
hot,
also
retarding
the
and
Main
streets.
Jenkins, piano and Charles Stimp
Al Buck Gets the Nod Over crops. Frequent'y during the suc- That Mr Staples the barber with
son, guitar.
ceding months Summer and Win the big black moustache I have oc
Lancaster—Semi-Final
• « • •
ter tock alternate turns on the casion to remember as he was the
stage,
one furnishing a warm day first barber to shave me. Later
Very
Classy
Wessaweskeag Grange of South
and the other making up for it he worked for me Jn a barrel fac
Thomaston having won the “Mu
A return match between Billy with a cold one. The worst spell tory at the Northend. Later he
sical Cup" from Penobscot View
Lancaster
of Portland and Al Buck came in eany June, with several went to sea as a cock and I was
Grange of Glen Cove, has been
'
of
Lisbon
Falls was the featured cold days, cne of snow and a “great told that he was lost overboard.
challenged by Pleasant Valley
E. H. Philbrick
Grange of Rockland to a contest eight-round bout at Park Street frost" on June 10 that killed all
vegetables and left half an inch of
of mus:cal programs at its Grange Arena last night with Al Buck win
ice on tlie countryside. There was
THE EASTER PARADE
hall Tuesday night. The musical ning a judge's decision. It was snow and ice cn June 6 and 7
[ Par The Ccurier-Oazette 1
ly-inclined are now tuning up their fully as good a fight as their first June 6 was a terror. There was "a In days long gone the girls wore
voices and their instruments for one, and kept the large crowd in an mest violent and heavy storm from
shawls
To keep their brain-pans warm.
the event.
uproar. Both boys landed plenty of west northwest, blowing very hard Today
they garter on their heads
Misses Vivian and Helen O'Jala hard punches, and both took a lot and accompanied by a heavy cold
Shalloons where colors swarm.
of 'Rockville have joined the Penob cf punishment.
Referee Jack rain and snow" which, had it been In ancient times they wore those
shawls
scot View Grange at Glen Cove O'Brien ruled that the fifth round entirely snow, "might have made
To hide some modest spot,
having taken the first and second was Buck's, due to a rabbit punch six inches or more.” On the 7th But now they haunt on fluted curls
That cri—Forget me not.
dellvired by Lancaster. Buck man there was half an inch of ice and
degrees last Thursday.
John Harsen Rhoades
aged
to
keep
Lancaster
on
the
de

a
severe
frost,
which
destroyed
Penobscot View Grange of Glen
New York City.
Cove conferred the third and fourth fense most of the way, but the Port young corn and nipped the budding
degrees Thursday niight on eight land lad was too tough to take out leaves of the beech trees.
"In the evening the atmosphere
candiates. Supper was served by entirely.
Another classy battle was the was-so intensely cold” wrote a cor
the women officers. A snappy pro
between Carroll Frost respondent, “that tlie small birds,
gram was furnished after the de j semi-final
of Lincolnville and Young Jack of cur annual visitors from the south
gree work.
1940 DODGE
, Augusta, with Frost taking the de ward.. sought for shelter in people's
• • ♦ ♦
1940 PONTIAC
cision in a five-round fight. It was houses and in the bains, and many
The Megunticook Grange Sewing I Frost’s light from beginning to end. of them, with the swallows, were
1944) PLYMOUTH
Circle of Camden met Wednesday j Young Jack showing spurts of pres found starved and frozen to death
1939 FORD
and tacked a quilt for Mrs. Salis sure that didn’t last.
on the morning of the 8th."
The top prelim saw a decision
bury. Supper was served, followed
1939
MERCURA'
Sheared sheep died in the barns,
by the business meeting. Tliis pro given to Frankie Bannon of Port clover in the meadows was seared;
1939 PLYMOUTH
gram was given: Opening song by land over Al Wooster. Bannon had the fields were “as bare of herbage
1939
CHEVROLET
all with Isabel Rokes at the piano; a little trouble to keep up with as usually In the month of Novem
1936
PLYMOUTH
reading, “If We Understood," Wocster in the first two rounds, ber and the verdure of the forest
1936 FORD
Worthy Master, Mae Young; stunt, but went ahead strong in the last had the appearance of the Fall in
The second prelim was stead cf Summer, and air so cold
Carl Piper; reading, New York two.
A CHOICE OF FIFTY OTHER
Record. Maud Carver; talk by Supt. stopped in the second of a four- that the laborers mostly wore mit
GOOD USED CARS
Charles E. Lord on “Lectures on round bout. Joe Walker of Belfast tens in the mornings."
Psychology of the Teen Age,” heard winning on a technical over Buster
The 10th following an eclipse of
at the Farm and Home Week; Robinson of Thomaston. It locked the moon, brought another severe
reading, Lettie Bagley; reading. “A to be one of Rcb'nson's best fights frost left thick ice and froze little
Significant Prophecy,” by Emma in the first round, and the first of martins in the birdhouses. The
Simmons of Hope Grange; quiz, the second, when Walker gained the severe weather set tlie people genMildred Philbrook.
Next week upper hand. The opener was a
County Agent Ralph Wentworth draw between Flash Bouche of Au
will be the speaker of the evening gusta and Joseph Joki.
The interesting programs seem
and a Spring program will be given,
to
have no let-up, and in the near
opening with the song, “In The
future
Lefty LaChance and LeOarden,” with Isabel Rokes at the
piano; reading. Garden Hymn. Ger Gasse will appear in the main event.
Cfiue tyousi, ottewne
trude Waterman; helpful house
The Vatican ls kept as dark as
cleaning hints, Bessie Robinson and
Aa
blacked-out
Rcme at night. It has
Lucia Hopkins; talk on “General
THATfetetSui fteUL LOOK
Farming" by County Agent Ralph la nair-raid shelter.

Another Good Show

GOOD COUPES

1

Bring New Lasting Beauty

WITH A FEW

to Your Floors ... with

DOLLARS MONTHLY

Sun and rain and scuffing feet
won’t mar your porch floor when
you paint it with this tough, dur
able enamel. You can use it in
doors, too, as well as out—on all
kinds of floors. Easy to usecovers well—dries hard to a last
ing, durable coating of protection.

$1.00 qt.

Wear and Weather

ROCKLAND, ME.

April 6 Palm Su
April 8 All Mn:
at the High Scho
April 9 Annual
County Flah and
Masonic Hall. Uiilm
April 9-Red Cn
at the Universalist
April 11 Oood Pi
April 11—Cabaret
High School.
April 13- Easter f
April 13 - Vlu ,
"Hosanna" at Unit
April 15— Easter I
Building, auspices
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EVERY SATUl

painting, remodel
ing your home now can be paid
for on easily met monthly install
ments. Bring us your plans and
estimated costs. We arrange an im
provement loan to cover total costs
. . . you repay us a few dollars
monthly. Payments are tailored to
fit your income. Come in. let us
prove to you how quickly and
easily you can have money for
home improvements.
epairing,

18 SCHOOL STREET,
TEL 17

At

GLEN I
Music
HAL'S RHYT
Admission 35c a.nc

FUNERAL

Rockland Loan & Building Association

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET,

TALKOF

DANE

FLOOR AND
DECK ENAMEL

Laughs at

Every-Other-

ROCKLAND, ME.

Opposite Post Office in Odd Fellows Block

Ambulance

TELEPHt
$90 or 781-1
110-112 LIMEROI
ROCKLAN

•Other-Day
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April 6 Palm Sunday
April 8 All Maine Colleges Night
at the High School.
April 9 Annual meeting of Knox
County Fish and Game Association.
Masonic Hall. Union.
April 9 Red Cross Benefit Concert
at the Universalist vestry at 7 30.
April 11 Good Friday.
April 11—Cabaret social at Rockland
High School.
April 13- Easter Sunday.
April 13 — Vinalhaven — Cantata,
“Hosanna'' at Union Church.
April IS- Easter Ball at Community
Building, auspices Kiwanis Club.
April 15 — Rockland Garden Club
meets with Mr. and Mrs. H. Heistad
In Rockport
_
April 17—Vinalhaven-Two plays at
Union Church vestry.
April
18- Rockland
High School
Minstrel Show at High School audi
torium.
April 19 Patriots Day.
April 19 Launching of trawler Bel
mont at Snow's Shipyard.
April 19— Jlnunlc & Dick" at Com
munity Building
April 19—Camden—YMCA.
Min
strel Show at Opera House
April 25— Knox County W C T.U. In
stitute meets at Federated vestry in
Thomaston.
. ,
April 27- Daylight Saving begins.
April 28 Women s i bowling banquet
at Hotel Rockland. 8 oclock
April 29 Knox County Poultry As
sociation (place to he announced)
June
12—Rockland
High bchool
Commencement.

The new officers of Rockland
Lodge B.P.OJE. will be installed
Thomas C. Stone attended a Tuesday night.
Telephone Managers' conference
Thursday in Bangor.
Francis D. Harden has bought the
Frank S. Sherman house at 80 Cam
J. A MacDonald of the Sonotone den street, and will occupy it di
Maine of Portland will be at Hotel rectly.
Rockland April 9.
The annual stag meeting and
election of officers of the Knox
County Fish and Game Association
will be held at Masonic Hall, Union.
Wednesday. Supper will be served
at 6 30. Entertainment following
tlie meeting.
A highlight of the "Jimmie &
Dick" show at Community Build
ing, April 19 will be an old time
fiddlers’ contest for cash prizes. Ail
interested in entering should phone
immediately 402 or 1214-R. leaving
their names and addresses.
A series of 14 dental clinics cov
ering the first four grades of the
city schools will be conducted un
der sponsorship of the Rockland
District Nursing Association with
Miss Eliza Steele in charge. This is
a greater number of clinics than
lias been attempted for several
years but the association feels that
the need is acute, and the generous
support of citizens in tlie recent
campaign calls for the best possible
service of this association to the
community.

Rcbert Hughes and Ernest Adel
man have resigned their positions
as radio operators at the Mackay
Radio Station, Southampton, N. Y.
and left last week for Canada to
sign up for the duration of the
war as radio officers on airplanes,
to be*flown to England. Mrs. Adel
man, and children will remain in
Southampton, until the close of
school, when she will visit her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Shepherd
in this city, after which she will
reside near the air base where Mr.
AdeLman is located.

Commissioner Arthur R. Green
leaf of Boothbay Harbor was re
elected chairman of the North At
lantic Lobster Conference at its
second annual session in Boston
Thursday. The conference, compris
ing fisheries heads, dealers, United
States Wild Life Service represen
tatives and fishermen of the seven
producing States, made definite
recommendations as to sites. Can
adian competition and marketing.
Ways and means to approach these
problems w’ere discussed and active
steps to be taken were launched.
Dick Reed of the Maine Develop
ment Commission was chosen chair
man of a newly-formed marketing
division
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace Sjf., rtbckland.adv'■ .'4
2-tf
---- u.

HEAR BETTER WITH
SONOTONE

LIFE
Free Audiometer Test At

HOTEL ROCKLAND
Wednesday. April 9

10.00 A. M. To 8.00 P. M.

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 3-- -- -DANCING

pme in, let us
quickly and
ve money for

CKLAND, ME.
»ws Block

Thomas—At Rockland. April 2. Fran
ces Merchant, widow of James E
Thomas.
Funeral Saturday at 2
o'clock from Burpee funeral home
[Correction 1
Smith—At Quincy, Mass.. April 3.
Edith H , wife of Ira E. Smith, native
of Vinalhaven. aged 62 years. Funeral
In Quincy.
Interment In Braintree.
IN MEMORIAM
1941—April 2—1938
In memory of R M. Flanders.
I miss his loving eyes,
I miss his kindly smile;
I miss his tender heart,
I miss him all the while.
His Mother

friends and neighbors for the beau
tiful cards and flowers I received
while at the Maine General Hospital.
Portland.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my heartfelt
thanks to all my relatives, friends and
neighbors who sent me plants, flowers,
fruit, cards and many other kind
nesses during my Illness at the Knox
Hospital.
Mrs. Nathan Wltham
Rockland

ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired, Adjusted. Installed

Admission 35c aJid 15c, plus tax
llTStf

LIVE RABBITS
FOR EASTER

Our
Window

&

H. H. CRIE & CO.
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Mrs. Elizabeth Murray

At
Music By
HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES

Charles T. Smalley has resumed
his office duties after spending six
weeks in Miami and St. Petersburg,
Fla.

DIED

RADIO SERVICE

BINGO
TUESDAY NITE 7.30, SPEAR HALL
Door Prize, Dinner. Two Attend
ance Prizes, Lily Pond Design Quilt,
and $2.00. Big Prizes on Evening
Play.
*

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.

Special noonday services will be
held through Holy Week at the
Methodist Church. 12.15 to 12.45,
Dr. Guy Wilson, minister, with
these speakers:
Monday. Rev. H. F. Leach of the
Thomaston United Church, “What
the Cross Has Done.”
Tuesday. Rev. C. A. Marstaller
of the Littlefield Memorial Church,
"Fullness of Life Through Christ".
Wednesday. Dr. John Smith
Lowe, Universalist Church, “Light
From the Life of Jesus”.
Thursday, Rev. J. Charies Mac
Donald, First Baptist Church.
“Jesus, Rcse cf Sharon".
Friday, Rev. Earl G. Lee. Church
of the Nazarene, “The Cross of
Our Life”.
The public is warmly welcome at
all these services.

:
'
I

|

j

Corporal Clifford II. Gardner,
former Hotel Rockland bellman,
who
is with the Headquarters Bat
,
tery at Fort McKinley, Portland.
He is a son of Mrs. Charles Shadie,
10 Dunton avenue.

Popular and Efficient
Commander Chosen By
V. F. W. For Second Term

Maundy-Thursday
Exercises To Be Held In
Masonic Temple Sunday
Afternoon At 3 O’clock

At the regular meeting of Hunt
ley-Hill Post last night Albert J
Brickley was re-elected command
er for a second term. Mr. Brick
ley had marked success the past year
being instrumental in the purchas
ing of the Post's new home, running
beano games every week and various
other activities. He served Over
seas with the famous 101st infan
try. 26th Division for 18 months,
finally being invalided home.
Due to the present world crisis
the Comrades thought it best to
continue in office this outstanding
leader for another year.
Mr. Brickley is the son of the
late Capt. John A. Brickley (Bos
ton Police Department) and con
ducts a store and hamburg stand on
Union street.
Other officers elected were; Senior
vice commander, Charles Hill;
junior vice commander, Ralph
Cline; quartermaster. Vernon O.
Giles; chaplain, George Leonard;
surgeon, Lawrence Hamlin; service
officer, Oliver R. Hamlin; adjutant,
Edward Roarke; patriotic instruc
tor, Percy M^Cusick; guard, John
Williams; officer of day, James
Warren.
The joint installation of Post and
Auxiliary will be held Easter Sun
day April 13 at 2 o’clock to which
Comrade Commander Brickley in
vites the public. Refreshments will
be served.

Maundy-Thursday exercises un
der the auspices cf Gen. Knox
Chapter of Rose Croix, A A.SJR.,
will be held’ at Masonic Temple
Sunday at 3 p. m. and the public
is invited. The program:
Violin selection—Adagio Pathetique,

Miss Luce

Processional,
Opening,
Most Wise Master
Prayer,
Chaplain
Response.
Male Quartet
Interpretation ot Maundy Thurs

/

Ambulance Servict

Do you suffer front CAS. ACID
INDIGESTION. SOL* STOMACH.
ACID PAINS sod DtSCOMFOm
Does a hyperacid stomach
keep you from enjoying reatrtf'*"ful sleep and eating good, aotriboua food?
The® try P/«mder'j Ta Meta, uied and
praiaed by thousaoda of men and womro
everywhere. Pfunder’r are made to the
formula and original proceaa of Frederick
K Plunder. Ph. C.

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
590 or 781-1 or 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

119-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MR.
-

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEU 962
ROCKLAND. ME.

at BAY

M-tf

SOOO

SHELDON'S DRUG STORE

Rockland

Quartet

Memorial Address,
Most Wise Master
Music,
Quartette
Communion—Meditation.
Thais
Violin and Plano
Prayer.
Chaplain
Response.
Quartet
Extinguishing of Ouldlng Lights,

Music—Story of the Corss,
Quartet

Benediction,
Recessional.
Largo-Handel
Violin and Plano

The Shortwavers
Knox County amateur radio op
erators will meet at American Le
gion Hall Limerock street, Tuesday
at 7.30 p. m.
The prospects of a Summer
“hamfest” will be discussed and a
ccmmittee to handle its affairs ap
pointed. A vote will be taken re
garding the question of forming a
local association of licensed opera
tors and suggestions for a name
for such a club will be requested.
The importance of short wave
radio in home defense is likely to
become a topic of great interest
and leaders of proposed local units
who appreciate the importance of
radio communication will be asked
to attend and present their sugges
tions to us. Coffee, doughnuts and
cheese will be served at the hall.
All licensed operators in Knox
County are invited to attend this
meeting.
WIRU, Acting Publicity

So Springlike has the weather
been the past few days that one
could almost smell brushfires.
E. J. Bernier, who has conducted
a photograph studio over Moor’s
drug store the past 10 years, is leav
ing shortly for Brunswick where he
will either continue the photogra
phy business or resume his former
vocation as barber.

Mrs. Dorothy Dennett of Au
gusta flew to Portland Wednesday
with Instructor Charles Treat,
where she successfully passed her
flight test and procured her pri
vate license. Arnold Nelson, an
other of Capt. Treat’s students,
tock his first solo flight last week

Why Forest Defense Is National
Defense—How forest fires, costing
the nation $40 000.000 a year, cripiple
cur industries and add to our tax
burden explained in three big
[.ages in the American Weekly
Magazine with (he April 6th Bos
ton Sunday Advertiser.
41‘lt

Help Wanted-Today
,

i
;
j

Shade Tree Workers. Men
who can qualify—immediate op
portunity to earn, learn, and
travel. Single American young
men between 18 and 25 to learn
Shade Tree Preservation. Good
wages, opportunity for advance
ment. GERALD STARR, Per
sonal Representative of the Bart
lett Tree Expert Company of
Stamfcrd, Conn., will be at the
THORNDIKE HOTEL. ROCK
LAND, MAINE, on SATURDAY.
APRIL 5, from 3.00 P. M. until
7.00 P. M., to interview appli
cants.
41*lt

FLOORS SANDED,
AND REFINISHED
The modern way, Sealtite pen
etrates and seals the pores leav
ing no top film such as shellac
or varnish. It will not chip and
scratch or wear off, resanding is
never done. I have the best
equipment in Maine, I can sand
your floors for less than you can
hire a machine and do it yourself.
RALPH L. RICHARDS
26 Franklin St. Rockland Tel. 952
33* It

FOR THE BEST

CLEANING
SEND YOUR

SUITS, COATS AND

UNITED FARMERS FEEDS

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Auto Mechanic

ROCKLAND, ME.
just designed an insert
clatcb with pressure plate assem
bled. The working model of this
can be installed in a very short
time, without removing the trans
mission. This type clutch can be
put in an? car which has a hand
plate located under the flv wheel
pouting. It also can be installed
in any truck.
This model will be on display at
your leading auto supply store in

INSECTICIDES

I have

’

HARDWARE

SPRAYS

FERTILIZERS

“LAMB’S”

United Co-operative Fanners, Inc.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TIRES

MOTOR OIL

NEW COUNTY ROAD, ROCKLAND. ME., TEL. 1144
41*lt

I

TO

AT REASONABLE PRICES

GASOLINE

«•

DRESSES

VARNlSH

PITTSBURG PAINTS

LOREN E. YOUNG

the near future.

Main st.,

Orator

day,
Tenor solo—“Jesus Only,”
S T. Constantine
Calling of Mystic Roll,
Music,

Mrs. H. D. Henderson has bought
the Carlyfe U. Brown house on High
street.

for Hyperacid

STOMACHS

elude the following passages: “And
God is able to make all grace
abound toward you; that ye, al
A Broken World
ways having all sufficiency in all
things, may abound to every good
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.
Humpty Dumpty had a great fair
work’’ (II Cor. 98).
And, all th# King s horses and all
• • • •
the Kings men.
Couldn’t put Humpty Dumpty to
Palm Sunday at the Littlefield
gether again.
Memorial Church, the pastor. Rev.
Much longer ago than half a
century my mother used to sit Cnarles A. Marstaller, will ivse as
his topic for the morning service
and read Mother Goose to me.
at 10.30 “The King and the King
I do not know just what the
dom." Special music will include
above rhyme was intended to an anthem by the choir. Sunday
convey to a boy’s mind, but the
School follows at 11 45 with classes
certainty of it? was its fatalism.
for all ages. A lively Young PeoHere was created a situation be j pie’s Meeting is promised at 6
yond the power of the king
o’clock with Mrs. Hairiet Hunt as
with all his horses nad' his wise leader. The pastor will speak at
7.15 on “A Look That Changed a
men to remedy.
Only a little over one year ,‘Life." Special music will be provid
ago many nations sat cn a wall, ed. On Tuesday evening at 7.30
constructed of false philoso there will be a special Holy Week
by communion.
phies, easy confidence in their service, followed
• • • •
own well being, trusting in the
Sabbath School begins the serv
false words of wicked men, led
ices
Church of the Nazarene
by credulous leaders, and serene 'at 10ata the
.m.; 11 is the morning wor
in their egotism to protect ship when Rev. Mr. Lee will bring
themselves. They basked in the a me*sage on the subject “The En
sunshine of their own conceits try of
into Jerusalem.” N. Y.
and were contented to let tlie P. S. meets at 6 30 p. m., subject,
rest of the world go by. No is “The Passion of our Lord." Eve
imaginative Humpty Dumpty ning service is at 7 30 with the pas
ever hadi such a fall. They sat tor preaching on "What will you
not on the Maginot wall, but do?”
• * • •
»
behind it. They would have
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
been safer behind the effete
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
“Great Wall of China" because
include: Palm Sunday—Holy Com
then they would not have
munion at 7 30; Church School at
trusted to it for protection—
they would) have known if they t’,30: Benediction and Distribution
of Palm, the Holy Eucharist and
were to live they must fight.
reading of the Passion at 10.30;
On the western ramparts of
Parish Retreat, 4 to 9 p. m. Holy
this imaginery wall, sits the
United States. She is conscious Week—Monday, Mass at 7.30, chil
of her peril, greatest in the his dren's Retreat 4 to 7.30, Stations
tory of her existence. Our Am of the Cross 7.30; Tuesday, Mass
at 7.30. Vespers at 4 p. m., Stations
bassador, eye witness of it all,
of tlie Cross 7 30; Wednesday, Mass
says, “It is not our war. we did
at 7.30, Vespers at 4 p. m„ Stations
not invoke it, and we have no
veto power over it. It is Brit of the Cross 7.30; Maundy Thurs
day, Mass at 7.10, all day watch be
ain's war.” True we did not
fore the Blessed Sacrament, Ves
start it; Hitler did; . but we
pers at 4 p. m., Stations of tho
know it is our war as much as
Cross
7.30; Good Friday (Strict
Britian's. If we cannot veto it
Fast),
Liturgy
and Meditations on
another Humpty Dumpty will
the
Passion
12
to
3 p. m.; (Holy Sat
fall and be broken at the rub
urday,
First
Vespers
of Easter 5
ble at its base.
p.
m.
No peril? Then the tragic
• • « •
lessons of the past year have
Palm
Sunday
morning services
been lost. The apostle Raul in
in
the
Pratt
Memorial
Methodist
the first chapter of Phillipians
include
special
musical
selections,
asks them “to let him know they
baptism
cf
children,
and)
sermon
are standing firm in a common
I
by
the
pastor
“
The
Road
of
spirit, fighting side by side like
Triumph.
”
Sunday
evening
at
7
one man. Never be scared for
subject
will
be
“
Our
Personal
a second by your opponents;
Resurrection". Religious School
your fearlessness is a clear
Classes meet at 9 and 12, Young
omen of ruin for them, and of
People's service at 6 p. m. Noonyour own salvation. With one
Day Holy week services will be
heart, eye to eye, to the interest
held 12.15 to 12.45 in this church
of others as well as’ their own.
with the various ministers of tho
So must we fight for our faith."
city
as speakers. The public is
In America the President
invited.
pleads for unity. What all the
• • • •
Kings horses and all the King's
“The Cross Made Personal," wifi
men couldn’t do for Humpty
be the subject of the pre-Easter ser
Dumpty—God can do for the
mon at the First Baptist Church
broken world—He alone. Let us
Sunday at 10.30. There will be
have faith.
Palm Sunday music under the di
—William A. Holman
rection of Luella Grace Patterson.
The Church School with classes for
all ages will meet at noon. Mo
At the Universalist Church at bilization of all Christion Endeav10.40 for the Palm Sunday service,
of the Cnurch in the vestry
Dr. Lowe will preach the last of of-ers
at 2.30. Christian Endeavor In
two sermons on “The Christian spiration Hour will open at 6 o’clock
Ethic In Economics.” Miss Lotte with Osmond Palmer speaking on
McLaughlin will sing two inspiring the topic "The Greatest Victory of
solos. Kindergarten for small chil All Time." Mr. MacDonald will
dren meets during the service of speak on “The Christian’s Place
worship. The Church School will in the Millennial Age,” at the 7 15
meet at noon in the vestry and peoples service. There will be the
Mrs. Glover’s Class at her resi big
sing assisted by the instruments,
dence. At 7 p. m. the Senior and
and special music by the choir.
Junior YP.C.U. societies will hold a
Doubts are like bats; they can only
joint meeting featured by a com live in the dark
munion service with Miles Sawyer
conducting the service.
Congregational Church; Rev. Ed
• • • •
gar Holden will conduct the Palm
“Unreality” is the subject of the Sunday service at 10.30. Church
Lesson-Sermon that will be read school will meet as usual, the school
in all Churches of Christ. Scientist, attending the opening of the church
throughout the world on April 6. service. Comrades of the Way will
The Golden Text is: "Charge them meet at 6.30 and the Pilgrim Fel
that are rich in this world, that lowship at 8 o'clock.
they be not highminded, nor trust
in uncertain riches, but in the liv
The Phoenicians are credited
ing Ood, who giveth us richly all with the discovery of the relation
things to enjoy" (I Timothy 6:17). between the tides of the sea and
The citations from the Bible In- the motions of th moon.
SERMONETTE

It’s Brickley Again

some
exceptionally
intriguing
characters andi little known spots
of unusual beauty.
Raging forest fires on Cape Cod
and several general alarm fires in
Greater Boston were thrillingly
presented along with a plea for
more care in the woods and fields
during the dry Spring season.
The program closed with Maine
pictures and a tribute to the hardy
folks who live close to the soil
and sea, and who, oftimes in the
face of adversity, keep a stiff up
per lap, and their sense of good
humor.
Among the many who gathered
around Mr. Blackington to con
gratulate him was Hon. Albert T.
Gould, admirality lawyer and Knox
county enthusiast.
Mr. Gould
mentioned the picture of William
J. Bryan’s visit to Rockland and
in a most delightful manner gave
an imitation of Dr. G. Langtry
Crockett s introductory remarks on
that clear July morning when the
Silver Tongued: orator spoke from
the Court House steps.
A group of Maine admirers were
still gabbing when the night
watchman came to turn off the
lights.
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BEANO

BURPEE’S
119-tf

Neighborhood Preachers
Will Speak Next Week At
Methodist Church

Call the Rdaio Shop for prompt
OPTOMETRIST
MAINE MUSIC CO.
and
efficient radio service. Tele
336 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 708,
ROCKLAND, ME.
phone 844, Rockland, Don Clark and
TEL. 26
40-tf Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1 JO to 5.30 sATURDY NITE, SPEAR HALL 7.45 Frank Winchenbach.—adv.
Big Series Prize, Silk Puff, Spread,
Evenings By Appointment
Sheet, Pillow Slips. 2 pairs Draperies,
26-25
Lucky Name. Extra Good Specials.
Free game.
41-lt
S

FUNERAL HOME

issociation

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Leathers, a
daughter Sandra Belle
Bowman At Washington. March 28.
to Mr and Mrs. Carl Bowman, a
daughter—Carla Marie.

EVERY SATURDAY NITE
GLEN COVE

A well baby clinic will be held
Monday at 2 o'clock at the District
Nursing Association rooms.

County Attorney Stuart C. Bur
That money is flowing into busi gess goes this afternoon to Boston
ness channels is shewn by records on legal business. He returns Mon
in Tax Collector Carl Nelson's office day night.
in the comparison of excise tax re
ceipts this year over those of 1940.
Knox Lodge members are re
To April 1. 1941, $10,361 was col quested to be at the hall Monday
lected as against $9498 the same night, for final rehearsal on the
period last year, paying on 1751 cars memorial service.
compared with 1595 last year.
The annual Short Retreat will be
conducted
at St. Peter’s Church
“Activities of Rotary” was the
Palm
Sunday
afternoon, beginning
subject cf Homer E. Robinson’s pa
at
4
o
’
clock.
The
program will con
per yesterday at Rotary. Welcome
sist
of
devotions
and meditations,
nome was sung for E. L. Brown and
and
anyone
interested
will be wel
George Wood, while good bye and
come.
Coffee
will
be
served
at 6,
good luck was accorded Supt. George
J. Cumming who goes to Houlton. the Retreat to close at 9 o’clock.
Visiting Rotarians were Gilbert
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet
Harmon, F. E. Morrow, Charles Monday
at 7.30. All officers are erBabb and Victor Elmore of Camden quested to be present at rehearsal
and Robert Needham of Arlington,
meeting will be preceded by
Mass Guests were Mayor Veazie, This
beano
in the afternoon with Mrs.
Albert S Peterson of this city, Rob
Lina Carroll chairman. Supper at
ert Hudson of Augusta and L. E.
McKinnon of Bellows Falls, Vt. 6 o’clock will follow under direction
Movies were presented by Joel Mil of Mrs. Blanche Shadie.
ler on the "Ice Follies" at Boston
Mrs. Ruth Benner, chaplain of
Garden.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge, and the
tableaux staff will visit Tuesday the
The Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, Aurora Rebekah Lodge in Belfast,
S.U.V. celebrated its 11th anniver to participate in the visiting offi
sary and Past Presidents’ night cers’ night of that lodge. A bus
Wednesday at Legion hall. Pre will leave I O O F. hall at 5.30, and
ceding the meeting, a delicious din members wishing to go will call
ner was served, the tables artistical Mrs. Miltcn V. Rollins for informa
ly decorated by Mrs. Jessie Wall, tion.
green and white being the color
scheme. A birthday cake, adorned
King Hiram's Council. R.SJVf.. with
with 11 candles, was presented to ICO members in attendance, was in
the Auxiliary by Mrs. Nelia Vose spected last night by Rt. Ill. Edgar
of Thomaston. The past presi R. Comee of Brunswick, who was
dents, nine of whom attended, were accompanied by three other mem
presented with carnations and jon bers of Lebanon Council. The super
quils. Seated at the guest table excellent degree was exemplified.
were Past Presidents Ella Hyland, The hungry Masons expresed ap
Laura Ranlett, Myra Watts, Inez proval of the Eastern Star's chicken
Bronkie, Minnie Smith, Jessie Wall, pie supper.
Adah Roberts, Nelia Vose, Annie
Trundy, President Mary Weks. Dur
Castor oil is used as a brake fluid
ing the meeting, chairs were filled in army vehicles.
by the past presidents, with Mrs.
Hyland presiding.
D.U.V. Beano at G.A.R. hall Mon
day at 2.15. Door prize, Easter Lily,
BORN
—adv.
Leathers—At Warren. March 31, to

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the Daughters of
Union Veterans. Sons of Veterans
Auxiliary. Belief Corps. Opportunity
Class of the First Baptist Church,

ADVERTISFD IN

|ting, rctnodel' can be paid
lonthly installI’tir plans and
larrange an imbver total costs
I a few dollars
I aro tailored to

Alden W. Allen, native of Camden, and former principal of Rockland
High School, who has been elected superintendent of the Rockland-Rock
port School District.
—Photo by Cullen.

Members cf the Foreign Com
merce Club of Bcston heard two
distinguished speakers at the 11th
annual meeting in the main din
ing rocm of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce on April 1—Hon. H.
Lawrence Groves. American Com
mercial Attache of Athens, Greece,
and Alton Hall Blackington for
merly of Rcckland.
Du; ing the banquet a lively dis
cussion of Maine cookbooks took
place at the head1 table with
honors going to Kenneth Roberts.
Mr. Blackington told the celebri
ties: of the forthcoming saga
"Steam beet Days" by John M.
Richardson; and Theodore Haskell.
President of the Massachusetts
Warehousemen’s Ass'n. and1 Bos
ton Tidewater Terminal opined
that if it is half as good as it
sounds Mr. Richardson will find
that he has a best seller. Mr.
Haakeil recalled many happy hours
along the coast of Maine and es
pecially his friendships in Rock
land.
An ovation was given Alexis St.
Leatis, the Greek Consul, and Mr.
Groves, talking off the record, de
scribed the difficulties of shipping
goods from American ports to
Greece. He paid a great tribute
to the courage and' stamina of the
Greek soldiers and citizens.
Mr. Blackington. making his
fourth appearance before the
Foreign Commerce Club, presented
his latest version of "The Romance
of News Gathering” but said that
in view o>f world conditions he prefered to emphasize the "Romance"
part of his program rather than
the news and his opening pictures
were spectacular color shots of the
flower show and scenes around
Boston during the recent blizzard.
Many of the pictures were made
with Eastmans newest creation,
the Ektra camera, the latest
scientific development in candid
camera photography.
Leaving blustery Boston behind
Mr. Blackington took his enthusi
astic audience on a spring cruise
to Cuba, the Panama Canal Zone
and Guatemala.
Pictures of
charming young ladies sunning
themselves on the spotless deck
of the United Fruit Company’s
crack
motorship
“Talamnaca”
created a favorable impression and
truly beautiful color pictures
around the spacious pool, the plat
ters of exotic food and' fruit and
personal praise for the surperb
service made everyone wish they
were taking the same trip.
Scenes along the Malecon, old
Morro Castle. Cabana Fortress and
the $17,000,000 Capitolo were con
trasted with views of busy streets,
sidewalk cafes, and a most inter
esting visit to the famed Valdes
home for orphan children.
A
glimpse of the Maine monument
and the National hotel where Bill
Cunningham makes his temporary
headquarters and final scenes along
the waterfront including pictures
of ocean liners now very much in
the news concluded the Havana
episodes andi the party sailed on
to the Canal zone.
Mr. Blackington graphically de
scribed the great fire which swept
the city of Colon and showed pic
tures of the still smoking ruins.
His remarks on the congested and
complicated conditions at t'he
Canal and his pictures made dur
ing the trip across the Isthmus
were most interesting.
At Porto Barries, Guatemala,
the party was taken on a United
Fruit train through the jungles and
banana plantations, to the ancient
city of Quirigua. where the Mayan
ruins were pictured as well as
native life and tropical flowers.
On the return trip many passen
gers were interviewed and photo
graphed and this part of the lec
ture proved that Mr. Blackington
is a past master in the art of story
telling and in the making of hu
man interest pictures.
In New York harbor he photo
graphed Italian ships anchored
under the protecting arm of "Miss
Liberty,-’ the Swedish barkentine
Abraham Rhydberg, the S. S.
Comte de Savoia.’’ the “Norman
die.” "Queen Elizabeth” and two
famous Ge:man liners, the “Ham
burg" and "3. S. New York ’.
The second half of the program
was devoted to New England, with
spectacular scenes amid the hills
of New Hampshire and Vermont
where Mr. Blackington found
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He’s Still Smiling
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Former Rockland Boy
Lectures Fourth Time
Before the Foreign
Commerce Club
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Benning stepped into the little room.
Benning said quietly: “I want to
use your radio, Smidt. You'll be
ft ft ftft
good enough to do just what I tell
you to do.”
MRS. LOUISE MTLUEB
Smidt scowled at Benning’s lev
Correspondent
eled pistol and yielded with a sullen
ft ft ft ft
nod of his head. Benning strapped
TeL an
-z*' K
?* 'Z- • \
” *’•'»1 - ■ - ti
the fellow’s hands behind his back
and forced him to stretch out face
-tIP^ V. *>* „
downward on the floor. Sitting down
Rev. J. S. Pendleton, executive
calmly, Benning started putting his secretary of the Baptist Convention
message into Panama. He had of Maine, will be guest speaker
buzzed out the words, “C. G. Pana Sunday night at the Baptist
ma—Halt”—when a voice chal Church.
lenged from the door.
'& -.X.-'/
Virgil Hinckley of Searsport is
“So, my ship has a new radio
Mrs. Hinckley at “Open
visiting
man!”
Gates.
”
Schmolz was framed in the door,
Mrs. Leon Steward is spending
his voice a raucous sneer. Murder
the
week in Madison.
burned in his round green eyes as he
The
annual stockholder’s meeting
covered Benning with a long-bar
— rjfiEJr.____ ~ .
reled Luger pistoL Behind Schmolz of the Waldoboro Loan and Build
ing
Association
will
be
held
Mon

were his mate, steward, and a mem
to find some public-spirited or
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ber of the crew. With an oath he day night at the Brook’s Furniture
While there were doubtless many ganization which would sponsor
unstrapped Smidt’s hands and Store. At this time three directors
kicked the operator to his feet. will be elected for a term of three better equipped and bigger skating the project and provide the funds
c
needed to erect a dam to hold the
Smidt took Benning’s pistol and mes years.
rinks
in
the
State,
the
people
of
water
which
naturally
drains
into
sage and passed them to Schmolz.
Mrs. Harold Parsons and son,
“
Billy
” of Newcastle spent Thurs Friendship believe that from the the hollow. The Parent-Teachers
“
Ei,
himmel!
”
Schmolz
gasped,
By General ARED WHITE A metallic click told him
«*• wait!
wn« tiavici
hi, weapon was empty. as he read the message. “A spy day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. standpoint of convenience and Association at once agreed to fur
safety their own rink was unique. nish the funds and a dam made cf
aboard!”
C. B. Stahl.
Situated
less than 50 feet from the sand bags was erected at a very
In
a
surge
of
savage
fury
Schmolz
“Listen all you want to,” Schmolz
CHAPTER XVII
Mrs. Lawrence Weston was hos
mumbled, cooling perceptibly at the seized Benning by the collar and tess Friday night to the Community schoolhouse and in full view of the moderate cost
From America’s most famous
Benning woke from a brief fret rebuff and releasing Benning’s Col jerked him out on deck. With a sud Garden Club.
teachers, this rink is hardly three
The drainage of water from the
ful sleep and went to a porthole. lar. “But keep away from in front den swing of his ham of a fist,
Bids are being received by the feet deep in the deepest parts and higher land into the hollcw has
There was a bright sun rising across of my stateroom after this. I don’t he dropped his prisoner and crashed school board for repairs on the much shallower in most parts. been enough so that little tin.e has
glove makers
down upon him with his two hundred
a smooth sea. He calculated from allow nobody to do that.”
Naturally it has been very popu been spent in Hooding the rink
the speed of the freighter that the
As Schmolz swaggered into his pounds of beef and brawn.
lar at recess, noon hours and after When this has been done tlie
craft must be well down the coast room with a muttered imprecation,
“Got here—just in time—didn’t with his own.
school.
townsboys and pupils have done
Into the black hole there came the
oi Virginia, perhaps off North Caro Benning returned to his cabin.
I!” Schmolz bellowed. “Not for
Capeskin! Doeskin! Pigskin!
The idea of a rink started last this, using a garden hose and
lina and not far from Cape Hat
For some time Benning waited in nothing—did I have you watched!” soft yellow glow of a ball of light.
year
when
Richard
Clifford
and
spraying
the
surface
witii
a
thin
teras. For a time last night he tense readiness for eventuality. He
Schmolz’ beefy fists pummeled Benning shook his head dazedly
had flirted with the desperation of knew that if Schmolz communicated emphasis to his words, flailing Ben against what must be a phantom of Ralph Winchenpaw, principal and layer of water.
or Fabrics!
his tortured imagination. The ball assistant, noticed that the land was
Probably the highlight of the
jumping overboard on the chance rf his suspicions to Bravot, prompt and ning’s face and head.
making shore. Now he had given disastrous investigation was sure to
“Chuck him overboard to the swung crazily toward him, gaining naturally bowl-shaped and decided skating season was an exhibition
in brightness, and a hushed voice to do something about it. The first put on by the members of the
up hopes of being rescued by the follow.
sharks!” he roared.
came to his ears from overhead.
vy.
Benning went to bed after watch
step was to see Chade Simmons, Camden Skaters Club
Benning was driven to the rail.
“Say, mister, ain’t you pretty hun owner of tire land and driver of
He was mulling at the porthole ing for several hours and managed He gripped the rail with his hands
Tlie pictures show tiie location
when a figure passed along the boat to sleep through part of the day.
one of the town school buses. Mr. and area of the rink. Tlie length
and held tenaciously against the fa gry about now?”
deck close to his eyes. The fellow
From his porthole, Benning saw tal plunge into the Atlantic. One of
Benning’s voice leaped from his Simmons thoroughv believes that
wore a black mustache, dark horn flying fish scurry out of the course his assailants clutched his legs, an- throat as his mind oriented itself to young people should have a good of the surface is about 200 feet
while the width is nearly as great.
rimmed glasses; his clothes were of the ship in late afternoon, which
this intervention.
time
and
gave
them
the
use
of
the
Richard W. Clifford.
seedy and his shoulders sagged. But confirmed fast progress south. With
“Quick, Grimes! Get a rope down land at once. The next step wa.s
Principal,
Friendship
High School.
th profile was not to be mistaken. evening he caught the blink of dis
here and pull me out of this hole!”
inlilrrf rjWMftfr, '
You knew Bravot was aboard?” tant light myriads on the coast line.
The ball of light ceased its rota
He explored the possibility of escape
Benning said to Fincke.
tion, grew stationary on a thin cord
Herbert Nutter. Mrs. Ralph Robin
The Austrian hotly admonished, in the night by whaleboat, but con
in front of Benning’s eyes. Grimes
son, Miss Dorothy Hubbard, Miss
"I un’t talk so much, Bromlitz! How cluded he stood slender chance of
mulled through priceless seconds,
Dorothy Simmons. Miss Etta Star
many times have I got to tell you success ln such an exploit. At dark
and countered, "But the cap’n might
rett, and Miss Marion Wallace. Advertisements ln this column not
ft ft ft ft
he resumed his reconnaissance of
not to mention names?”
get sore when he comes back, and
Light refreshments were served
HOAT for sale, with cabin. 30 feel.
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
ALENA L. STAKRSIT
"I thought we were clear of all the deck in liis effort to locate Bra
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad 8 loot beam, Kermath murine engine
kick me off the ship.”
HEAL. 44 South St
41*43
Father and Son Banquet
vot.
OoaTespondent
ditional lines five cents each for one
that trouble,” Benning retorted.
“Schmolz isn’t coming back!”
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
Schmolz’ stateroom was empty at
ft ft ftft
‘‘Not with a brand-new crew on
BIO brown mare for sale, clever und
Kenneth
Smith,
of
Waterville,
.
-iinall
words
to
a
line.
Benning shouted. “Quick, get a rope
right; also 15 cords cow dressing el
the boat. We still got to watch our nine o’clock, again at ten. On his
head of the Y-MC.A work in tlie
Tel. *
I f^rni. Tel. ITO M. W W BUTLER
for
me or it’s only a matter of min
third trip down the boat deck, Ben
’ ■*
i
tongues.”
! City_______________________________ 41*43
State was guest speaker Thursday
utes until we’ll be blown to pieces!”
‘‘You think these sailors aren’t ning found that half a dozen men had
at
a
Father
and
Son
Banquet
held
DON'T forget Lufkin has Premier
Willis Moody Jr., was home from
Grimes did not answer, but jerked
assembled, including Bravot and
Bravot’s men?”
Strawberry Plants at Olencove
Ad
at the Montgomery rooms under
the
lantern
back
up
out
of
the
hold.
Fort
Levett,
Portland,
for
the
week

dress
R. D. Rockland. Box 124C, TEI
“Just use your bean, Bromlitz. Schmolz. He stationed himself again
BUNCH of keys on ring lost; also 44 3________
the
auspices
of
the
Baptist
Mens
_
_______________________
41*43
Benning’s fingers bit into the palms end.
hub cap, with kev used on spare
bailors wouldn't hardly sign up to in the shadows of a whaleboat and
Forum. Mr. Smith, introduced to Please leave at POLICE STATION
of his hands through an eternity of
NEW s7-ft. pleasure boat for sale
get blown to hell, if they knew 'waited. An hour passed without de
The Dorcas Circle of Kings the group of 70 present, by Herberi
40*42 1 cheap: 9 ft. wide. 6 ft. deep, schooner
waiting until the lantern reappeared
velopment, then the group filed out
the score.”
rigged
with new suit sails.
MORSE
FEMALE hound lost near Oyster
hitched this time to the end of a Daughters will meet Monday after DeVeber spoke to them on "Grow River,
white body, tan head. JOHN BOATBUILDING CO. Thomaston.
“I presume,” Benning sneered, and went to the rail to strain their
noon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Abbie
PEIER.SON. 48 Old County Rd Tel J____________________________________ 40 42
ing Up.”
stout inch-rope.
“the captain and crew don’t even eyes into the starlit night.
Newbert.
1130-W.___________________________ 40-42
With
the
concluding
story
on
HAY for sale, 10-ton lot. good EngBenning
detached
the
lantern
One of them set off a flare, and
know what their cargo is?”
KITTEN, pale yellow fhng With ’ llsh hay. can be measured or weighed
The
April
Unit
from
the
Congre

“
Samson
”
,
pictures
of
the
Y.M.C.A.
when
it
reached
him,
passed
the
brown eyes. lost. Reward
Tel. 181, J C INGRAHAM. RF.D. Box 54. We-t
“The skipper knows, and a few of ten minutes later a second flare.
end of the rope under his armpits gational Church, appointed to raise Camp Character in Winthrop were MRS. CARL MORAN, 25 Chestnut Si , Meadow Rd.. Rockland__________ 41-43
his good men. For two years Benning’s ears caught the distant
City.
39-41
and tied a hurried knot. He put money for the church repair fund, shown. Mr. Smith assisted by GarSchmolz has been laying his plans hum of an airplane. The sound
NEW milch heifer for sale. ELMER
i DOW. 270 Pleasant St , City.
41*43
the force of his lungs into an order will conduct a parcel post sale nold Cole of the faculty of Thom
grew in volume until a plane zoomed
for just this cruise.”
Thursday
at
the
chapel,
before
and
to
heave.
aston
High
School.
The
evening
overhead
and
circled
to
a
stop.
MULTIGRAPH outfit for sale
One
The door of their cabin banged
I No. 60 hand operated Multlgraph with
With legs braced across the open after a public supper. Parcels for was well rounded out with jokes,
The engines of the ship slowed
suddenly open. A chunky man with
type-etter
and
extra
printers
attach

hatch. Grimes put the strength of children and adults will be on sale, songs by the High School Boys’
a squarish, rough-hewn, leering face down. Four men lowered a boat.
CTRL wanted for studio work help. ments. Type, ribbon. new unused
composition
roll
for
printers
Ink
A
I
his powerful arms into the job and coming from as far away as Cali Chorus, with Miss Christine Jones Mu t be high school graduate ROCK
swaggered in. The fellow wore a Bravot shook hands with Schmolz
LAND PHOTO STUDIO. 439 Malli St. ln perfect condition, complete ready
brought Benning to the deck. Ben fornia. The committee is Mrs. Edna at tlie piano.
dirty cotton suit and an officer’s and climbed over the rail to disap
39-41 to use, Cost with large quantity or
type, nile. etc., over $250. for $50 cash,
ning staggered to his feet and start Overiock, Mrs. Olive Boggs. Mrs.
cap, and bristled with authority and pear down the ladder. A few minRemarks were heard from Rev.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper not delivered. Apply to P. O BOX
for
man
alone
or
one
or
two
adults.
ed
for
the
rail.
Ethel
Griffin
and
Mrs.
Alice
j utes later Benning caught the flash
short temper.
“So ray ship has a new
41-tf
Perley Quigg, of West Harpswell, Good references. TEL 2341. Camden 634, Rockland._________
“Who are you two?” he demand of oars in the starlight. The plane
radio man.”
“Come on. Grimes,” he ordered. Mathews.
ARVIN large car heater for sale. $5:
here to conduct evangelistic serv
40*42
also. 36" bolt cutters, $2; Whitney
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. James ices at the Baptist Church, Rev.
ed, searching first Fincke’s face, burst into a roar of sound, lifted ihto
“We got to get off this ship!”
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. 28 to 40 Screw
Punch. $10
P. O. BOX 502.
years of age single. Good home. AR
the night, and streaked off into other ground with heavy heels at
then Benning’s.
Under the soft light of a new MacDougall are his sisters, Mrs. William Stackhouse, Rev L. Clark THUR
Roc
kland.
____________
40*4'!
G.
ST.
CLAIR.
17
Trinity
St
his fingers. Below Benning could moon, as he ran to the rail of the Robert Stewart and Miss Kate MacThe Van Hassek spy leaped to his the void whence it had come.
ONLY $1400 buys 7-acre farm home,
French,
Sidney
W.
Vinal
and
Mr.
39*41
within Rockland city limits; splendid
feet and gave the identification forBenning returned heavily to his see the water foaming down the hull ship, Benning saw the thick con Dougall both of Almont, Ontario. Cole.
RENT wanted with 3 bed rooms, all chance
for-man wishing to increase
muia. Benning was more leisurely cabin. Bravot’s departure by plane of the ship.
modern, centrally located. Call COU
Mrs. Herbert Weaver Jr., and
Crete walls of the locks. Beyond
income by keeping poultry, or
RIER GAZETTE.
41*43 regular
His feet were clear of the deck, his were the rows of squad tents of an Mbs Verna Robinson entertained Meeting of Woman's Club
in rising to identify himself. He clearly meant that the ship would
raising truck and berries 1>2 etorv
wanted. $10. $18; housekeep house, cellar, electricity, stable, land
guessed that the intruder was not pause at Tampico or Vera Cruz. left hand lacerated into helplessness. 'emergency
At the meeting of the Woman’s er.MAIDS
guard
detachment. jointly Thursday at a surprise mis
man alone; maids, $5. free week nearly all -tillable. For detaUs of easv
A
knife
flashed
in
the
air
over
his
Schmolz, skipper of the ship.
But at least, Benning consoled him
Ahead the electric locomotives cellaneous shower for Miss Mar Club Thursday Mrs. Grace Wyllie ends. MRS. HAWLEY, Bath. Me 41*lt term* write! FEDERAL LAND BANK of
i representative R L Ne.-s.
"I don’t like your looks!” the fel self, he could play a stiffer game on right hand to slash it free of the rail. tugged at heavy cables.
KITCHEN helper wanted at once Springfield
garet Nutter, the party held at the presented a paper on. “Historic
------3st., Waterville. Me.
40-41
Schmolz bellowed an order before
at Open Kitchen. Main St.. City. 41 lt 18 Sherwin:
low blurted, fixing Benning with deck with the French renegade out
Homes
of
Maine,"
in
which
she
de

home
of
Mrs.
Weaver.
Miss
Nut

Benning
drove
the
force
of
his
THREE-plate
electric
range
with
the knife could reach the flesh and
SMALL office safe wanted For fur oven. Excellent condition
glinting green eyes.
of the way.
Prl~e $35.
scribed
the
Barter
house
at
Boothlungs
along
the
deck
in
warning
to
ter
received
lovely
and
practical
ther
details
write
to
"E.
P."
Cou

FLORA
COLLINS.
15
"Don’t worry about him, Cap
Somehow, in the tense days ahead, hone of Benning’s fingers.
rier-Gazette.
41*43 Tel. 579-W.
Grove St.
40-tf
‘‘Stop it! Hold everything—keep the crew and climbed down the lad gifts. Present were Mrs. Marie bay Harbor, now the Summer home
tain,” Fincke promptly intervened. he would find a solution to this hide
ELDERLY man wanted for farm
der, closely followed by Grimes. At
of Charles R. Willis of Portland,
SHIP'S yawl for sale, 20 ft. ln ; < r“He's a major—the two of us been ous problem, he vowed. If nothing him aboard! Ja, I got a new idea!” coming abreast of the top of the Royer, Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, Mrs. the Pepperell home in Kittery, the chores, good dry milker, one wanting fect
condition little used. Snow built
good
home and can drive car if neces Has Mode!
The others turned to Schmolz with
working together in the United better, a chance at the radio room
A Ford motor Inquire AI sary.
Write
FARMER
care
Courler-Ga
walls,
he
leaped,
propelling
himself
McClellan home In Gorham, the
HOCKING, Tel. 5<J '3 Tenant s
States.”
41*46 FRED
whence he could flash a warning questioning glares. The knife hung outward with his leg3, and landed Brick Schoolhouse, recently dam Williams Mansion in Augusta, and zette.
Harbor.__________________ 40-42
aged by fire.
Schmolz rubbed a cauliflowered code to the coast artillery forts and in the air over Benning’s hand.
RELIABLE man wanted, between 25
on
chest
and
stomach.
For
several
SIX-room Cape Cod type hcuse for
the
old
home
of
Henry
Wadsworih
and 50 to succeed D. F Furbish as sale
“Ja, in the water it is over too moments he lay stunned, then stag
Guy Levensaler returned Wed
ear ruminatively and gave Benning naval base guarding the Canal from
repaired.
Large gar
Rawlelgh Dealer in Northeust Lincoln age; 3 Recently
Longfellow
in
Portland.
Other
or 4 acres of land one mile
quick!” Schmolz leered. “So I think
nesday from Florida where he spent
a parting glare in which there was Limon Bay.
County.
Seiling experience unneces
gered
to
his
feet
and
ran
toward
the
from
P
O.?
good
neighborhood.
numbers announced by Mrs. Alice sary. Everything furnished except
mingled distrust and dislike.
SIX-roqm modern house, 117 Broad
During the next few days, while we give him a nice stateroom— tents. Sentries barked a challenge, several weeks.
car Splendid oppportunlty for a man
• I
“Major or no major, there’s some the dynamite ship ate up the long where he can think—until—boom!” a figure in pajamas burst out of a
Mrs. Henry Palmer has returned Buck, program chairman, included to step Into a profitable business for way.
FIVE properties situated on No 1
Schmolz sprang forward, seized tent to level a vibrant voice.
Write at once RAWLEIGHS highway,
thing about your looks 1 don’t like,” j miles to Panama. Benning carefully
to Nobleboro after visiting her a group of soprano solos by Raychel himself
some with large acreage
Emerson, and two selections by the DEPT. ME-73 K. Albany. N Y 39. 41. 42. good
for overnight guests
he grumbled.
daughter, Mrs. Henry Mason.
went over the vessel and watched Benning’s collar and hustled him
44. 45.lcpatJon
47
“
I
’
m
the
commanding
officer
—
and
roadstfatmarkets.
Several cus
High
School
Girls
’
Quartet,
Mary
Their noon meal was brought in his chances. Land had vanished, down a narrow flight of steps from
Mr. and Mrs. William Flint visi
LOBSTER boat wanted. 26 ft., tn tomers for small house
Listings so
what
’
s
all
this
yelling
about!
”
by an American deckhand, Grimes. escape by boat he had dismissed the boat deck. He searched Ben
Drewett, Gloria Haskell. Ann Nor- sound condition, with or without en licited. L A THURSTON. Old Countv
ted
Sunday
with
their
daughter,
gine. r%bln desirable
ALFRED DUN R<\
Benning panted: "I’m Major Ben
39-41
ning’s pockets and shouted an or
After luncheon, Fincke went out on finally as out of the question.
wdod, and Elizabeth Kenniston. HAM.
Sunset, Me.
39*44
Mrs. Carl Becker in Portland.
2000-EGG
JameiK
Wav
Incubator
for
deck for exercise. With the compli- j Benning’s interest centered on the der. A winch sang, a hateh crept ning, of G-2. The cargo of this
Mrs. Jennie Benner has returned Accompanists were Mrs. Mildred
ROOFING work wanted, staging fxir- sale, hot water With oil heater, perfect
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Write
rOCRAFTS TRAINING CO. % CouOazette__________ 39*41
8 Roofing and Painting ~Co~
ms papered. $5 up. complete with
naterlal and labor Celling whitened
' _ui’_ TEI 270-W __________ 28-tf
Idles Reliable hair goods at Rock
Hair Store 24 Em St. MaU orders
(Ited
H O. RHODES. Tel 519 J.

b

41 8 tf

oal prices in Shanghai are soar-

THUNDERBALL HALL

Convalescing Candleballist Covers Himself
With Glory and An Indian Blanket

Introducing Mr. Genial Hall, whose feat Monday night proves that
champions do come back

When Don Poole donned the uni
form of Uncle Sam and shook the
.stone dust of Vinalhaven from his
shoes, the Skippers thought there
neveT would be anybody who could
take his place, and were resigned
to take their beatings as they come,
but after the star performance
put on by Skipper Gene Hall Tues
day night they have reconsidered
the matter of ever taking any
more beatings.
Skipper Gene has been on the
bench for a few weeks past but
was up and about and able to take
a little nourishment last week

when the boys put on a fried
, chicken supper, but he has come
along so fast that this week he was
spoiling for a fight and Just ach
ing to get at Keith Carver, his op
ponent who has been subbing for
j Scotty Littlefield.
When Gene
heard that Keith had' been trad; ed to the Ganders, he piped up
with “Well, the opposition has a
mighty hefty boy there in young
Carver, but he doesn’t weigh so
much on the score board, "not even
as much as Scotty Littlefield. ’
But when it came to performance
on this Tuesday evening it looked
as if Gene would have to revise his
Satiu’day afternoon from the Russell estimates a bit for the Ganders
Funeral home, with Rev. Victor V had won both the f.rst and secon 1
Sawyer officiating. Burial will be strings and Carver was one pin
in Blue Hills cemetery. Bra ntree. up on Hall. In the third heat
Mrs. Smith is survived by her however. Gene signalled for an all
husband and two daughters, Mrs. out blitz and his Skipper boys
Ivan Poole of Quincy and Mrs. went to ccwn, with Gene leading
Robert Butler of Syracuse, one the oarade. A strike on a spari
sister, Mrs. Louise Folsom of Min
neapolis and one grandson. William and a spare on a strike and Gene
Smith Poole. Captain Smith is [ was soon so far ahead you couldn’t
master of the well-known Great even see the red of his sweater,
Lakes yacht. Mizpah. He was called let alone the red in his cheeks or
heme from Chicago three months the blood in his eye.
With a bit of help from Shields,
ago by Mrs. Smith’s illness.
Mrs. Smith was a native of Vi who was back in the game as a
nalhaven, daughter of Calvin B and Skipper, and who had been drafted
Mahala A. Vinal
She resided to try and fill Poole’s shoes Gene
there 42 years and was a member of pulled the team's total to 475 for
the Eastern Star and Ladies of the the string and they tock it over by
G A R. She later resided in Port 40 pins, winning the match by
land and in New Orleans. She is 20. One thing that helped the
past president of the Dirigo Club Skippers win was the fact that the
of Boston, and a member of the ol' Gocse was down quite a bit 1308.
Federat on of Women's clubs and from his average and' finished in
Chief Thunder Ball and his Skip
the Boston Daughters of Maine
fourth
place.
After
the
shouting
pers
—HALL. 272; Drew. 273; Peter
Club. She was active in the Wol
1
and
the
tumult
had
subsided
a
bit
son.
262; Lane. 252; Shields, 270;
laston Methodist Church.—From
total.
1326.
I
Gene
expressed
a
desire
to
go
Quincy Ledger.

14 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

UNION—J. C. CREIGHTON
NORTH HAVEN—0. D. LERMOND

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

41S47

lOross Assets.
$19 383.766 95
Tuct Items not admitted. 2.750.278 13

$16 633.488
lAdmltted,
I IAEILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
$1,052,883
Unpaid Losses,
5 836.876
arned Premiums,
884 098
[ other Liabilities.
4.000.000
Capital.
Ills over all Liabilities. 4 859,630

82
77
ll
47
00
47

[Total Liabilities and
$16 633.488 82
Irp’.us,
UNITED STATES BRANCH
ION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, LTD.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
$2 459 042 01
and Bonds.
196.695 82
in Office and Bank.
110 887 80
Its Balances.
2 076 59
Receivable
14.818 00
lest and Rents,
5 024 78
tther Assets,
5 rose Assets.
$2.778 495 44
?t Item, not admitted. 151 986 49

$2,620,508
.Admitted,
■ LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
$99,760
et (Unpaid Losses,
1.050.993
ned Premium-.
58.EO5
^ftther liabilities.
500 000
Jitory Deposit.
916.849
Jus over all Liabilities.

Total Liabilities and
Irplus.

95
00
60
83
00
43
_

$2,626,508 95

>115 542.833 12
Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted. 1 777.340 81

5--

Admitted.
$113 765.492
LIABILITIES. DEC 31, 1940
$6,945,569
Net Unp Id Lasses.
23 559 926
Unearned Premiums,
7 027 739
AU other Liabilities,
12.000 000
Ca ll Capital.
Surplus over all LlabUltles. 64,232.256

31
00
67
70
00
94

Total LlabUltles and
Surplus,
$113,765,492(31

CALEDONIAN INSURANCE CO.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
Real Estate.
$352,523
Stocks and Bonds
3.091.514
Cash ln Office and Bank,
700.180
Agents' Balances.
417.294
Interest and Rents.
18.721
All other Assets.
—15.269

61
55
88
13
83
10

Oross Assets.
$4,564,965 90
Deduct items not admitted. 349.762 56
Admitted.
$4 215.203
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$239,209
Unearned Premiums,
1 698.896
All other Liabilities.
94 759
Cash Capital. Deposit.
500 000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.682.338

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

34
48
28
51
00
07

$4,215,203 34

BRANCH NORTH BRITISH A
ALBANY INSURANCE COMPANY
[MERCANTILE INS. CO.. LTD.
OF ALBANY, N. Y.
LONDON AND EDINBURGH.
IINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
ASSETS DEC 31. 1940
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$153,499 68
203.115 90
(k- and Bonds.
13.021.45539 Mortgage Loans,
2 210 301 83
In Office and Bank.
1 491.988 27 Stocks and Bonds.
391.606 26
|lts' Balances,
1.077.59318 Cash ln Office and Bank.
115.425 97
Receivable.
23.32544 Agents' Balances.
18.823 08
[rest and Rents.
86.16074 Interest and Rents.
35.860 96
1 other Assets.
38.64157 All other Assets.
Gro«s Assets.
$15,739,164 59
Met Items not admitted. 203.485 73

Gross Assets.
$3 128,633 68
Deduct Items not admitted. 352.035 34

Admitted.
$15,535,678
86
LIABILITIES, DEJC 31. 1940
Unpaid Losses.
$694,467 00
arned Premiums.
6.625.632 70
other Liabilities.
613.660 59
utory Deposit.
500.000 00
>lus over all Liabilities. 7.101.918 57

$2,776,598
Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
$42,992
Net Unpaid Losses.
551.835
Unearned Premiums.
57.961
All other Liabilities.
1 000 000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.123.809

Total LlabUltles and
plu$.

$15^35,878 88

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

34
00
11
85
00
38

t3,778^96 34

GRANITE ST ITE F1RF.
INSURANCE CO.
Portsmouth, N. H.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
$136 871
Real Estate.
2 800
Mortgage Loans.
4.032
338
Stocks and Bonds.
283
931
Cash ln Office and Bank.
252 030
Agents' Balances.
43.593
Bills Receivable.
32.580
Interest and Rents,
28.011
All other Assets.

51
00
46
55
81

91
90
15

$4 842.154 29
Gross Assets.
Deduct item, not admitted. 333.423 52
$4 508 730
Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
$143 139
Net Unpaid Los es,
1.575 252
Unearned Premiums.
63 587
All other Liabilities.
1 000.000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.726.751

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

77
83
05
44
00
45

$4 508.730 77

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield. Mass.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Real Estate,
723.421 55

Mortgage Loans (First

...........

Liens).
623.338 74
Bonds (Amortized Values). 10.927 312 17
Stocks (Market Values),
17.072.583 65
Cash ln Office and Banks. 3.589 231 02
Aeents- Balances,
2.476.234 33
Bills Receivable.
63,735 16
Accrued Interest, etc.,
103.450 67
Total Admitted
$35,579,307
Assets.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1,490,694
Unearned Premiums.
13.153.807
All other Liabilities.
933.947
General Voluntary Reserve. 500.000
Cash Capital.
5 000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 14.500.857

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

29

46
32
98
00
00
53

$75,579,307 29

ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
New York City. N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
$30,249,919
05
Cash tn Office and Bank. 2.105 272 99
Agents’ Balances.
2.672.774 68
Interest and Rents.
148.341 47
All other Assets.
491.124 45

Gross Assets.

$35,667 432 64

Admitted.
$35,667,432
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$13 551,122
Unearned Premiums.
6 471.553
All other Liabilities.
8.144.757
Cash Capital.
2.500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 5.000.000

64
00
09
55
00
00

Gross Assets.
$66,003,518 65
Deduct Items not admitted. 563.652 62

Admitted Assets.
$65 .439.866
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1. 645.’05
Unearned Premiums,
9. 319.471
All other Liabilities
1.,575.365
Securities Adjustment
Reserve.
7. 000 000
Cash Capital,
6. 000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities . 39 899.623

03
92
05
18
00
00
88

$65,439,866 03

NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE CO.
80 Malden Lane, New York City, N.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds,
21 868 729
Cash ln office and Bank.
1.314 909
Agents' Balances,
824,871
Bills Receivable,
6.235
Interest and Rents.
63.764
All other Assets.
21.533

Y.

00
58
11
75
97
97

Gross Assets.
$24,100,044 38
Deduct Items not admitted.
43.981 48

Admitted.
$24,053,062
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$476,993
Unearned Premiums.
5.366.688
All other Liabilities.
503.800
Cash Capital,
2.000 000
Surplus over aJl Liabilities, 15.705.581

90

16
61
00
00
13

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$24,053,062 90

A RELIABLE TRAIN CREW

This crew which operates the last train out of Rockland on week days,
leaving here at 4.45 p. m. daily. This crew has the oldest hrakeman on the
Maine Central in Charles Oullette of Brunswick, and one of the youngest
in E. S. Huff, Jr., of Portland, who has just hired out with the road. Lel t
to right, they are: Ray Haskell, the engineer; Chester Smalley of Thom
aston. express messenger; Charles Oullette of Brunswick: Conductor Fred
Eaton of Portland; and E. S Huff of Portland, baggagemaster.
—Photo by Cullen

Demuth, Delia Robbins, Ralph Hall, ROCKVILLE
Deane Esancy. Faustina Gushee.
Mr. and N<rs Fred C. Maloney
Children absent only cne day or left Tuesday for Berkeley. Calif.,
less were: Kenneth Demuth, Mar plannng to follow the central route.
ian Griffin, Basil Gushee, Arthur Their home has been leased to Mr.
Beane, John Clark
No tardy and Mrs. Crowley, daughter Mar
jorie and son Leslie of Corea. Mr.
marks were made.
Crowley has employment at Snow's
Tlie hot lunches, cooked and | Shipyard
served by Eleanor Pitman and
J. E. Sinnett is visiting in Port
Eleanor Fuller in the Community
hall were much enjoyed by the land.
pupils.
Philip Tolman has had u few days
In English, letter writing was of painting in Camden this week.
stressed in tlie Upper Grades and
Mrs. Margaret Carr who teaches
letters were sent to another school
in Vermont and to various other the village school has been absent
because of illness this week ar 1
pupils.
Over 30 subscriptions to the Farm Mrs. Smith of Rockland substituted.
Journal were taken and the money
Matthew Starr has employment
turned into the school league.
at the airport in Bangor. He
Infantile Paralysis pins to the spends weekends with his family
value of $5 were sold in the Gram here.
mar Room.
About the same
Mrs. Annie Thurston, son Nor
amount was sold in the Primary
man and daughters Martha and
Room, too.
The Primary Room students sold Cora of Boston were at their home
$15.50 of seeds, earning for the here Sunday.
school $4.
Mr. and Mr3. Acel Trueworthy of
Stanford Gushee, Priscilla Rob Bath were guests Sunday of Mr and
bins, Esther Hart and Malcolm i Mrs. F. J. Hunter.
Wadsworth went to Vassalboro last j Mrs. Caro Eells of Fitchburg and
Thursday for tonsil operations.
1 Mrs. Burleigh Blaisdell of Sand’.’
Dr. Stephenson of Union spent
!
a half day examing the children's Point called here for the funeral
teeth recently. Miss Norlett, the I of their brother-in-law Mr. Clark,
State nurse gave hearing tests. She late of Thomaston, visited Mr. and
also helped the doctor give tuber Mrs. Leroy Tolman over Thursday.
culin tests in the grammar room
and high school.
HOPE
Mary Williams, Grade 7, became
A free cocking school series w 11
a seven-point pupil this term, also be conducted at Camden Opera
Albert Moody, sub-prima y.
House April 9 Ifi and 23 at 2
Tlie North Appleton teacher and o’clo?k in the afternoon. Mi?s
12 parents met with the Primary Violet Hayes, head cf tlie Heme
and Grammar teachers in the vil
Servce Department cf the Cen
lage and plans were made for a
Community School Fair, the pro tral Maine Power Co. for this dis
All food
ceeds to go toward a dentist clinic trict will demonstrate
will
be
given
away.
Public
cor
for the pupil®. Co-operation of the
dially
invited.
41-42
superintendent, parents and inter
ested friends enabled the three
Chosen’s first railway locomo
schools to go over the top. Cher
tive
plant has just been completed
$50 was earned.
TIIE EMPLOYERS' I IAI11I.ITY
ASSURANCE CORP.
London, England
ASSETS. DEJC. 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$4,562,706 87
Stocks and Bonds,
32.177.770 59
Cash In Office and Rink
4 325 319 32
Premiums In course of col
lection not overdue,
4 248.833 31
Interest and Rents,
127.344 14
All other Assets.
1.313.9>J3 27

COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS
ESTABLISHED 1853

INSURANCE
406 MAIN STREET,

Gross Assets,
$43,755,967
53
Deduct Items not admitted. 1.674.111 Ofl

Admitted,
$45,081,856
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$18,332,586
Unearned Premiums.
9 080.681
All other Liabilities,
7 668.589
Statutory Deposit.
350.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 9.650 000

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 497. RES.TEL.53-W

46

00
04
42
00
0J

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$45,081,858 46

41S47

$8,204,211 17

THE PHOENIX INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Real Estate,
$567,557 04
Mortgage Loan®
461 ’56 30
Stocks and Bond-.
56.512.077 00
Cash In Office and Banks, 5.487.687 43
Agents’ Balances,
2 864.940 65
Bills Receivable,
46.006 60
Interest and Renls.
110 277 76
All other Assets.
—49.184 13

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

APPLETON RIDGE

Mr. and Mrs. Harr'.e Stanley, and
the Ute Eric Hudson, well known Mrs. Chrystal Pennington have
marine artist, came to paint the been spending the week with Mr.
Island in its early Spring colors. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
MTs. Hudson and her daughter will
Miss Barbara Wentworth visited
return to their cottage on the I her mother Mrs Bertha Wentworth
island, in June. While here Miss last weekend.
Hudson was gueet of Miss Elva
Everett Whitney remains ill at
Brackett.
the home of Burt Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw
Mrs. Chrystal Pennington, Rev.
have returned from a visit in Roy Clark and daughter. Winona
Rockland.
sar.g a vocal selection at morning
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Burton and warship at rhe Baptist Church.
daughters Priscilla and' Anita, and
The World Wide Guild met last
son 'Robert are spending a few days Saturday afternoon at the parson
ln Yarmouth, with. Mrs. Burton’s age.
parents.
The Boys’ Sunday School Class
entertained
the Girls' Sunday
Upon the arrival of mall boat
Nereid, last Saturday, many were School Class Friday with a candy
wondering Just what had happened pull at the parsonage.
Prayer service was held this week
to the boat named for a Greek
Sea Nymph. There was a neat at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Law
line of battleship gray painted on rence Moody.
Arnold Pitman was the speaker
the rail; with the white pilot house
Sunday night at the Young Peoand a dark green hull—Old Glory j pie’s meeting.
flaunting her colors on the bow*—
while on deck was a bright fiery ' School Notes
Tlie Grade Schools closed March
red spot which turned out to be
Thomas Ome’s new truck, a big 21 for a three weeks’ vacation. Ice
brother to the little red truck. A cream and assorted cookies were
new idea in camouflage, this Nereid. served as a surprise just before
But then, Capt. Starrett is only dismissal by the grammar room
getting the boat ready for Spring teacher while candy bars were
painting. Speaking of boats, an served by the primary teacher.
Grammar School pupils having
other rides at anchor ln the har perfect
attendance for tlie period
bor named Njorth, which means of 10 weeks were; Charles Jewell,,
“God of the Sea and Winds and Virginia Fish, Margaret Fuller, Pa
a Protector of Sailors;'
tricia Stockbridge. Shirley Went
William and Joseph Mallon, worth, Madeline Roy. Wayne But
guests at The Trailing Yew for ler, Robert and Stanford Gushee,
the past week, liave retumd to Neil Robbins. Helen Roy and Al
bert Carleton missed one day.
their home in Hartford.
The resignation of Mrs. Izxuise Only two tardy marks were made
Connaway. assistant librarian, was for the term. Melisande Jones
received with regrets by the resi spent 17 of her school days in Knox
Hospital. All were glad to welcome
dents.
Capt. Earl Field has completed her back.
Primary School pupils not absent
installation of a Scrlpp engine tai
for the term were: Herbert Bean,
the party boat Sylvia.
Edna Paul, Priscilla Wentworth.
The many friends of Mrs. Mil Walter Lind, Maybelle Morang,
dred Meissner of Yonkers, N. Y. David Paul, Adrian Butler, Stanley
and Mrs. Elsie Pearce of New Bed
ford. Mass., express their sympathy problem of head gear, in this un
in the death of their mother, Mrs. certain New England weather. He
Mary E. Jenney. Mrs. Jenney was appeared this week wearing two
the widow of Associate Justice liats; a sou'wester topped a nice
Charles F. Jenney of the Massa woolly pull-over; one for rain and
chusetts Supreme Court. She and one for snow.
her husband have been Summer
Despite all this, the snow on the
residents on the island for 40 years. Camden Mountains blazed a deep
Mr. Jenney was a great lover of rose, in a recent sunset, with all
nature. He kept a complete list of the warmth of Spring reflected
of the island birds each Summer in these snow-capped peaks.
while visiting here.
From the mountains I turn again
Spring
to the island. Fresh green blades
To be. or net to be, that is the of grass are being showered by a
question! Is Spring really here? singing brook; tulip bulbs are
Birds warble—the red-wing black pushing their green foliage through
birds, chipping and tree sparrows the chilled earth; monk’s hood
have returned. Tlie song sparrows braves the cold winds. But some
have long since tried their glorious day soon w 11 be felt the warmth
voices. Over a month ago the air of the soft Spring wind; white
was filled with the aroma of burn billowy clouds will sail gaily along
ing grass when Adolph Stevens and —as if playing the game of tag.
Ellsworth Wallace tried their luck For the mcment. even war with all
at singeing sncw banks. Pussy wil its desolation will have been for
lows are pussy-footing about the gotten and thoughts will turn to
marshes, and yet there are still garden ng. and bursting buds on
freezing temperatures and snow the way side shrubs. For a few
short hours all will be well. Yes,
flurries.
Capt. Phillips has mastered the Spring is here!

Admitted.
$8,204,211 17
LIABILITIES, DEC 31, 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$568 799 96
Unearned Premiums.
4.150 870 23
All other Liabilities.
460.441 98
Cash Capital (Statutory
Deposit).
500 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.524.099 00

DEER ISLE—E. W. PICKERING

ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
$5,669 .179 13
Real Estate,
18 275 00
Mortgage Loans.
95.113 311 13
Stocks and Bond.,
9 868 191 41
Cash ln Office and Bank
4.355 246 06
Agents’ Balances,
47 915 79
Bills Receivable,
205 416 83
Interest and Rents.
265 297 77
All other Assets.

Mias Hudson, daughter of

Gross Assets.
$8,577 836 57
Deduct items not admitted, 373.625 40

FRIENDSHIP—RAY WINCHENPAW

INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NORTH AMERICA
PhiladelpMa, Penn.

ville.

UNITED STATES BRANCH OF THE
NORTHERN ASSURANCE CO. LTD.
OF LONDON, ENGLAND
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
Re-1 Estate.
9S0 no
Stocks and Bonds.
5.258.234 6C
Caah ln Office and Bank,
l fisn.wfl pt i
Agents’ Balances.
706,040 63 !
Bills Receivable.
'
13.432 41 I
Interest and Rents,
15.4457 97
All other Assets.
56.810 06

Consult our Sub Agents in the following localities:

IIANOVER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
$ 56 667 83
Estate,
13
38
tgage Loans.
15.999.453 37
Iks and Bonds.
180 '.69 39
ji ln Office and Bank.
815 067 21
tits Balances.
10 ) 980 31
Receivable
49 395 04
Irest and Rents,
159.694 42
(other Assets.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Singer are
the proud parents of a 10-pound
daughter born March 27, and they
have named her E leen Brenda.
Mrs. Singer is with her parents
at Owl's Head.
Mrs. Henley Day, who has been
a surgical patent at Knox Hos
pital has returned to her home.
The residents were relieved to
have telephone service again. The
line has been out of commission
since Wednesday.
Robert Stewart, son of Mrs.
Edith Stewart of Portland, ts
spending a vacation on the island.
Mrs. Stewart, whose maiaen name
was Sterling, was a former resi
dent of this town. Mr. Stew’art is
attending Bcwdoin College.
Maurice Davis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Davis, arrived last Sat
urday.
Mrs. Myra Ome, and’ son Philip
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Ruth
Brackett in Rockland.
Miss Jacquelin Hudson of Rcckport. Mass., left the island last Sat
urday. She will join her mother
home and at once everybody was
very solicitous about the effect of
the cold' night air on his million
dollar arm and he was immediately
showered with suggestions and in
structions as to how to take care of
it. said suggestions ranging all the
way from Sk pper Drew’s instruc
tions to bathe it in alcohol. WTap
it in cotton batting and see that
no undue strain be placed upon it,
to Keith Carver’s expressed wishes
that he apply the alcohol Inter
nally. stuff the batting In his eyes
and ears, and pull his arm out of
its socket at the first opportunity.
Cap’n Grimes' brusque comment
was that he go wipe his feet
Gene disappeared, waving adieus
and farewells to the men and blow
ing kisses to the women, but re
appeared in a few minutes clad in
a big plaid blanket taken frem
somebody's automobile. it cov
ered' him from head to foot and
made him look like an Indian
Chief on the warpath. He was
immediately
christened
“Chief
Thunder Ball” in recognition of
his devastating strike ball, and left
in a high powered car to get a
gcod' nights sleep, for his repeat
performance scheduled next Mon
day night.
With Tuesday night's win the
Skippers have gathered nine out of
the last 13 games, which makes
them but three games behind the
Ganders, for the season. And with
Chief Thunder Ball on the war
path. it looks as if those three
games will soon be wiped cut. and
every Gander will bite the dust.
The score:
Gnashing Ganders — K. Carver.
239; Sanborn. 287; Grimes, 285;
Libby. 250; “Goose” Arey. 267; total.

INSURANCE

with large acreage.
1 catdop for overnight guests
|
(i markets
Several < M nal house Lutings .sc-

lay

Mrs. Gertrude Hudson ln Water

MONHEGAN

MCDOUGALL LADD CO.

1
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AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford. Conn.

FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INSURANCE
CO. OF N. Y.
80 Malden Itane, New York City, N. Y.

ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$2,315,957 43
6tocks and Bonds (Book
value).
50,486.784 78
Cash ln Office and Bank. 5.372.704 76
Aeents' Balances.
2.932.663 81
Bills Receivable.
50.825 53
Interest and Rents.
210.078 95
All other Assets.
49.826 15

ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$890 293 90
Stocks and Bonds.
68.598.775 00
Cash in office and Bank.
5.415.584 88
Aaents' Balances,
1.969,321 49
Bills Receivable,
164 213 25
Interest and Rents,
148.630 23
AU other Assets.
49.062 04

Oross Assets,
$61,428,841 41
Deduct Items not admitted. 4.554.818 75

Gross Assets.
$77,244,880 79
Deduct Items ,not admitted. 212.919 40

Admitted.
$56,874,022
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$2,783,734
20 691.956
Unearned Premiums,
Conflagration and Mt sc.
Reserves.
6.000,000
All other Liabilities,
1.499.000
Cash Capital.
7.500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 18.399.328

Admitted.
$77,031,961 39
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$3,329,374 04
Unearned Premiums,
16.013.698 90
AU other Liabilities,
3.569.700 00
Cash Capital.
3.750 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 50.369.188 45

66

50
69
00
00
OO
47

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$56,874,022 66

THE CENTURY INDEMNITY CO.
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds (Book
value).
$10,434,149
Cash ln Office and Bank.
1 256.405
Agents' Balances.
1.805.780
Interest and Rents.
45.896
AU other Assets.
107.786

91
85
36
72
82

Gross Assets.
$13,650,109 66
Deduct Items not admitted. 259.078 06

Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DEC

Net Unpaid Losses.

Unearned Premiums.
All other LlabUltles,

$13,391,031 60
31. 1940

$4,496,539 04

3.519.963 53
706.910 89
Cash Capital.
1000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 3.662.618 14

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

>13.391.031 60

FIREMAN S FUND INSURANCE CO.
San Francisco, Calif.
MERCHANTS MUTUAL
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
CASUALTY COMPANY
Real Estate.
S2.85S.85025
Buffalo, N. Y.
Mortgage Loans.
637,39472
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Collateral Loans,
2.07547
$155,832
Stocks and Bonds.
29.518.64025 Real Estate.
673.763
Cash ln Office and Bank.
7.268.491 30 Mortgage Loans.
2.030.366
Agents’ Balances.
2.304.25226 Stocks and Bonds.
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank.
1.171.157
Bills Receivable.
63.00870
384.261
Interest and Rents.
145.61923 Agents' Balances,
20.702
All other Assets.
2.695.70020 Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
15.686
Gross Assets.
$45,492,04138
Gross Assets.
$4,420,792
Deduct Items not admitted. 834.779 26
Deduct Items not admitted. 620.450
Admitted.
$44,657 262 12 >
Admitted.
$3 800.342
LIABILITIES. DEJC 31. 1940
LIABILITIES.
DEC.
31.
1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$3 104.417 73
$1,896,662
Unearned Premiums.
13.450.437 50 Net Unpaid Losses.
1.052.127
AU other LiabUltles.
3 648.426 56 Unearned Premiums.
101.180
Cash Capital.
7.500 000 00 AU other UablUties.

00
93
61
54
33
67
73
81
10

71
43
02
79

Surplus over all Uabllttles. 16.953.980 33 Surplus over aU Liabilities, 750.372 47
Total Liabilities and
Total Uabilitlea and
Total Uabilitlea and
>3,800 343 71
Surplua,
Surplus.
(35,887.433 64
Surplua,
>44,857.283 13

Total Liabilities and
$77,031,961 39
Surplus.

THE COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS, DBC. 31, 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
$6,738,568 50
Cash ln Office and Bank.
690.272 65
Agents' Balances,
382.628 88
Bills Receivable.
12.593 23
Interest and Rents.
34.245 00
All other Assets,
8.656 46

Gross Assets.
$7,866,965 72
Deduct Items not admitted,
31.684 88
Admitted.
LIABILITIES, DEC
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.

$7,835,280
31. 1940
$159,191
1.980 398
197.512
1.000,000

All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 4,496.179
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

84
00
07
42
00
35

$7 835.280 84

THE CONNECTICUT FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1940
Mortgage Loans.
$680,801 57
Stocks and Bonds.
20 276.668 29
Cash ln Office and Banks. 2.688 365 17
Agents' Balances.
794.349 92
Bills Receivable.
6.377 85
Interest and Rents.
91.701 78
All other Assets.
332 325 41

Oross Assets.
$24 870.589 99
Deduct items not admitted, 555.513 76

Admitted' Assets.

$24,315,076
LI ABILITIES DEC 31. 1940
$992 917
Net Unpaid Losses.
5 623.818
Unearned Premiums.
490 069
AU other LlabUltles.
2 000 000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over aU Liabilities. 15.208.270

23
35
75
87
00
26

Total Liabilities sod
>34419.070 33
Surplus,

THE EMPLOYERS' FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
110 Milk St.. Boston, Mass.
THE LONDON A LANCASHIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY, ITI)
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
London, England
Stocks and Bonds.
$5,757,957 02
Cash In Office and Bank.
778 275 2 '
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
Agents'
Balances.
658,067 17
Stocks and Bonds.
$5,917 382 83
Bills Receivable.
35.760 Ofl
Cash ln Office andBank.
1 200.158 25
14 678 13
Agents' Balances,
583.35969 Interest and Rents,
24.449 63
BHls Receivable,
33540 All other Assets,
Interest and Rents,
29.38757
Gross Assets,
$7,269 185 *0
AU other Assets.
32.91916
Deduct Items not admitted. 837 952 1 7
Gross Assets,
$7,763,542 90
Admitted.
$6 431.233 23
Deduct Items not admitted. 248.252 57
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1940
$7 515.290 33 Voluntary Reserve,
Admitted.
$451,169 00
Net Unpaid Losses
307.463 00
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
2 723.926 67
$313,508 00 Unearned Premiums,
Net Unpaid Losses.
Its 674 47
3.683.631 69 All other Liabilities,
Unearned Premiums,
l ooo ooo oo
224.250 00 Cash Capital.
AU other Liabilities.
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
1.750.000
00
500,000 00
Deposit Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.793.902 64
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$6,431,233 23
Total Liabilities and
$7,515,290 33
Surplus.
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF HARTFORD
Hartford. Conn.
ASSETS. DEC 31 1940
Real Estate.
$3 017.033
Mortgage Loans.
285.060
Stocks and Bonds.
41.795,704
Cash In Office and Bank. 4.225 397
Agents' Balances,
1.741,761
Bills Receivable.
55.628
Interest and Rents.
158 42-J
All other Assets,
2.949 343

THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON A
GLOBE INSURANCE CO. I.IMITEI

75
68
49
46
79
39
!4
41

Gross Assets.$54 228 356 11
Deduct Items not admitted, 1.087.537 36

Admitted.
$53 140.818
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,769,266
Unearned Premiums,
16 013 588
AU other Liabilities,
7 858 325
Cash Capital.
5.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 22 499.638

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

73
78
93
OO
00
04

$53.140 818 75

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Quinry, Mass.
ASSETS. DEC’ 31, 1940
Real Estate.
$180 000
Stocks and Bonds.
1,406.731
Cash In Office and Bank.
1.966.342
Agents Balances.
202.413
Interest and Rents,
7.557
All other Assets,
1.053

00
61
00
36
62
25

Oross Assets.
$3,764,097 84
Deduct Items not admitted.
95.702 99

Admitted.
$3,668 394 85
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$19 681 23
Unearned Premiums.
1.424,745 51
All other Liabilities
28 lfifl 25
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.195.798 88

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

>3,668,394 S3

ASSETS, DEC 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$459,577
Mortgage Loans.
1.012
Stocks and Bonds,
15 575.906
Cash tn Office and Bank,
1 506.332
Agents’ Balances.
1 085.124
Bills Receivable.
40 952
Interest and Rents.
73 452
All other Assets,
204.722

Gro s Assets.
$18 947.081
Deduct Items not admitted. 659.587
Admitted.
$18 287 493
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$974 901
Unearned Premiums.
8 727.552
All other liabilities
670 388
Statutory Deposit.
500 000
Surplus over all LlablliHes, 7.414 650

75
52
01
77
0)
85

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$18 287.493 75
On the basis of Dec. 21. 1940 market
quotations for all bonds and stocks
owned, this company's total admitted
a‘sets would be Increased to $19 141,905.47 and surplus to $8.269 062 57

PHENIX MUTUAL EIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Concord, N. 11.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Collateral Loans.
$58,456 00
Stocks and Bonds.
294.920 80
Cash In Office und Bank.
88.433 48
Agents' Balances
14 6’? ’A
Interest and Rents,
1.141 37

Gross Assets,

$457,563 93

Admitted,
$457,563
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
>7.788
Unearned Premiums,
177.487
All other Liabilities,
27,831
Surplus over all LlabUltles. 244.455

Total Liabilities and
8urplus,

93

70
81
45
97

>457,503 93
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THOMASTON
ftftftft
SHIRLEY T. WTT.T.TAMB
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190
A rehearsal of the officers of
Grace Chapter. OEJ3. will be held
Sunday at 2. 30.
Thursday Club met this week at
the heme of Mrs. Orvel P. Wil
liams. prizes going to Mrs. E. A
Wing, a substitute. Mrs. Charles
Smith and Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch
The next meeting will be in two
weeks at the home of Mrs. Lynch.
Miss Leah Tillson came home
last night from Farmington Nor
mal School for the Eastern vaca
tion.
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne has re
turned home after a visit in
Waterville with the family of her
daughter Mrs. Arthur Galen Eustis.
Miss Dorethy Matthews will re
turn tcmorrcw to Bates College
after a vacation spent with her
grandmother, Mrs. Clara Matthews.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver of Friend
ship called Thursday on fiiends
in town.
Mr. and Mrs Olen Butler of Au
burn were overnight guests Wed
nesday of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S.
Taylor.
Miss Marie Clark is at home
for a week's vacation from her
studies at Farmington Normal
Schcol.
Wilson Carter, who is stationed
at the Boothbay Harbor Coast
Guard Station came home today
for ten-days leave.
Guest Officers Night will be
observed Wednesday at Grace
Chapter. O ES.
An enjoyable entertainment was
presented Wednesday
by
the
Friendly Club at the Federated
Church vestry.
The program
which was in charge of Mrs. H.
F. Leach and Mrs. Warren
Knights, was: Selection, ‘Bachelor
Girl,'’ by the High School Orches
tra: read ng, "Jane,-’ Miss Esther
Achorn;
reading,
“Fisherman’s
Luck," Joseph Richards; baritone
aolos, “Ycur Song From Paradise"
and “Vale," William T. Smith. Jr.;
saxophone solo.

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

’’Easter

Parade.’

Gordon Reed; reading. "Beyond the
Last Mile.'* Eugene Jellison; selec
tion, “Jeannie with the Light
Brown Hair.” Misses Betty Fales
and Eleanor Gregory and Eugene
Fales; solos. “Absent” and “The
Elf Man,’’ William T. Smith, Jr.;
reading, “Uncle Reuben at the
Theatre." Harlan Davis; saxophone
solos. “Ida" and "I Love Ycu
Truly,” Oordon Reed; reading.
“Open Wider Please." Payson
Geoige; selection, "Valse Ballet,"
High School Orchestra. Refresh
ments were served by Mrs. Elmer
R. Biggers and Mrs. Robert Libby.
The meeting and supper of the
Baptist Ladies Circle which would
ordinarily o? held next Wednes
day, has been postponed to April
16 due to the regular date falling
on Hcly Week.
Union Holy Week services will
be held at the Federated Church
Tuesday and Wednesday nights
and at the Baptist Church Thurs
day and Friday nights at 7 o'clock
An intensive interest is being
shown in the first aid class being
conducted under the Mijonsorship
of tlie American Red Cross at the
rooms ever the IG A. store each
Thursday night. At present there
are 40 registered for the course,
the second lesson having been
held this week.
Tlie Baptist World Wide Guild
will meet Monday night at 7 oclock
at the vestry.
Miss Barbara Laskey and Miss
Marion White have returned to
Everett, Mass., after a visit with
Dr. and Mrs. E R. Moss.
The Junior Rubinstein Club of
Rockland has invited the Thom
aston High Schcol Orchestra to l
participate in a program at the
Tower Roc.m in the Community
Building on April 16
Each mem
ber of the orchestra is entitled to
Invite cne guest. After the pro
gram is given by the orchestra
there will be dancing.
Mrs Loring Orff entertained the
C. & S. Club Wedneslay with all
members except two present. The
usual social afternoon of games
and “eats" was enjoyed and Mrs
Ronald LaChance invited the
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
The Assessors of the Town of Thom
aston. Me. hereby give notice to all
persons liable to taxation In said Town,
that they will be In session at Select
men's Office Watts Block In said Town,
cn the 10th 11th. 12th of April, at
1 p m. to 5 p m for the purpose of
receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable In said town.
All such persons are hereby notified
to make and bring to said Assessors
true and perfect list* of their polls
and all their estates, real and personal
not bv ’.aw exempt from taxation,
which they were possessed of. or which
they held as guardian, executor, ad
mlnlstrator, trustee or otherwise on
the first day of April. 1941 anti be pre
pared to make oath to the truth of
the same
When estates of persons deceased
have been divided during the past year
or have changed hands from any cause
the executor, administrator, or other
persons Interested, are hereby warned
to give notice of such change, and In
default of such notice will be held
under the law to pay the tax assessed
although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over
Any person who neglects to comply
with tills notice will be DOOMED to a
tax according to the laws of the State,
and be barred of the right to make
application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of
his taxes, unless he offers such lists
with his application and satisfies them
that he was unable to offer lt at the
time hereby appointed.

B L. GRAFTON,
C A SMALLEY.

D P. WHITNEY.
Assessors, Thomaston
Date posted: April 1, UHL
40 41

C. where they will spend a few
days.
Capt. and Mrs. Henry Leighton
of Bar Harbdr were in town Friday,
ftftftft
i Captain Leighton ran the excur
NAOMA MAYHEW
sion beat amcng the isiands last
Correspondent
Summer.
ftftftft
Percy Keller was In Portland this
week
where he served on the Grand
Tel. 713
Jury.
Mrs . Keller accompanied
him.
The first load of Bundles for
Gilbert Richards, son of Mr and
Br tain was sent to Belfast last Mrs. Harry C. Richards, who en
Saturday for shipping. The re listed in the US Army last Fall
sponse during the first week of the ■ has recently been given the posi
drive, has been most satisfying and tion of Ariel Gunner in Savannah,
the beach wagon which took the Ga. He will fly in one of the latest
articles, was completely filled. Douglas Attack Bombers.
Bedding, clothing etc., that is at all
Charles C. Wood has generously
serviceable can be used in bomb- offered to supply the 10.003 pennies
stricken England. Achorn’s Store to complete the fund fcr the high
and Hastings Newstand have con Schcol Band uniforms. The sum
tainers for bundles, or they will be of $140, has already been received
called for upen notification.
ar.d there is still a long way to go.
Dr. and Mrs. James Hutchins These penny strips aie pxacea in
went Thursday to Washington. D. I all the stores.
At the Methodist Church, wor
group to be her guests next Wed ship tomorrow will be at 10 30, the
i pastor’s subject, “Sacraments," folnesday.
The second in a series cf three ' lowed by the Lord’s Supper and
card parties for the benefit of the I reception to new members. Music
Star Circle will be held Tuesday 'is under the direction of Mrs. Al
night at the Masonic banquet hall fred Wilrnan. Bible classes and
church schcol meet at 1145 Mrs.
beginning at 7 30.
McRae
super ntendent;
Tri-Ccunty Osteopathic Associa : Stella
Junior League at 5; Epworth
tion will meet Monday night at Lecgue at 6; Happy Hour Service
Webbers Inn, dinner being served i at 7. song service with message by
at 6 30. This is being held one the pastor .subject “Making Faith
week earlier than usual because of Practical,” Mrs. Weston P. Hol
the Bangor Hospital Charity Ball man, soloist. Lenten serv.ee Thurs
which falls cn the coming week. day at 7 o’clock, topic “The Will
Following the business meeting at of God." Che r rehearsal Fiiday
which Dr. E R Mess will preside, night at 7 o'clock.
The Elm Street Reading Club
Dr. Earl Gedney cf Bangor will
will meet Monday night at the
be the speaker.
Mrs. Susie Davis returned yes home of Mrs Rita McKay. Drawing
terday to Rockport after spending i to tlie end cf the season the mem
several days with Mr. and Mrs. bers will present various interesting
magazine articles.
Frank D. Hathorne.
The Monday Club next week will
Fred Hinckley returned1 to Bos hold the final meeting of the sea
ton yesterday after a brief visit son.
here. ,
A sure sign of Spring Is an au
Mrs. Grace Payson has returned tomobile and .trailer which has es
to her home cn Kncx street after tablished itself in the public park
spending the past several weeks ing area on the waterfront, arriv
with Miss Myrna Copeland.
ing there Thursday.
William A. Kirk of Camden, who at 85 years of age still puts in a full
The Fede;ated Circle will meet
Arthur Dean was pleasantly sur day's work at his forge in the blacksmith shop he has conducted for the
at Mrs. Lillian Ccmeiy’s home, prised Friday night at his home on past 54 years on Tannery lane, in Camden. He is shown here as the pho
Dwight street next Tuesday after the Belfast road by a large group tographer found him Tuesday morning hard at work but willing to take
cf the family who gathered to help time out to be photographed for The Courier-Gazette. Mr. Kirk was born
noon.
Dr. and Mrs-. E. R. Moss enter him celebrate his birthday. Cards in Danvers, Mass., in 1855 and conducted a blacksmith business there be
tained members of the “63” Club were played and refreshments were fore coming to Camden, 54 years ago. He has two daughters. Miss Flor
Wednesday. The guests were Mr. served. Those invited were: Leroy ence Kirk, who has kept house for him since Mrs. Kirk’s death two years
and Mrs. John Opper cf Malden, Mass. A son. Frederick, lives in
and Mrs. Cecil Andrews. Mr. and Dean, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dean, ago;
Nevada. Mr. Kirk has done all kinds of blacksmithing from horse shoe
Albert
Dean,
Charles
Dean
and
Mrs Alvah Harris. Mr. and Mrs.
ing to general iron work and even made ship fittings w hen the occasion
Henry Lowell and Mr. and Mrs. Miss Beda Emery, Mr. and Mrs. demanded. His shop is the meeting place for many old friends and hardly
Parker
Dean,
Mr and Mrs. Fred
Edwin Witham all of Tenant’s
Witherspoon, Miss Hazel Wither an hour goes by that someone does not drop in to visit with the village
—Photo by Cullen.
Haibor. Mr. and Mrs. Merton An spoon, Mr. and Mrs. James Dean, blacksmith.
thony. and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean, Mr. and
Monaghan of Port Clyde, and Mis. Mrs. Otis Dean, Mrs. Helen Dean,
■of the Pentecostal Church and Earle
Gertrude Hupper and Clarence Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mayhew.' A
, Achorn, lay preacher of the Meth
Dwyer of Martinsville. Prizes for gift was presented from the group.
odist Church as the respective
speakers: Thursday night, com
high scores were awarded Mrs.
o
O
O
Mrs. George Cullinan was guest
XN. /N X^
munion service at the Methodist
Witham and Mr. Monaghan and Wednesday of Mrs. Merrill Drink
T.TTIA G CHAMFNEY
Church with Rev. C. Vaughn Over
for low to Mrs. Monaghan and Mr. water.
Correspondent
man of the Baptist Church deliv
Witham. Refreshments were served.
Urbane Chandlei recently visited
ftftftft
ering the sermon, and Friday night
Merle
Hart
in
Detroit.
In the Churches
. at the Pentecostal Church with
Tel. 2229
At the Baptist Church, service
St. James’ Catholic Church. Mass Palm Sunday will be at 11, with
. Rev. F. Ernest Smith of the MethAt 9 a. m. Blessing, Dlstriubtion anthem by the adult choir under
Mits Allene Tominski is a sur ' odist Church as speaker.
St. John's Church. Palm Sunday. the direction of Dr. Raymond Tib gical patient at Camden Commun I Ralph Wilson returned Fiiday to
At 9 a. m. Blessing, Distribution betts; solo by Mrs. Arthur Grinnell. ity Hospital where she underwent Criehaven after spending tlie Win
and Procession cf Palms and Holy The sermon by the pastor will be j an appendectomy Thursday morn ter with his family on West street.
Eucharist.
on the theme: “The Finger-prints ing.
1 C. W. Holmes is spending a few
St. George's Church. Long Cove. on the Cross of Christ.’ Church
Miss Hairiet Folger lias returned weeks in Boston as guest of relaAt 2.30 p. m.. Evensong and Dis School convenes at 5.45; Interme to her Summer heme on Union , tives.
diate Forum at 5; Young People's street, after spending the Winter
tribution of Palms.
Church Notes
Baptist Church. Sunday School Forum ond Cliadavae’s at 6. The in Florida.
; Baptist services Sunday morning
meets at 9 45. worship at 11. Music first of the Holy Week’s services will
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett was hostess i wil! be at 11 with sermon appropri
be
held
at
7
with
Rev.
Willard
Foote
will include a cornet solo. “On
Wednesday
afternoon
to
the ate to Palm Sunday, subject, “BeWings of Song." Mendelssohn, by of Belfast as the speaker. A serv- Thimble Club. Refreshments were j hold Thy King;" Church School
Dudley Harvey, accompanied at :ce will be held every evening at served following a period cf sew ■ meets at neon; Young People's So7 39 except Saturday. A different
the piano by Miss Beverly Kirk speaker will be present each eve ing.
' ciety Christian Endeavor at 6,
patrick, an anthem. ‘Palms,’ by ning.
Mrs. Stella Simonton and Mrs. . Mrs. C. V. Overman, leader; Union
Foure. by the Junior Choir, and
Addie Wentworth were tlie guests service at the West Rockport
cf
honor at a surprise party Wed ' Church at 7, subject "Fair Weather
a baritone solo, “Calvary." by Rod
LOVESIGHT
ney, by W.lliam T. Smith, Jr. When do I see thee most, beloved one’ nesday night at the home cf Miss Friends.”
When In the light the spirits of Marion Weidman, given in observ
Christian Endeavor meets at 6
The Methodist Church School
mine eyes
o’clock under the leadership of
Before th.v late, their altar, solemnize ance of their joint birthday anni ■meets at 10: worship at 11. with
of that Love through thee versary and sponsored by the John 1 sermon by the pastor “Jesus Now
Gwendolyn Barlow. “Tlie Trium The worship
made known?
phal Entry ’ is the theme of the Or when In the dusk hours (we two son Society cf the Methodist Encourages Hts Followers to Pro
alone),
Church, of which they are mem claim Him King;” evening service
Palm Sunday program to be pre
Close-kissed and eloquent of still
bers.
The time was spent socially at 7, sermon subject “Tlie First
replies
sented at 7 o’clock. Alfred M.
and
refreshments
of Ice cream and Palm Sunday Evening and the
Thy twilight-hidden glimmering
Strout is the soloist.
visage lies.
cake
were
served.
Anti-Climax." The Lades' Aid will
soul only sees thy soul Its
Federated
Church.
Sunday And my
own?
Miss
Lillian
Whitmore
spent
hold an all -day meeting Wednes
School meets at 9.45; worship at 11 O love, my love! If I no more should
Thursday as guest of her aunt, Mrs. day at the heme of Miss Marion
Tlie sermon topic is “What the
see
Weidman and in tlie evening Miss
nor on the earth the shadow R. W Studley at Glencove.
Cross Done and Still Does." The Thyself,
of thee.
Weidman will be hostess to the
Uni^n
Holy
Week
services
will
Nor image of thine eyes In any
music w’ill include the anthem
Johnson Society.
be
held
by
the
churches
in
town
spring,—
“Thy K ng Cometh. ’ by Clark. How, then should sound upon Life's
during the ccming week: Tuesday
darkening slope
The evening service is in charge
A free cooking school series will
and Wednesday nights at the Bap
The ground-whirl of the perished
of the Woman’s Miislonary Soleaves of Hope.
tist
Church
with
Rev.
Robert
Carle
be
conducted at Camden Opera
The wind of Death's Imperishable
ciety and the topic is “The Emer
wing?
gence cf a Nation." Ed'win Leach
—Dante Gabriel Rossetti
and Gilbert Beattie are the leaders
cf the Epworth League meeting at
Wiiite inhabitants of N^irth Caro
lina are 99 7 per cent native born.
6 o’clock.
■I
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CAMDEN

“THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH”

ROCKPORT

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY
"FLYING WILD" WITH THE EAST SIDE KIDS

M OF

USIC
Gladyt Si. Clair lleistad

In the Feb 1st issue of Tlie Dia much attention. I think I am cf-ipason (a monthly publication de rect in sa/'.ng that I'. was while
voted to the organ and the inter studying with Mr. Bibo that Mr
ests of organists) appear sthe pic Hatfield won a National Federation
ture of an accomplished musician of Music Clubs Young Artists'
and a loyal fr end to many of us— award. He has visited the Bibbs in
Harris Stackpole Shaw. The ac Camden in past summers Mr. Hat
field has forged to the front rapidlv
companying article reads:
.
“Harris S. Shaw, A AGO . since in recent years, and undoubtedly will
1923. organist and choirmaster of make a valuable member of tne
Grace Church, Salem. Mass., is one I Metropolitan Opera Company. I
of the foremost piano pedagogues was privileged to hear this young
of Boston in addition to his work at ! man sing at a Worcester Music
the organ and in church. As a Festival, when he acted as a “pinch
teacher of his two favorite instru ' hitter" for some baritone taken sud
ments and of musicianship he has denly ill. He made a tremendously
been recognized by the musical fine impression, I recall, not only b '
world of New England and many 1 his superb voice and artistry, but by
honors have been bestowed on him his splendid bearing and personal
by his fellows.
charm.
• • • •
“Mr. Shaw was born in 1882. He
studied at the New England Con
Amcng the six composers receiv
servatory of Music, with E. M. Bow ing tho Guggenheim Fellowships
man of New York, Carl Baermann, (for 1940-41) is Earl Robinson of
Wallace Goodrich. Everett E. Tru- Seattle, composer of “The Ballad
ette, George Chadwick. Leopold Go- for Americans," sung at the last
dowsky and Louis C. Elson, all of Republican National Convention,
them prominent American teach much incidental music for the the
ers, and with prominent men atre and of many songs and
abroad.
choruses. This is Mr. Robinson's
“For two years Mr. Shaw was second Guggenheim Fellowship and
head of the music department of he plans to use it to complete a
the Harvard Summer School, for musical dramatization of Carl
three years he taught at Middlebury Sandburg's "The People, Yes."
College in Vermont, and for two
years he was head of the piano and
Another significant musician has
organ departments at the Univer been added to the faculty of The
sity of New Hampshire.
Curtis Institute of Music for next
“He was elected president of the season—Mieczyslaw Munz. Polisli
New England Choirmasters’ Guild pianist. Mr. Munz, who was a fac
in December. 1940. Previous to going ulty member of the Curtis Institute
to Grace Church in Salem, Mr. from 1930 to 1932, wired his accept
Shaw was organist and choirmaster ance of the new post from Campbell
of the Second Universalist Church ton, N. B. in Canada, where he is
in (Boston from 1906 to 1923. He is making a tour. Under his contract
a member of the American Guild of he will be associated with Rudolf
organists, holding the associate cer Serkin, Isabella Vengerova and
tificate. and of the Music Teachers' Georg Bolet.
• • • ♦
League of New York and the Music
A
Maine
musical
event of note
Teachers’ National Association. His
studio is in Trinity Court, Boston." was that taking place in Augusta
* • • •
on the evening of March 24 when a
Recently C. G. Conn, Ltd., held a combined concert was given by the
drum show in the mezzanine floor Augusta Symphony Orchestra, Er
of the Time and Life Building. nest R. Hill, conductor; Cecelia Club
Rockefeller Center. It included Chorus. Carroll J. Lambert, conduc
kettle drums, bass drums, snare tor. Mrs. William H. Lum. accom
drums, tom-toms, vibraphones; ev panist; and the Capital *‘Y" Men's
erything in the drum line. There Singing Club. Eric Renwick conduc
were also demonstrations by leading tor, Kenneth L. Burton, accom
drummers. One of the demonstra panist. The program was one of
tors was Charles J. Bessette, whose infinite variety, each group having
pupils have included the Duke cf opportunity to demonstrate the par
Windsor. Mr. Bessette showed a ticular type of music in which it
drum that was used in George is interested. Each group, too, re
Washington’s army and which has ceived generous and impartial ap
since been through four more wars preciation for the consistently ex
in the 86 years it has been in the cellent work. Trygve Heistad. for
Bessette family. It was first played merly of Rcekport, is a member of
by a Bessette in the Mexican War. the Men's Singing Club and also in
Mr. Bessette's grandfather played it the violin section of the orchestra.
in the Civil War, his father played Mr. Heistad played an obligato
it .in the Spanish-American War, against muted violins for one of the
and he himself played it during the Cecelia Club numbers—“Oiseau bleu
World War as a member of the coloeur de temps (accompanied by
“Fighting Sixty-ninth.”
orchestra).
• • • *
# ♦ • •
The instrumental quartet, com
Mrs. Fester L. Haviland, head of
posed of Bertha L. Luce, violin, the Church Music Department in
Ruth E. Erickson, piano, Dr. C. Har the Maine Federation of Music
old Jameson, flute, and T. Jenness Clubs, announces that the fifth an
French, 'cello, which made its nual Hymn Festival will take place
“debut" in the recent Rubinstein at 3.45 p. m. on April 27. at St.
Club concert, is still being talked Luke’s Cathedral in Portland. These
about in a most favorable way. And festivals are given under auspices
many are the expressions of hope of the Maine Federation The mem
that this ensemble nay be heard bers of federated senior choirs
frequently, in future. And why not throughout the State will partici
have a contest to select a name?
pate, and will be assisted by five
• • • •
local organists who will play as a
The sixth annual Metropolitan prelude to each hymn to be sung,
Auditions of the Air had 7C0 oper a fantasia on the hymn tune it
atic aspirants. The three chosen precedes. Mrs. Haviland also calls
are Mary E. Van Kirk, 24. contralto attention to the program to be
of Cleveland; Mona Paulee, 24. given by the Junior choir members
mezzo-soprano, of Edmonton. Can on the opening day of the conven
ada, and Los Angeles; and Lansing tion of the Maine Federation of
Hatfield. 29, bass-baritone, of Hick Music Clubs (Saturday, May 10, 2 p.
ory. N. C. Each winner received an m.) at which time the choirs will
opera contract and a. check for sing three anthems^
$1000 from the radio sponsors.
The choice o? Mr. Hatfield has
more than passing interest, in that
Notices of Appointment
he studied voice with Frank Bibb
I. Mary V. Ryder, Register of Pro
for some time, and through him won bate, Pro Tern for the County ol

House April 9. 16 and 23 at 2 o'clock
in the afterncon.
MLss Violet
Hayes, head of the Home Service
Department of the Central Maine
Power Co. for this district will
demonstrate. All food w.ll be given
away. Public cordially invited.
41-42

Minnesota prohibits operation of
trucks within 35 miles of first class
cities between 9 a. m and midnight
on Sundays and legal holidays in
the period between May 30 and the
seccnd Sunday in September.

POSTER PRINTING

, Astor MoLain has returned iron
Damariscotta Hospital and is con.
valescing at the home of his pat.
en|s, Mr. and Mrs Albert McLain.
Miss Louise McLain is having ;
week's vacation from Gorham Nor.
mal School with her parents.

®Soq

Hervey C. Allen Jr. has returned
to
Harvard I»aw School, after
The Ladies’ Aid met Wednesda;
spending a vacation with his par >■
afternoon with Mrs. Fred Stahi ents. Mr. and Mrs. H. C Allen Rob
work being done on aprons.
ert Allen, a student at Johns Hop
Miss Elizabeth Geele of Groj. kins 1 University, returns ttday to
Neck recent passed a day with hj Baltimore.
sister, Mrs. Fred Stahl.
The Patriotic Club met Wedne. Mrs. Herbert Curtis wa hostc s
day at the home of Mrs. Harvey Thursday night to WIN Club for
cards and refreshments. Prizes i.i 1 il
Hope.
Mrs. Jennie Johnson is 111 at he bridge were awarded to Mrs Carl
Fret man, Mrs. Clinton Barbour and
home.
Miss Pearl Borger: on.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Timber,
lake and daughter Naydene ol Por. Mrs. Harold Karl will be chair
land passed last weekend with Mr man cf the Congregational Circle
and Mrs. Will’s Hilton. Navdent supper Wednesday night, and her
who is three years old and whj assistants will be Mrs. Ernest Da
spends her summers at her grand- vis, Mrs. Homer E. Robinson, Mrs
parents’ home, sang over the rad,- A. J. Bird, Miss Alena Young, Mrs.
last Saturday morning on the a. Louis B. Cook, Mrs. Harold Connon.
Talent” program over WGAN She Mrs Bertram White, Mrs. David
shows much talent for one so youni S. Beach, Mrs. Clarence Barnard.
and it was with much interest tha Mrs. Everett L. Spear, Miss Anne
friends and neighbors listened Hill, Mrs. Wesley N Wasgatt and
her
Miss Irja Hill.

Probate Notices

Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday
with Mrs. Bessie Benner. Broadway.

STATE OF STATE
To all persons In either ol the e».
tates hereinafter named
Mrs. Fred Kilborn and son WllAt a Probate Couit held at RoCr: _
VairfinlH nrp llin u-eolr
land, in and lor the County of Kn
roit rad Held ait the wick
on the 18th day of March in the yea end guests of Rev. and Mrs. Guy
of our Lord one thousand nine hur.. wilenn while Mr Kilhnrn lc at.
dred and forty-one and by adjourn-KllDOrn is at
ment from day to day from the is tending tlie State Banking meeting
rnauws "having “been ^semid*^in Brunswick, yesterday and today,
the action thereupon hereinafter t Also a weekend guest of the WildkTh^ nct‘lcehraerlof°^?T^ to n flOns U M,ss Marian Kimball Of Allpersons Interested, by causing a ro bum
of this order to be published thre*
______
weeks successively In The Courier
n
,
Gazette a newspaper published »: Miss Jeannette Gordon enterRockiand in said County, that the! tained Wednesday night at a dancm iy appear at a Probate Court to be .
.
. 41 ‘.

held at said Rockland on the istjng Party in the tower room, cam- :
day of April A. D. 1941 at nine ocloci plinienting her guest, MLss Mary 1
tn the forenoon, and be heard thert L,
u ij
••
„ » .
on if they see cause.
Stone of Cambridge, Mass. Buffet
mollie miller late of Rockland luncheon was served, and bidden
deceased.
Will asking
and Petition
for Pro.
ss IVToronret
Anihrr'jp
bate thereof,
that the
a, , g-ue'-ts
us were
were W
M ss
iviatgat et AtnDJ
CSC
may be proved and allowed and thr and Robert Welch of Bangor, Miss

to «‘:O|0lta
the Executor named In said Win Louise Harden, Miss Helen Oldis,
without bond.
Miss Eileen Cates, Miss Frances
ELDEN M. COOK, late of Friend- Kfaish
Miss Svtvia Hives
Miss
ship. dece:-sed. Will and Petition
MI..
la Hayes, MISS
Probate
thereof. asking that t tPrLxcilla
Brazier. MLss Shirley
same
be proved
nnd allowed
Mnlr miss
Mls.s
that may
Letters
Testamentary
issue a: sticknev
outniiey. Mbs
.vn.s Gilberti
vn.Dcrta Mnir,
Orris c. Cook of Friendship, he bnniRuth Nichols, Richard Rising, Kenthe Executor named in said Will neth
Oarroll
Howard Hatteson

without bond.

...

. ,,

_

late of Friend- wendell Blackman, Gordon Burship. deceased. Will and Petition t gets, Sidney Harden, Edward GorProbate thereof, asking that thi
Abraham Small, Raymond Jorsame 'mayt‘^reprovedasandg allowed
i^-tters Testamentary issue
dan. Edwin Jones. Rchard Harden
that ______
hine Lawry of Friendship.
____
Josephine
Friendship bht„_ ,
being the Executrix named In said and Daniel Munro.
will, without bond.
JOHN L. THOMAS, late of Rock Bpencer Individual Designing
land, deceased. Will and Petition lo
Probate thereof, asking that tht Poundation Garments and Bras-

Ellis H

t^Tte

lawry.

^Sneantd.n1,°*^,x’ter.s

Mrs Ethel G Cushing. Reg-

Sadi? L Thomas of Rockland sin lstei ed Spencer Corsetiere, 1 Elliot
being the Executrix named In sa.t
Thcmaston — ariv
■<« c.44
Will, without bond.
1 ncmasion.—aav.
i»-44
ANNIE M. MERRIFIELD, late 0: 1
-----------------Rockland, deceased.
Will and Peti- visit I uelen K flt-ren A- Ron’s
tion for Probate thereof, asking tha
vlsu Lucien K Green
Son S
the same may be proved and iiliowtx second floor, 16 School street, Odd
and that Letters Testamentary lssut
to Clarence H. Merrifield of Rockland Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Wiiibt without ^)Xondlt0r named 111 sa‘c COats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
JESSE A BROWN, late of North PHccs.
9-tf
Haven, deceased.
Will and Petition 8
—
for Probate thereof, asking that th«
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters of Administration ••tth,
the Will Annexed be Issued to Flor
ence M Brown of North Haven, ot
L A H O
H. O C
some other suitable person, without
bond.
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
HELEN KEEP HUBBARD, late 0!
THE •:! MBSqi I 11 LIts
Middletown.
Connecticut.
deceased
in LONE STAR RAIDERS’
Exemplified copy of Will and Probatt
thereof, together with a Petition lor
Probate of Foreign Will, asking tlu:
Sunday and Monday
the copy of said Will may be allowed, f
filed and recorded In the Pnbatt
COdrt of Knox County, and that Let
ters Testamentary be Issued to E
Kent Hubbard or Middletown Conn
Th ere's a laugh and thrill each
and Otis L Hubbard of Lake Forest
second...as slum kids turn 'aeroIllinois, without bond.
ESTATE CALVIN I. BURROWS, late
nuts’ to battle saboteurs for
of Rockland, deceased
Petition to:
Administration, asking that Jerome C
Xft Uncle Sam!
Burrows of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admrwithout bond.
ESTATE ISAAC W. POLAND, late ol
Friendship, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration, asking that Laura E
Poland of Friendship, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx.
with bond.
ESTATE ANDREW DARROW SCHER 1
MERHORN. late of Union, deceased
Petllton for Administration, asking
that Eda F. Law of Rockland, or some
other suitable person, be appointed
Admx., without bond
ESTATE EUBERTUS A. CLARK l»t«
of St. George, deceased. Petition lot
Administration, asking that Gilbert
Harai-'-n of Camden, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr.
with bond.
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAMl
asking that the name of Catherine A 1 iNOCRAM WCT WIS
Smith of St George be changed w
Ca’herlne A Simmons. Presented W
said Catherine A Smith.
. ESTATE DUDLEY F. WOLFE latf
of Rockport, deceased.
Petition for
Knox. In the State of Maine, hereby Confirmation
Trustee, asking that
certify that In the following estates the Guaranty of
Trust
Company
Ne«
the persons were appointed Admin York. N. Y- be confirmed as of
Trustee
istrators. Executors. Guardians and of the estate given In Trust for
the
Conservators and on the dates here use and benefit, of Dudley F. Roches
inafter named:
ter and I’Aul Rochester, presented W
WILLIAM H WINCHENBACH. late said Guaranty Trust Gompany of Np<
of Friendship, deceased. Eva M Win
York
capaw of Friendship was appointed
SYLVIA E HOOPER min<’
Admx.. Feb 26. 1941. and qualified by of ESTATE
Rockland
Petition for Llcemc to
filing bond March 1. 1941
Sell certain Real Estate, situated ij
GEORGIA ETTA SMITH, late of 3t. Geonge. and fully described in
Vinalhaven. deceased. Charle- E Smith Petition, presented by Ina M Hooper
of Vinalhaven was appointed Admr . of Rockland. Guardian
For More Laughs Sec
F’eb. 10. 1941. and qualified by filing
ESTATE JAMES T. ROBINSON U’’
EDGAR KENNEDY
bond March 4. 1941
of warren, deceased. First and tins
bi ’IT HAPPENED ALL NIGHT”
HELENA B ROBERTS, late of Ror k- account presented for allowance M
land. deceased
George W Roberts Katherine L. Linscott. Admx. dbn
Special Children’s Matinee
of Rockland
was appointed Exr., c.t a
Also
Picture People, Latest News
March 18. 194»1. without bond.
ESTATE MATTI JOHNSON late ■
LOEY S HAGAR late of Rockland, R a-kport, deceased
First and fltiaSpecial CHILDREN’S M ATINEE
deceased. Elizabeth S. Hagar of Rock accotnt presented for allowance M
land was appointed Exx
March 18. Alan L. Bird, Exr.
MOND AY AT 4.90 P M.
1941, without bond
ESTATE SARAH E
LINDEN
FANNIE L. SPEAR, late of Rock Rockland
First and final a1’, ir- £
land. deceased. Alice W Byrnes of presented for allowance by Grate t
Rockland was appointed Exx , March Robblns, Conservator.
18, 1941. without bond.
ESTATE ALICE J WALTER, late
WAYLAND A CREAMER late of Warren, deceased
First and final a1
Warren, deceased
Ella E Creamer ol count presented for allowance by Ef
1 Warren was appointed Exx.. March I nest J Payson, Exr. ■
| 18. 1941, without bond.
ESTATE IRVING A GRANT, late cPhone 897
CARRIE A. CLARK late of Wash- ' North Haven, deceased
First ar"
lngton, deceased. John Sabin Clark final account presented for allow
of Winthrop, was appointed Admr . by Bessie L. Grant. Admx.
March 18. 1941, without bond
' ESTATE WILLIAM E BROWN
JOHN K DUNN, late of Warren, of Rockland, deceased.
First aih
deceased. Eva A. Dunn of Bath was final account presented for allowand
appointed Admx.. March 18. 1941. and by Carile B Brown. Exx.
I qualified by filing bond on same date.
ESTATE MARIETTA STONE, late e'
PHILIP J THOMAS, late of Rock North Haven, deceased.
First
land. deceased. Rita B Thomas of final Trust account presented for •*’
Rockland
was
appointed
Admx.. lowance by E. Russeli Davis. Tr
March 18. 1941. without bond
ESTATE ELIZABETH A WIOGlIJ
ADA B. DALZELL late of Rockland, late of South Thomaston, decease*
deceased
Helen D. Perry of Rock
First and final account presented f°land was appointed Admx . March 18. allowance by Gilford B. Butler. Ext
1941, without bond.
E3TATE MARGARET E ORAVffi
WILLIS WILLIAMS late of Cam
late of Rockland, deceased. First
den. deceased.
Elward Williams of fluid account presented for allowance
Camden was appointed Exr . March by Martin S. Graves. Exr
18. 1941. and qualified by filing bond
E8TATE WILLIS K JORDAN ’->•*
March 21. 1941
of Warren, deceased
Petition for A-'
LAURA C. L1TTLEFTELD. late of n in -tra’loii. a- klng that Fred C
Cushing, deceased. William H. Rice dan of Rockland, or some other suit'
Of Newton Center, Mass., was appoint
able person, be appointed Admr . with
ed Exr , March 18. 1941. and qualfied out bond.
A UNIVI
by filing bond' March 22. 1941
Alfred
Wltne-s. HARRY E. WILBUR
M. Strout of Thomaston was appointed quire. Judge of Probate Court
Plus LATEST NEWS
Agent In Maine.
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
‘
RESPECT
OF THE l.AW"
Attest:
Attest:
MARY V RYDER.
(Crime Does Not Pay)
MARY V RYI
Register Pro Teni
Register Pro 1 f®.

1
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THS EAST
SIDE KIDS

. A'

who

I.EO GOMSY
BOSSY JORDAN

»'

-- -- -- -

Strand

They LOOKED alike-but_

Al

Frem fighting cops in the big The story revolves about the at
city to fight r,g espionage agents tempts of a band of saboteurs to
for Uncle Sam is a long Way to cripple the production of a leading
go. even in films. But that is ex ! airplane factory, busily at work on
actly the path run by the East defense orders. The East Side Kids,
Side Kids, currently starring in with the exception of Gorcey, have
Monogram s Flying W Id". Bobby jobs at the factory.
Jordan and Leo Gorcey of "Dead
Inadvertently stumbling on an
End" fame head the gang which in important clue, the gang finds it
cludes Donald Haines, David Gor- necessary to stow away aboard a
cev, Bobby Stone, Sunshine Sam fake hospital plane, to track the
my Morrison and Eugene Francis. j spies to their headquarters

Brian Aherne. Kay Francis and Nils .Asther in I’niversal's ingenious
<• comedy production, “The Man Who Lost Himself."
The picture is a screen adapta gaged Aherne and Miss Francis,
tion of English novelist H. De- added S. Z Sakall as the befuddled
butler. Nils Asther as Mrs. Scott's
|Vefe Stacpocles novel. “Tlie Man
admirer, Henry Stephenson as the
Who Lest Himself." One of Eng family attorney, Dorothy Tree as
land's bpst-sellers, the novel was Mr. Scott's lady friend, and Marc
on the way to stage and. screen pro- Lawrence as a peculiarly obnoxious
. duction in the British Isles when blackmailer. Fox gave Director
j the war curtailed theatrical activi Ludwig instructons to wring the
ties there.
last possible bit cf comedy out
Producer Fox obtained the valu of Eddie Moran's script, and the
able property. In which he saw a result is said to be a brill ant
hilarious screen comedy. He en laugh-maker.

Get attention for vour pro
motion—with colorful post
ers. We build them inexpen
sively.
TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept

38-8-44
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|AD COVE
(,r McLain has returned fronJ
. Hi pital and is con-l
|
; the home of his par.|
|y
t'.ti Mrs Albert McLain.
Louise McLain is having a
vacation from Gorham Nor 1
Hervey C Allen Jr. has returned
■hool with her parents.
) Harvard Law School, after
I adies’ Aid met Wednesday tending a vacation with his pai
xrn with Mrs. Fred Stahl, nts. Mr. and Mrs H. C. Allen Rob|
,? nr i n aprons.
rt Allen, a student at Johns HopElizabeth Geele of Gross ins University, returns teday ta
nent passed a day with hir laltlmore.
Mis. Fred Stahl.
Patriotic Club met Wednes-i Mrs. Herbert Curtis war hoste s
t tha home of Mrs. Harvey hursday night to WIN. Club for
irds and refreshments. Prizes ia
ridge were awarded to Mrs. Carl
Jennie Johnson ls 111 at her
leeman. Mrs. Clinton Barbour ai d
Uss Pearl Borgerson.
and Mrs. Linwood Timber-!
md daughter Naydene of PortMrs Harold Karl will be chalr|
I last .veekend with Mr.! lan cf tlie Congregational Circle
\1
Will’s Hilton. Naydene,J ipper Wednesday night, and her
three years old and who ssistants will be Mrs. Ernest Daher summers at her grand, Mrs. Homer E. Robinson, Mrs
|
ii ■ over the radio
J Bird, Miss Alena Young, Mrs.
Saturday morning on the “All )uis B. Cook, Mrs. Harold Connon,
ht program over WGAN. She
rs. Bertram White, Mrs. David
. much talent for one so young,
Beach, Mrs. Clarence Barnard,
|«t
..'h much interest that
rs. Everett L. Spear, Miss Anne
[ | and i .ubors listened to
11, Mrs. Wesley N. Wasgatt and
Biss Irja Hill.

QCl ETY.

Key Workers Rockland Cancer Control Drive
_

This And That

Mrs. Emery Barbour is the guest
cf her brother, Austin Joyce, in
Norwood, R. I.
Mrs. Harry Wilbur entertained
Tantramar Club Wednesday night
for bridge and luncheon, with prizes
gring to Mrs. Fred C. Gatcombe.
Mrs. Al Plourde and Mrs. Hugh
Hughes. Mrs. Clifford Oliver w.ll
entertain next week.

By K. 8 F.

In the last decade there have
been one million more male births
in the United States than female.
• • • •
Teacher:
“Jimmy, can you name
A post card from the William
three collective nouns?’’
D Talbots mailed from Natchez,
Jimmy: “Fly paper, waste basket
MLss., picturing a lovely old man
and
vacuum sweeper.’’
sion surrounded by lofty forest trees
• • • •
and half obscured by dense foliage
Girls and women will soon be
This is ‘Gloucester," the former
wearing a fringe of bangs. Some
home of Winthrop Sargent, first
have already been seen and they
Territorial Governor cf Mississippi.
are very fetching.
A vast portico upheld by huge
• • • •
Corinthian columns that delight the
Did you know that, the Eskimos
eye across the front. This man
do
not have a w’ord in their lan
sion was built in 1803, and Mrs.
guage to denote war. They are so
Talbot wrote to K.S.F. “I wish ycu
free from that kind of strife and
could have been with us as we went
through this lovely home. You
are a peace loving people.
«
• • • •
would have been thrilled." The
More than 1,000.000 bicycles were
■ Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday Talbots are on an extended jour
This Ls part of the group of Rockalnd key workers In the Cancer Control drive being carried out this
Probate Notices
manufactured
in this country in
With Mrs. Bessie Benner, Broadway. ney through the South.
month by the Woman’s Field Army. Front row, left to right: Mrs. Earle Perry, Mrs. Seymour Cameron. Mrs.
mate of state
1939
and
again
the same number
Keryn ap Rice, Major in charge of Rockland District; Mrs. Isidor Gordon. Standing: Mrs. Barbara Adams.
| persons in either of the esMrs. Fiances Clark entertained Mrs. Mesler Kenny, Mrs. Howard Proctor, Mrs. Christopher Roberts, Lorita Brooks, Mrs. Archie Bowley, Mrs. in 1940. No past era in that.
hereinafter named:
Mrs. Fred Kilborn and son Wil
• • • •
a Probate Court held at Rock,
li cf Fort Fairfield are the week- Opportunity Class Thursday night Clara Emery.
ill and for the County of Knox
"Sorry,
but
I just cannot accept
with
30
members
and
three
guests
I
: March In the year
d guests of Rev. and Mrs. Guy
The
Knox
County
drive
for
funds
of
workers.
ness
clinics
and
treatment.
The
|
• . n and nine him.
present.
Thirty-eight
calls
were
you.
dear
Bill.
Circumstances over
ilson, while Mr. Kilborn is atand by adjournMrs. Horatio C. Cowan of this Woman's Field Army has made pos- which I have no control, prevent
ni day to day from the Isth Igjuling the State Banking meeting made during March. The program fcr Concer Control, sponsored by
is oounty commander and is sible by its annual effort a vast me.”
March
",? ln Brunswick, yesterday and today. under the direction of Marian Lind the Woman's Field Army, ls in full city
having
b«en Presented*
presented 1for
well
pleased
with the co-operation change in the public attitude to
sey,
was
as
follows:
Miss
Barbara
He: “And what, pray, are those
,
n thereupon hereinafter in>o a weekend guest of the Wil
ward cancer, its control and treat
swing
with
workers
abroad
in
this
he
has
received
on every hand
| lt is hereby ORDERED:
Clark and Mrs. Nellie Magune,
circumstances
?”
is
is
Miss
Marian
Kimball
of
Au,• n ti' c thereof lx- given to all
The entire proceeds of the drive ment. The drive has the approval
city and in every town. All groups
piano
solos;
Mrs.
Lorna
Pendleton,
She:
“
Yours.
”
interc'ted,
by
causing
a
copy
■!
rn.
in
• • • •
vocal solo; Alice McIntosh, -poem; did not start the first week, sev will be used in'the drive to control and sanction of the federal and
hi nlcr to be published three
1
lively ln Tiie Couriercancer through intelligent collec-; State governments and the mayor
About $1000,000 worth of paper
Miss Jeannette Gordon enter- and Bible quiz. Refreshments were eral delaying their canvass to suit
'
i per published at
tive
action, education, prepared- cf this city.
the
community
and
the
convenience
i d in >.ild County, that they
served by the hostess with Mrs.
bags are produced in the United
ined
Wednesday
night
at
a
danc,i
ii at a Probute Court to be
g party in the tower room, com- Pauline Saunders and Mrs. Beulah
States annually.
aid Rockland on the 15th
• • • •
l
. 1) /Ul at nine o'clock
Wotton assisting.
beth May Craig who was at the 1 unbelievably clear.
lmenting
her
guest.
Miss
Mary
I
:i and be heard thereOne
of
the
delightful
features
of
(tone
of
Cambridge,
Mass.
Buffet
Springfield Republican:
|
au c
plant the same Sunday. The en
1 ycur Roving Reporter accounts and
ncheon was served, and bidden
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bicknell
01,1,IE MII.I.ER late of Rockland,
The designers, owners and build
closed
clipping
will
interest
you
I
V, : md P. Itlon for Procolumn is that you point out ers of the famous American clip
lests were M ss Margaret Ambrose of Manchester, N. H„ visited Mrs.
, r.iic: that the same
An Observing Reader Sees if you have not already seen it. 1 your
to ycur readers many things that per ships cf 90 ycars ago would
id Robert Welch of Bangor, Miss Frances Bicknell Thursday and Fri
l), proved and allowed and that
|.
,
:.!a; .
l'.-ue to Law• • • •
Some Unusual Windloria Lundeli of Camden. Miss day.
! they might not otherwise notice, rub their eyes if they cculd come
R
.land he being
Executor named ln said Will, oui.se Harden, Miss Helen Oldis,
Shifters—Visits
“Always when I go heme from a i I knew that both ycur trips and to life again and find1 how often
aut bond.
Iiss Eileen Cates, Miss Frances
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley
trip, I find there are some things your column must be enjoyed by they and their white-sailed crea
Caterpillar Hill
DEN M COOK late of Frlend- farsh, MLss Sylvia Hayes, Miss arrived
yesterday from Florida
many kindred souls, whether or tions are used as a text for prog
( . ee ed Will and Petition for
I remember especially.
Usually
scilla Brazier. Miss Shirley where they spent the last half of
ate thereof, asking that the
Rockland, March 31
not they are privileged to rove.
ress in another day, when the
may ia' proved and allowed and
they are the little things. My
tickney. Miss Giiberta Mair, Miss the Winter.
N. B.
I citers Testamentary Issue to
Editor
of The Courier-Gazette:—
power
of the winds is challenged
( Cook of Friendship, he being
uth Nichols, Richard Rising, Kenpapers had arranged for me to go
Executor named In said Will, cth
and overcome instead of being use
Your paragraph about the horse through the new Scuth PortlandCarroll,
Howard
Hatteson
Miss
Madeline
Philbrick
of
West

3ut bond.
fully employed.
THE LYRIC MUSE
J I IS H LAWRY. late of Friend- l/endell Blackman, Gordon Bur- brook Junior College, arrived last and sulky weathervane in Satur- Todd-Bath shipyard. Takes almost
In re-establishing the American
I. -eased
Will and Petition for
’ss, Sidney Harden, Edward Gor- night to spend the Easter vacation ! day’s i. rue of your paper interested as many passes and permits as it
ite thereof, asking that the
merchant
marine under the presjn, Abraham Small, Raymond Jor- with her parents, Mr and Mrs. R. me very much because I discovered does to get around' Washington de
may be proved and allowed and
[
ent
Maritime
Commission, special
(• I'iter- Testamentary issue to
in. Edwin Jones. Richard Harden, E. Philbrick, Chestnut street.
the vane myself about three weeks partments. That's all rig it, we
L phine Lawry of Friendship, she
1
attention
was
appropriately given
nd
Daniel
Munro.
g the Executrix named In said
ago.
can’t afford trouble frem evil-inMrs. Herbert Rokes and children
. without bond.
1
to
the
clippers.
The first ship to
There was a similar vane with tentioned visitors.
I
lihiMAS, late of Rockof Smyrna Mills returned Tuesday a silver finish atop a garage half
Spencer
Individual
Designing.
1
be
launched
and
placed in service.
“John Sweeney, superintendent
Will and Petition form ' , '
n
th.-re T
asking that the
oundation Garments and1 Bras- after being guests of Mrs. Rokes’ way up the Rockport hill, but it of the South Portland yard, tock
•
PT«Si..“tLW» ere MrS- Ethel ° C^ng, Reg mother. Mrs. Anna Nelson. Mr. disappeared last Summer. It would me around. He has the ability to
Viscount Halifax. British arn1" I. Thomas of Rockland, she
Publication Limited to Brief
tered Spencer Corsetiere, 1 Elliot and Mrs. Gust Gumbersen, who be interesting to know if this is tell technical things so simply that
1 bassador. talking to reports, indi
p; the Executrix named in said
Poems
t., Thomaston.—adv.
38'S-44 wee also guests at the Nelson home, the same vane, refinished in anybody can understand. It was
cated that only a small percentage
I. without bond.
of Original Composition
have returned to New York.
of American goods new were fail
NN'IE M MERRIFIELD, late of
black. Do you know how long this Sunday, but men were working. In
By Subscribers
|M eased
Will and Pelling to reach England and that
Visit
Lucien
K.
Green
&
Son
’
s
l .<,r Probate thereof, asking that
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie are on a vane has been in its present loca Washington they say every day,
,nie may be proved and allowed
he
expected' the threatened inten
fcond floor. 16 School street, Odd motor trip to Florida.
tion? It does not seem possible ‘‘Speed is essential.’’ I realized
1 that Letters Testamentary Issue
sification
of German submarine
GOD
’
S
PRESENCE
dlows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
i
■ ii ' H Merrifield of Rockland.
that it could have escaped my no that when I saw the men working
Executor named ln said (oats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
|
For
The
Courier-Gazette
1
activity
to
make little difference
Edmund Andrews of Vinalhaven tice for any great length of time. at the shipyard. I was interested
II. without bond
Let
me
get.
away,
get
away
from
my
in
deliveries.
rices.
9-tf
is
visiting
his
sister,
Mrs.
Ida
E.
We were thrilled yesterday to in the way the basins will be, seven
Hi
E A BROWN. late of North
neighbors
t • A •
,i. deceased.
Will and Petition
Shea, Brick street.
find another horse andi sulky vane of them, with gates to the harbor.
Their gossip, their ugliness, din.
1 nite thereof, asking that the j
Thetr
poverty,
weakness
and
sickness.
The following item was taken
. I al id allowed and I
at Farmingdale, right next door
“The ways will be in the dty
Their meanness, their quarrels und
I « tier- of Administration "dth^
Mrs. Alice Hicks of Talbot avenue, to a vane like Rockland’s post basins. When the ship is ready
from
a Bangor newspaper:
sin.
be i ■ ucd to Flor
who has been a surgical patient at office.
“The finest and most promising
Let me get away from their presence
M Br wn of North Haven, or’
to
launch,
water
comes
in
through
ROC
KLAHO
ir other suitable person, without
Their vermin, disorder and dirt.
the Orange Mcmoral Hospital, East
collection of hooked lugs I have
Rockland has some interesting pipes till iit is up to the level of Superstition and lying and stealing.
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
!
Orange,
N.
J.,
for
nearly
five
weeks,
Their
deeds that disturb me and ever seen,” was Supervisor Has
’
KEPT HIBBARD, late of|
vanes,
among
them
fine
old
horses
the
sea.
then
they
hoist
up
the
THE *3 MESQIJITEERS
hurt.
is now able to sit up for a while representing and named for fa
:
• wii
Connecticut,
deceased
kell's exclamation yesterday when
gate, tow out the ship and.' put Here let me enjoy the pure presence
in ’LONE STAR RAIDERS’’
Will and Probate]
each day.
he saw the exhibit arranged! by
with a Petitlo.i for|
mous race horses of another day her at a pier for outfitting. The
Of God ln this beautiful wood.
1 Foi tgn Will a-sl.lag that|
In this lovely and quiet fair forest.
Mrs. Virginia T. McElwee of Union.
Sunday and Monday
—
Ethan
Allen,
Dexter,
Smuggler,
gate
is
shut,
the
water
pumped
out
pv . f
iai Will may be allowed.
The Universalist Mission Circle
This charming and choice neigh
i. i in I he Pr.ibate j
It clearly shewed why some hooked
etc.
Tire
most
unusual,
perhaps,
borhood.
and
a
new
keel
laid
in
the
dry
will
meet
in
the
church
vestry
irt t Knox County, and that L«trugs
made by Maine persons, either
l sued to E. |
is
the
Union
soldier
on
horseback
basin. They have a contract for But God Is not here I discover
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 The
nt Hubbaid of Middletown. Conn.,
Apart from humanity's throng
There's a laugh and thrill each speaker will be Mrs. Ada M. Treat on Talbot avenue.
men
cr women, are salable, and
60 ships for the iBritish. To be To meet me in selfishness seeking
I Hubbard of Dike Forest. •
For pleasure, for beauty and song. why others cr not, according to
second...as slum kids turn 'aero- of Portland, a member of the Na
You might be interested in the done in two years. They 11 be done
n is. without bond.
the craft supervisor. He pointed
\
.'■ I Bl'RROWS. late
God ls back there In the city
nuts' to battle saboteurs for tional Beard of the organization. Angel Gabriel vane cn the Uni on time, Mr. Sweeney told me. I MyWith
ei
Petition
j
children and women and men. out that many women arc capable
versalist
Church
in
Belfast
(cor

Miss
Annie
Frost
will
give
the
religithat Jerome C
was interested * hat the Todd-Bath The ignorant, sinful and needy
Uncle Sam!
run
f H ' kland or some other
And there 1 must seek Him again. of making hooked rugs, have the
fous current events and Miss Ruth ner of Court and Spring), also is getting priorities on the ma
’• ia r■' n. be appointed Admr..
Seabury will play a piano solo. The the figure cf Columbia on the cu terials they need. There has been There find Him my Heavenly Father skill and ability, tut are not prop
ithout bond
While serving my neighbors in love erly color-conscious, and perhaps
P 1 A 1 E ISAAC W POLAND, late of .
response to the roll call will be quo pola of the old red brick school so much delay incident to the Enjoy
there the thrill of His presence
■ ii !i |i der i used Petition for AdA foretaste of Heaven above.
tations
frem
the
Gospel
of
Luke.
not willing to take advantage of
in Waldoboro. The school was re great defense program that to get
king that Laura E.
Allison M Watts
I • r some other
There will be relief sewing and a cently burned) and a part of the stuff on time is glad news. He is
the Guild’s program of instruction
Jamaica. Vt.
i'l-i-on. be appointed Admx.,
social hour at the close, the hos roof fell in. but Columbia is still even getting some stuff ahead of
in regard to these important sales
tesses being Mrs. Katherine Veazie. aloft above all the desolation. Then, schedule. Shows how important
factors.
CATE ANDREW DARROW SCHERSTATE OF MAINE
[KRHOKN late of Union, deceased,
Mrs. Angelica Glover, Mrs. Ade too, there is that unusual Free
But the Rockland class of this
n fur Administration, asking
Washington regards Todd-Bath.
TFor The Courier-Gazette 1
laide
Lowe,
Mrs.
Adele
Bird,
Mrs
Law of Rockland, or some
teacher
have made rugs with so
port
church
banner
vane
on
which
“But the thing I w.ll rememlx-r I love, thee. Oh State of my birth.
suitable person, be appointed
j Ada Mills, Mrs. Nellie Bird, Miss is the inscription, ‘God Is Love."
much artistic beauty and skill that
To me, the dearest State on earth.
idmx . without bond
was
a
pile
of
gravel,
back
behind
Where your lofty spruce rears its they well deserve this high com
' Harrie Bird and Miss Margaret
E ME EUBERTUS A. CLARK, lat*
We tco visited the South Port hcles that will be basins. ‘From
head on high.
Stahl.
ti' uri!' deceased. Petition for ;
branches like arms reach up pliment frem Supervisor Haskell.
land shipyard a week ago Sunday. Cornwall,’ said Mr. Sweeney. It And its
i 1
iti ur
a-knm that Ollbert
toward the sky.
• • • ■
a:u
"t t unden. or some other
the lines in the trunk facing
Mrs. John Treneer and Mrs. I came away with only the im comes over in ballast in British Where
im i pers-ui. be appointed Admr.,
,
the
sun.
American
cigarette
factories
|lth bond
Frederick Tripp were hostesses pression of a gigantic undertaking. ships that take back armament. In Send forth pitch-drops that form
make
over
180
billion
cigarettes
PETITION POR (HANGE OF NAME,
sweet
savory
gum
I
was
glad
to
have
ycur
interpre

the South Portland sh’pyard there
PICTURES
Thursday night at a kitchen shower
■
. <,f Catherine A I MOWOGMl
presents
of the hill where the sun doth annually with a valuation at the
' party complimenting Miss Lucille tation, later augmented by Elisa will be cne spot that will be for On top
'nith of si George he changed to
shine,
factory, includ ng tax, of nearly
ns
Presented by 1
THS EAST ! Egan, at Mrs. Treneer’s home.
ever England? They are using the Stand the giant oak and the tall
al.I C'atncnuv A Smith
$1,000.
COO ,009, according to the
pine.
Luncheon featured a bridal cake
The Junior Women’s Club will gravel in the construction. My Wherestately
I'hi ATE DUDLEY E WOLFE, late
the
sea
dashes
up
on
your
rock
Census.
The 34 factories turning
SIDS KIDS made by the honored guest’s mother, hold its annual guest night April thanks to Mr. Sweeney and the
f If ic,;p rt. deceased.
Petition for
bound shore.
no! Iru tee asking tliat j
out
cigarettes
employ more than
And
breakers
pound
with
a
thunder

Mrs. Joseph Couhig. and the 14, instead of April 7, as originally shipyard officials who showed me
CuRrinty Tru<t Company of Ne* j
ous roar
27.000
workers
drawing over $26,rork N Y
be confirmed as Trustee I
hostesses were assisted in serving planned.
through. I will understand my I love you Maine for yoisr pure whole
( tate given In Trust for the j
000000
in
wages.
some
air.
by Mrs. Osgood Gilbert. Miss Chris
. J beneh- of Dudley F. Roches- j
Washington end of the project And your green fields and forests that
• • • •
i
i 1'si Rochester presented oy
Tlie Junior Rubinstein Club will better now. ’
spread everywhere.
tine Goud^' of Damariscotta and
aid ( ,-u ,n
Trust Company of Ne* 1
Tlie
following
poem was taken
• • • •
Mrs. Mildred Condon. Other guests be hestess to the Baptist Junior
I love your Winters snow that mantle
fork
]
LEO
GOKCEY
from
the
Banger
newspaper that
every
tree
and
stone,
LSI ATE SYLVIA E HOOPER minor, j
present were Miss Mary Egan, Mrs Choir Society April 9 at the Uni
Another trip that paralleled Frozen lakes and rivers and fields of
; I: " k md
Petition for License to j
is
a
fine
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to
that
state:
versalist
vestry.
The
public
is
in

Samuel Dow. Mrs. William Dean.
stubble corn.
.
yours was over Caterpillar Hill cn
•
situated I™ I 8088YJORDAN
MOTHER
MAINE
The
farmer
may
boast
of
you.
State
vited
to
this
interesting
program
Miss Agnes Flanagan. Mrs. John
i
-t. and fullv described in said
one of those perfect ‘Wedgwood
of Maine.
by Ina M Hooper
Maine—beautiful Maine!
Komich, Mrs. Fred Anderson. Mrs. A silver offering wiil be taken, pro days’’ Mrs. Miniver tells abcut, last With your rugged hills and fields of I Ru-j/ed
i Ro-kland. Guardian
'
hills and pleasant valleys.
For More Laughs See
wavir" wr’in
ceeds of which will go to the Red
Ernest
Knight.
Mrs.
Emma
Harvey,
Mountains
of grandeur and
E-TATE JAMES T. ROBINSON. 1*«
Pall.
We
stepped
to
meet
the
You
are
dear
to
my
heart,
though
EDGAR KENNEDY
Coastline of nature's pandlse.
Cross. This is a splendid oppor
P irst and flna. I
Mis
Marion
Harvey.
Mrs.
H.
Gil
far
away
I
roam,
genial Mr. Condon on the pretence
Home of thousands of lakes and ponds.
: >r allowance by ] I in IT H APPENED ALL NIGHT’’
forty-eight states L love you Mighty
Roper of Camden. Miss Ruth Rus tunity for Rcckland music lovers of buying cards. He pointed cut Of the
rivers and myriad streams;
' t. Admx. d b B ■ j
Special
Children’s Matinee
Maine
Nowhere ln the world art thou ex
ta
1
sell, Mrs. William Heal and Mrs. to see the fine work Mrs. Grace to us. through glasses. Thomas’on’s
Because you’re—Home
I
Also
Picture
People,
Latest
News
celled for beauty.
' ’TU'E MATTI JOHNSON late of
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy
Couhig. Bridge and Chinese check M. Strout, choral director, has
eased
First and flna-]
Thrust
northeasterly Into the face of
cement
plant
and
1
water
tank,
both
New
Haven.
ers were played, prizes going to Mrs. done with the group.
ur. t presented for allowance by (Speiial CHILDREN'S MATINEE
bitter winds from off the barrens
I Bud. Exr.
MONDAY AT 4.0rt P M.
Winter
seems only to have blessed
Dow. Mrs. Tripp and Mrs. Gilbert.
thee
ESTATE SARAH E
LINDEN
otI

I

Odd Weathervanes

tawnYBIWMSNf

A

a.aad
Eli-st and final account I
tr i-iited for allowance by Grace 1-5
obhlns. Conservator.
I T ATE ALICE J WAITER, late ot
A .1 -ui. de e.i-, 1
First and final k**
unt presented for allowance by Eu
est J. Payson. Exr
I 1 AIE IRVING A GRANT, late of ,
nth Haien deceased
First and1
; il .1
unt presented for allowance

1

•

I

Orant

Admx

AIE WILLIAM E BROWN. lat«
R < kland. deceased.
First and
" , .1 -count p c-ented for allowanc*
y Carile B Biown. Exx.
P G ATE MARIETTA. STONE, late ofN-uh Haven
deceased.
First and
hi
Iru ', account (.resented for »‘‘
iu.iance by E Russell Davis. Tr.
1 IATE ELIZABETH A WIOGlN'
« • uf South Thomaston deceased-E i ’ nd final account presented f°r
1 ance by Gilford B Butler. Exr
1 STATE MARGARET E ORAYES■>f R.x kland deceased First a‘.d
.1 ' j in: presented lor allowanc’
bi Martin 8 Graves. Exr
ESTATE WILLIS K JORDAN.
Warren, deceased Petition for Ad'
’ ■■ -laTon. asking'that Fred C. Jor-1
’ in 1 1 Rockiand. or some other ’tht*'
. )ic per-on. be appointed Admr., with-'
out bond.
Wltne S HARRY E WILBUR. •**
9 ■ e _Judge of Probate Court
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Attest
MARY V RYDER.
Register Pro
L

And brought forth rugged sons and
daughters.
Thine lce-bouiid streams and lakes.
Thy snowclad slopes and fields
Have ever enticed thy rhi’dren on to
virile manhood and womanhood
Ringing steel on tee, the speeding skies
The snowshoe path leading off to no
where across the fields
Have left their Imprints on thy for

POLLY PRESTON
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Phone

M

THE SHOES
THAT MAKE
YOUR FEET

A Hilarious Comedy

fife-/ LOOKED alike-but JUn't make LOVE alike 1
BRIAN

.

tunes.

’

Spring and renewed life!
Raging rivers and raucous cry of
crows
Herald a new day.
The buds swell the pussy willows
burst forth
And Winter has fallen by the way

KAY

AHERNE FRANCE.
in

Tk NW WHO
IOSTHINSIF
HKNRY STEPHENSON
&Z.SAKAIL NILS ASTHER
SARAH PADDEN DOROTHY TREE

<

side.

AAAA toKIC

It,

It

with

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Plus LATEST NEWS
I
RF.SPFCT OF THF. LAW” I
(Crime Does Not Pay)
I

JOHN BIRD’S FOURTH BIRTHDAY

TODAY
WALLACE fcFF.RY in
“THE BAD MAN

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 593-M

Soring—glorious Spring has arrived!
Ihe
eared leaves of the th
&ie "mou'f
spreading maple leaves, and
The song of the birds,
The roaring of mountain streams
All speak of Maine and
Breathe the spirit of life and renewed
hope
To all within thy borders.
The fishermen line thy brooks and
streams.
The boys with alder poles.
The men and women with trout rods—
All enjoying the s-port of American
kings.

Weary legs and happy hearts.

Empty stomachs and blessed sleep.
Spring In Maine- the fisherman's

paradise,
West Parts,

— Harold C. Perham

John Bird, aged 4, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Bird of Summer
street, celebrated his birthday Thursday with a group of playmates at his
parents' home. Seated, left to right: Frederick Wilbur, John Gowell, John
Bird, the host; Del Babb. Back row: Larry Bird, Edward Sleeper.

Read This, Dancers
Former Rockland Boy Tells
How “Old Time Stuff” Is
Popular Around Boston

Thespian Society
Presents An Excellent
Program Supplemented
By Dancing and
Refreshments

Norfolk, Mass., March 30
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
An outstanding occasion cf the
I guess I started something when Thespian Society took place Thurs
I asked how many can do the fivestep Schottische. There must be day night at the High School aumany more who can do it, or is tt ditorium ar.d gymnasium when 62
a sign that it passed out in Rock- members and invited guests were
land about 1910 along with the old- entertained
an excellent pro_
fashioned two-step?
When I was a young man Rock- , 8™™ followed by dancing and
land and Camden boasted of hav- games.
ing the finest glide dancers in the .
program was introduced by
country and it doesn’t seem pos- ■ . .
. .
., ,
.
sible there would be only a setP
»"1
tering of people who used to do the c™"^, °'
foltowing: Piano
five-step
80 °'
Seabury; "Aunt Jerushy
I think it is the most difficult on tiie War Patl1, Act
ball room dance there is, especially , cast comprising Perry Margeson,
in the reverse when the feet are Charles Weed. M.ss Barbara lascrossed a good part of the t!me.
| sell. Walter Butler. Harrison Dew,
It was Bert Farnham who showed Misses Margaret Mahoney, Mary
Anastasio. Priscilla Brazier. Geral
me how to do it.
I came to Boston in 1907 and dine Norton, June Chatto and
started at once to attend Odd Fel DorLs Gatti; vocal solo. Barbara
lows’ Hall dances. Tliat is the fa Lassell; together with the pro
mous hall on Tremont street, South gram presented at the initiation
eud cf Boston, that had a “spring’’ meeting held March 27 and pre
floor
viously published.
My early training in Rockland
The party then adjourned to
made it possible to get every dance. the gymnasium where dancing was
Tom O’Connor’s Waverly orchestra enjoyed to the rhythm cf Bud
played at Odd Fellows Hall, and
when Crescent Gardens was built Clark's eight-p ece orchestra fea
at Revere Beach, with Waverly or turing Selma, vocalist.
Refreshments brought to a close
chestra, playing for Summer danc
the
evening’s meritorious enter
ing. I was asked to judge prize
tainment
by this dramatic society
dancing every Thursday night. The
which
is
a
credit to its srhool and
prize dancing consisted of waltz,
two-step and live-step SchotcUche able coach, Allston Smith.
Mrs. Alston Smith and Edwin
and as many as 140 couples would
go cn. There were many beautiful Edwards were the attending fac
glide dancers in the many couples ulty members.
starting, but so few could do a real
five-step that it was possible to cut used to do it. I remember mest of
it down to 15 to 20 ccuples the first these who have been mentioned as
time around.
having done thp Five-Step but they
In those days a prize dance wa.s probably don’t know me.
"something.” Woe be unto the
Time flies.
George E. Smith
man who backed this partner! See
them today backing the lady all those Lawn weeds
around the hall. Then again a
Weeds in lawn.s are a source of
couple was judged by position of annoyance to all gardeners. Gcod.
arm and hands, it being proper for weed-free seed is one step toward
the man to have a handkerchief in weed prevention, another is early
his left hand and the back of his sewing of seed so that the seed
hand on the lady's back Heels were ings may be well developed before
chalked and grace and smoothness weeds commence to germinate, and
were absolutely necessary to get in a third L« the mowing ol the grass
the “money.”
to the proper height as weeds do
Now here ls the strange part. not thrive ln a well-shaded sur
Here in 1941, and for five years face: all these are weed-inhibitivc
back, we have been having the old measures. Fcr weed erac! cation
time dances and old time music reliance must be placed on chemi
in many of the tewns around where cal weed killers or preferably on
I live and I’ve been having a great hand picking but this, cf course, ls
time.
only feasible where the lawn area
I can go to Franklin on Friday, is limited.
Walpole on Saturday, Dover every
other Wednesday. Natick every Fri
The Pecos River in Texas is so
day and Saturday, and others, and crooked that between Peros and
meet some of the slickest glide dan Carlsbad, N. M„ 90 miles apart by
cers I ever saw, and they aren't all read, the river’s cotlrse Ls 700 miles
older people either
lond.
The crowds consist qf old and —— t
young and strange as it may seem
the younger ones like the oldfashioned dances better than the
jitter bug.
At Walpole, the dancers mn
One Reg.
like this: Waltz, two-step, caprice,
duchess, waltz, heel and toe polka,
12 oz. can of
waltz exford. five step, Rye waltz,
Portland fancy Virginia Reel. How
FULLER
does that sound to some of the old
tuners, like Fiank Blackington, O.
FURniTURE POLISH
B Brewn and others.
This is for Iree Member's bene
with the purchase of a
fit—Last Wednesday night ln Do
ver, Mass., which is 10 miles from
my home, I dar.ced by an orchestra
consisting pf piano, string bass,
Tht (omout r«v«rjibl» Dry Mop. Two
cello, two violins, clarinet, trom
tidal for foitar dusting. Chemically
bone, cornet, drums.
traatad yarn. Complete with long
Every man was over 50, and the
hardwood handle and can of polith.
clarinet player who layed back ln
his chair and closed his eyes, like
I have seen Bert Farnham do so
many times, told me that there
wasn’t a piece cf music in his folder
written after 1910.
Iree Member—you can imagine
what that band sounded like. It I
made me think of the old Farwell |
Opera House Orchestra, with all 1
those strings. It was Frank Dowevs
band from Wayland. Mass.
I sure do enjoy the articles by
Iree Member. A lot of it is before
my time but not so far as that.
Tfccugh I was a kid I used to
get around with the old RMB Bob
Milburn would work me in to carry
the bass drum lf nothing more so
by doing that I knew all cf the band
men around 1903 to 1907 and that
was when we had a dang good band.
Well, I've run along here longer
than I intended but before I close
FLORIAN CLARK
I’ll say that I’d love to have a fiveIxM-al Dealer
step schottische with Bertha Mc
9.1 I.lnicriM-k St. Tel. 4.71 -W
Intosh. whom I used to know, and
those other ladies who say they

FWIER DRV RIOP

$

Page Elgh!

Methebesec Chib

Every-Other-Dav
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Lincoln Pomona

Credit to Their Thespian Coach

One of the lagest Courts of
Lincoln County Pomona met with
Metht xsec Club held Its annual Maple Grange North Waldoboro,
Honor held by local Boy Scouts
dinner meeting last night at the Saturday.
convened at the High School
Notwithstanding the
Cepper Kettle, with 39 members in inclement weather 111 members,
Thursday.
attendance. The charming picture
The examining beard consisted
besides visitors from other coun
made by the tables with their
of
Joseph E. Blaisdell, Allan F. Mcties. made up one of the most
decorations of gay Spring flowers pleasant gatherings in the history
Alary. Lloyd Daniels, and were
and slender green candles in glass
assisted by Scoutmasters Havener, J
of the Grange.
holders was heightened by the
Whitehill and Mills. The follow
The morning session was spent
colorful gowns of the women. Ar in confer.ng the Pomona degree on
ing Scouts received advancement
rangements were in charge of the several candidates after which
awards:
uncial committee, headed by Mrs. dinner was served with abundant
Kenneth L. Mignault — Star
Annie Stevens.
Scout;
Signaling Merit Badge.
palatable food, augmented by
At the head table were the offi
Bernard
Ramsdell—Star Scout,
social conversation.
cers—President. Mrs. Mary Avery;
Pathfind ng. Carpentry, Woodwork
The afternoon session was open
vice president. Mrs. Alee Jameson; for all. First cn the program was
ing Merit Badges.
secretary. Mts. Irene Walker; an address of welcome by W. R.
Raymond Kennedy—Star Scout.
treasurer. Mrs. Julia Murray; Walter, whose remarks covered a
Advanced to Second Class were:
chairman of the literary division
Oliver
Holden. Jr., Troop 206,
personal welcome to D. O. Stahl, a
cf the program committee, Mrs.
Safety.
Firemanship.
Personal
former esteemed neighbor but now
Josepiune Rice. Place cards were
Health
Merit
Badges.
of Rockland. Mr. Stahl
dainty tinted Chinese scenes, bear ais resident
Douglas Gerrish, Troop 206.
84 years and five months old
ing quotations from Confucius'
George Bunker, Troop 204, Fire
with body somewhat feeble but
w. itings—these being used as re
manship Merit Badge.
mind still alert and active. He
sponse to roll call. The menu car
Albert Payson, Troop 204. Safety,
has been a member of the Grange
ried cut the club colors—green and
Firemanship Merit Badge.
65
years
and
is
the only surviving
white—and the delectability of the
Robert Achorn, Troop 203.
of Maple Grange.
'Members of the Thespian Society at Rockland Highschool, who have had an active season this year in dra
lood and the efficient service member
Harold Axtell, Troop 203.
This
announcement
brought
a
matics
under
the
direction
of
Alston
Smith
of
the
faculty.
Front
row,
left
to
right:
Marguerite
Mahoney,
evoked many expressions of ap
Earle B. Smith. Troop 202. Per
response of applause from the Lucille Connon, Geraldine Norton, the treasurer; Doris Gatti. secretary; Barbara LaSalle. Ruth Seabury. Mary
proval.
audience. In closing the speaker Anastasio. Second row: Priscilla Brazier. Cristy Adams, president: Herbert Ellingwood, Harrison Dow, < harles sonal Health Merit Badge.
The secretary's annual report
Kenneth Hartzell. Troop 202.
told a story which illustrates Irish Weed, Jack Wood, Robert Chisholm, Nancy Howard. Back row: Elmer Havener. James Economy, Mr. Smith,
f rated that the club Is just closing
Sanford Knight, Troop 202.
wit and shrewdness: An Irishman Mrs. Smith, Roger Conant, vice president; and Perry Margeson.
its 45th year, during which 13
Hazen Sawyer. Troop 202.
meetings were held. Perfect at entered a grocery store at a time
Advanced' to First Class: Dale
when
strong
drink
was
kept
on
tendance was scored by Mrs.
Lindsey.
sale in mast any country store, j
Walker. Mrs. Avery, Mrs. Maude
Merit Badges were awarded to:
Pat called for 10 cents’ worth of
(From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)
Blodgett and Mrs. Rice.
The
All
Dressed
Up
For
the
Roland Hayes—Carpentry, Sig
crackers and cheese. After being
membership was Increased by four
naling
Merit Badge.
served
he
said.
“
I
don't
know
now
Day,
This
Magazine
Has
hearings in Washington on Mcn
Three Hundred Million Dollars
during the season, and Mrs. Leon- j
Horatio
Cowan—Skiing. Handi
but that I'm more dry than
Interesting Offerings
< ra Cooper's name was placed on hungry" and asked the merchant
Out of the first $12 003.000.000 day, April seventh, to inquire into
craft.
Personal
Health. Horseman
the entire program of defense pro
tlie honorary membership in view
ship.
to exchange it for a drink. Tlie made available fcr defense Maine curement with regard to alloca
With
an
attractive
Easter
cover,
of the splendid service sh** has 1
Charles Wh tmore—Skiing. Me
request being granted and the has received contracts totaling tion of contracts and areas af and decidedly improved in typo
given the club over some years.
$300,000,000. This includes $50,000chanical
Drawing, Electricity.
liquor consumed Pat started to
graphical
appearance
the
April
Tiie season's study of China was
000 fcr the cargo ships building at fected and with regard to any
Bickford
Sylvester — Handicraft
leave when the merchant reminded
issue
of
Vox
(The
Voice
of
the
)
marked by capable papers on vari
South Portland for the British irregularities in the expenditures of MS P ) comes to the editor’s desk. Pathfinding. Wcodca-ving.
him
that
he
hadn't
paid
for
his
ous phases of the country, aug
Government since all defense fac- these vast sums and also the
Osmond Palmer—Reading
W A. Runnells contributions to
mented by exhibitions at each drink. Says Pat. “I swapped the tors are now being put in a com- methods of administration.
Ronald Lufkin—Safety.
crackers
and
cheese
for
it."
Says
this
issue
deal
in
his
breezy
and
This Committee seems likely to
meeting of Chinese articles—the
mon
pool.
The
other
big
items
are
Alvah
Graves — Firemanship.
the merchant. “You haven’t paid
pleasing style with two of the in
wealth of material along this line
$45,003,000 fcr submarines at Kit be occupied for some time with
Safety,
Photography.
for the crackers and cheese.' Says
stitution’s best known officials—
being discovered and displayed.
tery and $183,000,000 for submarines this problem and Senator Brewster
Harold Payson — lifemanship,
Pat. “You've got them.”
Eugene O'Connell, commissary;
Outstanding in the meetings was
and cargo boats at Bath, besides : from Maine was selected as one of
Safety.
Response
was
given
by
Rowell
tlie Jubilee birthday party at
$5000.000 for wooden boats at j the seven Senators to carry on thLs and Dr. Fred G. Campbell (for
John Sylvester -- Woodcarving.
Frances,
who
also
had
a
pleasing
merly of Rockland) prison phy
wh ch $14 was taken to go to the
other smaller shipyards along tlie I investigation.
Personal Health.
sic
an.
story
to
tell.
Jubilee Fund of the General FedEvery citizen and every concern
George Berliawr.ky—Safety, Mu
Other features of the program coast.
'rhe leading article “The Broken
< ration; abo the annual guest
in
Maine may await with a clear Pinion,” by Editor Archie J. sic.
This
is
nearly
three
percent
of
i
were a welcome by Elsie Lawson;
meeting when a program of a va
Joseph Wilkie—R*“iJng. Safety.
patriotic
exercise. Priscilla Shuman the total although Maine popula conscience any inquiries as to the L’Italien, is a thoughtful discourse
ried nature was presented.
tion is considerably less than one value received that is being given
Albert Mills. Jr. — Animal In
The report of the treasurer and Freda Mann; leading. Mar percent of the population of the the government in the contracts dealing with broken reputations. dustry.
garet
Boynton;
short
play,
Vir

Associate
editor
Mansur
Sprague
showed the club in sound financial
country. In other words. Maine in which they are engaged. Most writes in a somewhat similar vein
Robert Paul—Skiing.
condition. Among other reports ginia Libby and Elsie Lawson.
has four times its proportionate of these contracts have been won on “The Gap",
Robert Gatcombe—First Aid to
The
address
by
Ralph
Pollard
on
was a notable one frem the Be
Animals, Safety..
“World Conditions'’ kept his audi share as the result of its highly by competitive bidding in a veryFrom
tlie
news
columns
it
is
nevolence Committee headed by
active field. On one contract of learned—
Sherwin Sleeper — Firemanship.
ence entranced for a long time skilled population.
Mis. Minnie Rogers. This com
a
million dollars the government
Personal
Health. Safety; advanced
When we contemplate the $30.with
his
wonderful
grasp
of
world
That baseballs and gloves are
mittee has aided in caring for a
OOO.OCO.COO that is now being rapid saved over $200,003 by awarding it making their appearance, with to First Class, Troop 206.
affairs,
and
the
ready
and
instruc

H.gli School girl for four years,
ly made available for defense pur to a Maine concern and tlie con
Lewis C. Tatham, Jr.—Reading.
and in addition has given to tive answers he gave to the many poses and realize the contribution tract is being porformed most sat seme new men who show premise.
Albert Hallowell Safety.
questions
fired
at
him
proved
a
That
a
softball
game
will
be
needy children clothing as well as
isfactorily
and
well
ahead
of
time.
which
Maine
may
make
to
supply

Albert Havener — Safety. Fire
played Saturday.
toys and books at holiday time. great asset to societies needing a
This
illustrates
the
ability
of
manship.
speaker for like occasions. Mr. ing these needs we get some idea
That Vox is giving first and sec
Clothing, foed. and bedding have
being able to deliver the goods and
of what is involved.
Irving Small—Safety.
Pollard's
scope
of
knowledge
and
ond
prizes for best contributions
beer, d.stributed1 to families in need
Maine
may
await
with
calm
con

Gerald Bradley—Safety.
ready
wit
made
one
who
craves
Doubling and trebling our pres
to the magazine.
of same; reading matter and
fidence the result of any inquiries
Donald McLellan—Safety, Fire
for
knowledge
feel
like
an
empty
ent
orders
is
clearly
the
order
of
That
“
Midnight
”
Knights
has
other gifts have been sent to the
manship.
barrel with both heads kicked out. the day if Maine can demonstrate along these lines.
challenged
Alfred
Martin
to
a
6City Fa:m. All the committee re
Senator Brewster has been en
Carl Blackington—Safety.
And so the meeting ended with Its capacity to carry out the pres
round bout Memorial Day.
ports shewed efficient functioning.
gaged
this past week in examining
Clifford Murphy—Firemanship.
some regret that the day wasn’t ent program efficiently and eco
That the total number of in
Attention was called to the in
the
conditions
at
fcamp
Blanding
longer.
A
Member.
Clifford
Cameron—Firemanship.
nomically as we know will be the
mates March 25 was 445.
vitation extended by the Junior Wo
where the Maine tropps are sta
Charles
Carr
—Pathfinding.
case
with
the
character
of
the
men
Sixteen inmates were paroled
men’s Club to be its guest at the
tioned because of the nation-wide
Visitors
included
Mr. and Mrs.
that
are
occupied
in
this
program.
Monday,
on
which
date
the
popu

meeting of April H. Also to the EAST LIBERTY
interest that has developed in con
George
Sleeper
and
several Sea
lation
was
left
at
430.
Meanwhile,
other
possibilities
in
annual convention of the Maine
Mrs. Perle Pease gave a birthday
struction conditions at this camp
Scouts.
plane
construction
and
minerals
Federation of Women’s Clubs at party at her home last Saturday
and at the Naval Air Base at Jack
ridiculous was the Grecian bend.
Bar Harbor in June. Miss Caro afternoon in honor of Mrs. Mary and metals are being steadily ex sonville close by.
plored.
Hooper
and
Adrial
Pease
whose
The dictionary says, “A fashion GEORGES RIVER ROAD
line I. Jameson was appointed
birthdays
were
March
30.
Each
prevalent among women in 1868
delegate to the convention. A gift
Plywood Planes
A devotional meeting will be
to bend the body forward in walk held in Finntown at the Schoolof 10 books to the Public Library was recipient of a birthday cake,
Planes
from
plywood
have
turned
ing. As I remember it was identi house Sunday at 1 30.
Was acknowledged by Miss Ruth and a pleasant afternoon was en the spotlight of attention once
cal with the "bustle", a good sized
Rogers, librarian, and a list of the joyed by the many guests.
Excites the Ire and Satire hump made of any light material Penny Carnival
Mrs. Dena Stevens is visiting her again to the State of Maine with
books was read.
the revelation that many of the
daughter
Cleola
Stevens
Colby
for
Of
a Reader, Reddened
Gone are the snow and freezing
and worn beneath the dress just
It was voted to study for the several days.
planes in use in England today are
winds
and Spring is here at last—a
below
the
small
of
the
back.
Lips,
Particularly
1941-42 season -‘A Trip Around
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Davis of made of plywood (much of it
Well, it isn’t a very glowing pic busy season for the farmer who
the World.” Mrs. Avery in conclud Portland were guests last Saturday shipped from the State of Maine)
To the Roving. Reporter:—
ture of cur mothers, but they have must start to prepare the land for
ing the business meeting expressed of Mr. and Mrs. George McLain.
and this applies even to some
The
Black
Cat
’
s
purring
anent
seed so that there will be a harvest
in a giaceful manner the satisfac
Herman Stevens who was called fighter planes such as the well- Mr. Philbrook’s remembrance about surely left our fine ycung ladies in the Fall. “As you sow, so shall
something to improve upon. How
tory year she had experienced for training March 10, is at Camp known Moth and even the big
the ta.4fels worn on women s shoes ever. in my judgment, there can ye reap;" which is a reminder that
through the co-operation and Wheeler, Georgia.
Wellington bomber and many of in whilom times, I will suggest
be improvements made on our you will have an opportunity to
friendly interest shown by the
Mi-s. Clifford Dean and three the big flying boats that patrol
that Mr. Philbrook probably ob modem female attire, especially plant some valuable facts into your
officers, committees and members. daughters of Port Fairfield visited the coast.
tained his information from the
mind next Tuesday evening at 7.30
These officers were elected; Presi several days the past week with
The bottleneck in metals and advertisments. That, in a way. in the headgears.
at
Weymouth Grange, Star street,
Fashions are changed often for
dent. Mrs. Avery; vice president, her sister-in-law, Mrs. Laurence particularly in aluminum that is
Thomaston,
where the Jolly Toilers
would
serve
as
an
alibi
to
counter
Mrs. Jameson: secretary. Mrs. Colby. Mrs. Dean was enroute 0 now developing has turned Ameri
the pecuniary advantage of the
4-H
girls
and
boys will have a penny
tlie
opprobrious
innuendo
the
Rov

cnes who change them. We never
Walker; treasurer. Mrs. Murray; Florida where she will join Captain can attention to the possibilities in
carnival
with
the Grange.
ing
Reporter
suggested
of
him.
auditor, Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair; Dean at Fort Blanding.
could see any harm in donning at
wood and our British friends are
These
tassels
referred
to
must
Eugene
Fales,
Joseph Richards
Charles
R.
Howes
was
home
directors. Mrs. Alice Karl and Mrs.
informing the authorities in Wash have been worn at the age of the tire to make the body show off to and Arthur Anderson will give a
from
Bangor
last
weekend.
Jane Beach. AU were re-elections
the best advantage, but when the
Earl Adams who has been in the ington that wood is entirely feas- hoopskirts. I temember them very sweet natural lips of a young lady first aid demonstration which may
with the exception of the directors.
ibe for training planes and even
As program an interesting ar- N.Y A. Camp at Houlton is ill with for certain types of fighters and well as taking up quite an area, cf are painted red. it does seem to some day help you save a life.
influenza
at
his
home
here.
space around the women's bodies, me a travesty on the original so
To save a wife from buying a new
ticle frem The Yale Review. “Frag
Clarence M. Howes is suffering patrol planes.
keeping their feet a safe distance kindly created and colored by the hat too often, you must see “The
ments from a Chinese Journal" by
The possibilities in this line were from observation.
Hat Show" by Elaine Risteen, Elea
Ruth Green (an American teacher from an attack of lumbago.
Almighty.
brought
to the attention of Sena
Jean Ladd, Barbara Cram. Betty
However, well do I remember
nor Nelson and Arthur Anderson.
in China) was read in a sympa Moody, Betty Matheison. Caroline tor Brewster in Washington this
W R.
thizing manner. Mrs. Ruth Eliing- Knowlton. Edna and Marguerite past week by a man from the aero when E. C. Teague and I were kids
U. S. BRANCH OE THE ATLAS
wotd
impersonating
Madame Jones and Gloria Faulkingham were nautical industry in Southern Cali and went to a circus with cur dads.
ASSURANCE CO., LTD.
On
one
of
those
happy
boyhood
Chiang Kai Shek and dressed in invited to a party and dinner by fornia when he learned that Eng
ASSETS. DEC 31 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
a gorgeously embroidered Chinese Mrs. Sumner Sewall at the Blaine land procured much of its plywood occasions "Evie'' caught in a
$5,074 719 34
Cash in Office and Bank, 1.602.3811 76
coat, gave a moving talk on Gen. Mansion March 29. They were ac from Maine and made inquiry as to lady's hoopskirt while going in the
Balances.
526.425 82
One Suitcase Sufficient To Agents'
opposite direction, and both were
Interest and Rents,
Chiang Kai Shek and what 'he companied by Mr. and Mrs. Merle the supply.
24.934 79
All
other
Assets,
Carry
Selectee
’
s
Belong

26.924 18
precipited headlong 0 the earth.
Chr.stian religion meant to them Jones.
It was possible to supply the in
Gross Assets.
ings, Says Gen. Hanson
$7,255 385 89
and to China. Mrs. EUingwoodb
Jean and Priscilla Ladd are formation that Maine has tre “Erie's” dad was obliged 0 extri
Deduct Items not admitted, 882.781 89
case in speaking, her sincerity and spending a few days with their mendous reserves of wood capable cate his boy's foot from the snarl
“Travel light. Take nothing but
Admitted,
and while doing so kept accusing
$6,372,604 00
charm of delivery, made a deep aunt, Mrs. Lloyd Colby.
of use in this way since the cur the lady of trying to 4tidnap his essentials. And you'll save yourself
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
impress.on upon her hearers who
rent consumption does not equal boy. jokingly, of course.
Net Unpaid Losses.
a lot of inconvenience."
$355,360 00
realized anew the value of this NORTH HAVEN
Unearned Premiums.
3.029 612 23
the annual growth.
This
is
the
advice
given
by
Gen

All
other
Liabilities,
But
the
hoopskirt
was
not
the
409.204 61
woman in all local activities.
Rev. H. I. Holt will have a special
A pane of plywood is now under only monstrosity worn by the wo eral James W. Hanson, State Direc Statutory Deposit.
400 000 00
As a fitting close “Home Sweet message Sunday for the Baptist going a test by defense authorities
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.178427 16
tor
of
Selective
Service,
to
men
se

Home” was sung by Mrs. Gladys choir, his topic “Melody.’’ Worship and development of a substantial men in that age. Our modem lected for military training who are
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
46,372.604 00
Heistad contralto, with Miss Mar will be at- 11 o'clock; Sunday School industry seems a distinct possibility girls, with their lip-st.ck. shoe- preparing to leave for Army induc
EDWARD W BERRY & CO.. Agents
garet Stahl as accompanist.
at 10; Young Peoples meeting at with Maine as one of the areas flaps turned down, rouge and Sum tion states.
41-S-47
mer furs cannot be compared with
Present were: Mrs. Ruth Albee. 6 30: and the evening service at under consideration.
Director Hanson said that one
the attire woin in my boyhood suitcase should be sufficient to carry
Mrs. Mary Avery. Mrs. Jane Beach. 7.30. Communion will be observed
days. There was the waterfall—a everything a selectee would need
Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Mrs. Laura at the close of the morning serv Biography in Procurement
Considerable criticism has been huge bag filled with some kind of until he is outfitted by the Army—
Buswell. Miss Ellen Cochran. Mrs. ice.
VINALHAVEN
voiced ift certain sections of the material and suspended from the “change of underwear and socks,
Mary Cooper. Mrs. Fern Cumming.
& ROCKLAND
country because of the concentra back of the head down over the shaving set including the type of
Miss Ellen Daly. Mrs. Elizabeth SOUTH THOMASTON
STEAMBOAT CO.
Davis. Mrs. Ida Dondis. Mrs. Ruth
Miss Hazel Lane, director of Rural tion of contracts for defense ma neck. They kept increasing the razor he is accustomed to using,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Ellingwood. Miss Annie Frost. Mrs. Religious Education, is in charge of terial in certain areas—particularly size of them until finally they tooth brush and other toilet arti
cles,
and
things
like
those.
”
were
called
“
eateracts".
Dad
had
Service to:
Katherine Haines. Mrs. Feme the worship program Sunday at the the northeast—and also with cer
“Put them all in one suitcase,” Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
Horeyseck. Mrs. Lilia Howe. Mrs People’s Church. Her subject will tain concerns. It is related for in a threshing machine set up in the
ington, Isle an Haut, Swan’a
Madlene Jackson.
Mrs. Alice be "Palm Sunday and Its Meaning." stance. that 80 percent of the barn and ay crew on threshing the he advised, "and do not take along
Island and Frenehboro
Jameson. Miss Caroline Jameson. The morning service begins prompt $12.000.000.000 made available for grain. A lady visitor, wearing one bags, boxes, and loose articles, or
Mrs. Alice Karl. Mrs. Lillian Ken ly at 10 o’clock. Miss Dorothy defense purposes has gone to 25 or of those things, was a visitor at you only will be causing a lot of in
WINTER SERVICE
yon. Mrs. Sarah Marsh, Mrs. Orissa Baum led the meeting of the C Y.A 30 concerns This charge was made the heme. Interested to see the convenience for yourself and oth
Subject to change without notice.
Merritt. Mrs. JuUa Murray. Miss Sunday night, her topic being “A by Chester Davis at New Orleans process of grain separation from ers while you are on your way to
Relief Nichols. Miss Cora Perry, Growing Concern for Other Peo as a member of the National De the straw, she stood beside the the induction station and after
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
wards.’
A. M.
Mrs. Josephine Rice. Mrs. Minnie ple.”
P. M.
A candle-lighting service fense Advisory Commission in seek man (Cyrus Walter) feeding the
Unnecessary articles taken to in
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 0.00
Rogers. Miss Ruth Rogers. Mrs. gave a pleasing effect.
ing to arouse the South and Great “beater’. Cyrus made a quick
6.3© Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Caroline Sleeper. Mrs. Elsa 6onnMrs. Bernice Sleeper is confined Plains area to a demand for a grab, yanked the cataract from her duction centers* together with any
prohibited
by
military
regulations,
7.30
Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
tag. M
Margaret) Stahl, Mrs to her home by ilness.
larger share of the program.
head and jammed it through the must be returned to his home by
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Maty Southard, ytrs. Annie Ste
This will be one of the major “beater” w.re net and all.
Lv. 1.30
the selectee at his own expense 9.30 Ar. Rockland,
er,
Mrs.
Gaynell
Wilson
and
Mrs.
vens. Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Mrs.
matters 0 be considered by the
Another article of adornment or ‘otherwise disposed of, Director
119-tf
Clara Thurston, Mrs. Irene Walk- Gladys Heistad.
Truman Committee which starts its worn in those days and no lesa^Hansop pointed out,

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

The Easter “Vox”

Women’s Garb Today

Should Travel Light

I

Issued

Tuesday

A Full Junior College
Program Will Be Offered
the Coming Fall

Held Thursday Night At
the High School—The
Advancement Awards

Large Attendance and a
Fine Program, Featured
By Capt. Pollard’s Address

Annual Dinner Meeting At
Copper Kettle—Mrs. Mary
Avery Re-elected

At Kents Hill

A Court Of Honor

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

What our lightkeepers and
coastguardsmen are doing to
protect coastwise shipping by
day and by night. The day s
news from many lonely out
posts along Maine's waterfront.
GOOSE ROCKS LIGHT
[Por The Courler-Oazettel
Little tower, round and white.
Shining thru the dark of niglit.
Guiding, guarding, day by day.
Passing ships along the way.
Weary hours long must be.
Faithful they who love the sea.
Watchers of the mighty deep
AU unsung their vigil keep.
Though at sea. yet not afloat.
Crew and captain, yet no boat
To sail beyond the tide.
Ocean pillowed far and wide.

The trustees of Kents Hill Schcol
announce that effective with thf
'opening of the Fall term a
Junior College program w 11 be :.
(fered by this 117 year old in.
>tion.
Founded early in the Nineteen:
'century to fill the educational ne
of the Maine community of Rt j. I
field, the school for many >e..;,
carried the name cf Ma.ne
.1
leyan Seminary. In 1863 when „
curriculum was changed and a ..
lege degree course for young w m.
en was introduced, the name of
the institution became Maine We.'
leyan Seminary and College ai, '
thcugh there were other nir.
schools at the time, few conft
degrees.
In more recent years the name
of Kents H 11 School has been i ,-d
and the institution has offered
marily preparation for college to
gether with post-graduate w :R.
for both boys and girls
Kents Hill Junior Colic e wi'.:
offer two-year programs in I :f. :a;
Arts, Business Administration, : .
retarial, General, and Sp< m!
I Courses for young men and Winner
The college prejjaratory pre iam
will be maintained as Kent nil:
School.
Edward W. Hinck a
graduate of Brown University
of tlie Harvard Graduate S,'
of Education, and headmast.
the school since 1929 will be pn
dent of the Junior College

Anonymous
• • • •
PORTLAND HEAD
Here we come again. Oh boy. do
we keep busy and then some, as they
say; but we relaxed and between
acts got some enjoyment licking
up the Black Cat’s cream. As usual
I was behind with only 21 words
while MLss Kinney added a few
more to her list. We hope The
Black Cat likes Wheaties. Try it
Kitty, there are a few words for
the cream to cover.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling of
Rumford were guests Monday at
the home of R. T. Sterling.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant and
family were guests of the Hilt fam
The higliway frobm Santa I in
ily Tuesday evening.
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Tor Taos in New Mexico has i>een na
rington Point, Peak's Island, Ls (for Kit Carson, famous Ii. ..re
often at the home of R. T. Ster scout.
ling, helping with the work and
aiding in the care of Mrs. Sterling
who has a shoulder bone out of
place. She is being treated by an
osteopathic physician.
Arthur Harlow and George
Cloudman of South Portland called
on F. O. Hilt Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr.
and West. Wentworth of Portland
were guests of the Sterling family
here Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant
daughters Patricia and Earlene of
Cape Elizabeth and Miss N. H.
Kinney attended the Food Fair in
Portland Tuesday afternoon.
F. O. Hilt was showered with
birthday anniversary cards, gifts
and a cake last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port
land called on the crowd Tuesday
evening.
All this in addition to program by
the Grange. Go. look and listen!
Spend a few pennies and reap a
rich harvest of fun and entertain
ment. Refreshments will be on
sale for a penny.—adv.

Thursday
Saturday

Established Janua

Here’s a
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v • *
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Members of the U
Guard Cutter Kickapt <
based at Rockland
which lias long been
sight on (he Rockland
is assigned here prlmarl
breaking duty in the i
Maine coast
During
months, the crew are t
stand by orders, that
must put out from
whatever mi .on it i
in two hours fiom the
they are not.fied.
Tlie Kickapoo has a
men and five officers
by Chief Boatswain A
Tlie craft is 157 feet
length and if* displace:
tons.. She is especiall,
ice-breaking duty, belt
braced around her bowl
her to withstand the si J
breaking without
I

Bosk in the glorious sunshine ol

the American Tropics and enjoy
tlie hoepitalily ol □ Comodoro Hotel
located in the heart ol Miami just

Some African savages still believe a whisper Irom the center o! activity
that white men are the ghosts of 250 attractively furnished rooms
black men. that all deaths from
disease are caused by evil spirits, with tub and shower bath. Rates
and that apes are a race of human Irom $2 50 single, $4 00 doufilc.
beings.
Modem air-cooled coffee shop oi

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising from

STOMACH ULCERS
dueto EXCESS ACID
Free BookTells of HomeTreatment that
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing

lers the finest food at reasonable

prices, famous cocktail lounge.

Personal Du ection

Joseph H. Adams. Manager

Over one million bottles of the WILLARD
TREATMENT have been sold for relie f of
symptoms of distress arising front Stomach
and Duodenal Ulcer* due to Exes** Add—
Poor Digestion, Sour or Upset Stomach,

Gessine**, Heartburn, Sleeplessness, etc.,
due to Excess Acid. Sold on 15 days trial
Ask for “Willard's Message*' which fully
explains this treatment—free—at
D. L. McCARTY, DRUGGIST

COMODORO
szw. r.rsi St

I

il 2nd Av*
Miami. Florida
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THE LATEST VOGUE IN

PERSONAL STATIONERY
For Men and Women

With Paper and Envelopes to match
Your name and address or monogram printed

/

on each

In Several Designs and Colors of Ink and Paper
Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets

Potted
Hydrangeas. |
Calceolarias .
Azaleas ....
Petunias ...
Rambler Rose;
Tulips.. .. .. .. .. .
Daffodils ... .|
Pelargoniums

We also ha]
Iris. Jonquils al
Makes an excellent and useful Birthday Gift

or Personal Remembrance For Any Occasion!
Wrapped in attractive gift boxes at prices from

Don’t forgel

75c and up.

OR

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 per box
Postage 15c Extra
See this full line of samples at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

S1LSB1
FLOWER

